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Refining the Soul: The Pilgrimage of Caritas in the Romances of Chrétien de Troyes
Hannah Zdansky
Director: K. Sarah-Jane Murray, Ph.D.
My thesis explores the relationship between twelfth-century theology and courtly
romance. I specifically look at the connections between St. Bernard of Clairvaux’s
treatise De diligendo Deo (On Loving God) (c. 1126) and the corpus of Chrétien de
Troyes’s Arthurian romances (c. 1165-1190). In each tale, I analyze the progression of
love made by the characters towards a complete attainment of caritas (charity).
Chapter One investigates love from a medieval religious standpoint in order to
establish Chrétien’s cultural milieu. I consider works by St. Augustine, the Canticum
Canticorum (Songs of Songs), Boethius’s De consolatione philosophiae (Consolation of
Philosophy), as well as a mid-twelfth-century narrative poem composed in Old French,
the lai of Narcisus. Chapter Two turns to two of Chrétien’s early romances, Érec et
Énide and Yvain. Here, I show how the protagonists—Erec and Enide, and Yvain and
Laudine—grow as a couple. In Chapter Three, I discuss Chrétien’s fourth romance, Le
Chevalier de la Charrette (The Knight of the Cart), in light of the eleventh-century Vie de
saint Alexis. The Concluding Remarks, then, end upon an investigation of Chrétien’s
fifth and final work, Perceval.

Throughout the thesis, I draw upon medieval artwork (manuscript illuminations,
stained-glass windows, sculpture) to enrich my analyses. In this way, I come to grips
with the medieval worldview and, more particularly, the twelfth-century understanding of
love and marriage. Working within a fictional framework, Chrétien echoes Bernard and
suggests that the love between man and woman is a response to God’s love; it is the first
step towards spiritual perfection and happiness.
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis focuses on the Arthurian romances of Chrétien de Troyes. More
specifically, it focuses upon the relationship between Chrétien’s late twelfth-century
works and the spiritual writings of the early twelfth-century Christian mystic, St. Bernard
of Clairvaux. Throughout his texts, Chrétien de Troyes raises a number of interesting
questions: what purpose does love serve? How are men and women meant to interact
with one another? What should be a person’s relationship to himself, his surroundings—
and most importantly—to God? By reading Chrétien’s courtly romances as a corpus, I
show that his protagonists are engaged in a veritable pilgrimage of love, which closely
parallels the spirit that animates St. Bernard’s De diligendo Deo (On Loving God) (c.
1126) with its “four degrees.”
We know very little about Chrétien de Troyes. He dedicates his third romance, Le
Chevalier de la Charrette (The Knight of the Cart), to Marie de Champagne around 1180,
and we assume he was in her service at that time.1 His first romance, Érec et Énide, was
composed some ten years earlier. Chrétien’s writings are full of references to classical
and vernacular texts as well as to Celtic legends. All of this suggests that he was a
learned poet, trained in the schools but also sensitive to import of the “matter of Britain.”2

1

Marie, Countess of Champagne was the daughter of the one-time queen of France and queen of England,
Eleanor of Aquitaine and King Louis VII of France. Like her mother, she was a great patron of the arts. In
the late 12th Century, Andreas Capellanus dedicates his Art of Courtly Love to her. Chrétien’s fifth and
final romance, Le Conte du Graal (Perceval), is dedicated to Count Philip of Flanders. It is likely Chrétien
passed into Philip’s service after the death of Marie’s husband, Henri le Libéral, in 1181.

2

Concerning Chrétien’s literary background, see Laurence Harf-Lancner in A Companion to Chrétien de
Troyes. See also K. Sarah-Jane Murray’s dissertation Myth and Grammatica in the Service of Narrative
Truth: Vernacular Humanism in Early Old French Courtly Romance.
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Although it seems unlikely that they would ever have met, Chrétien and Bernard are in
accord when it comes to their conception of love: it is a gift from God and should be used
to seek Him. Bernard develops in his work a step-by-step method that explains the
process a person undergoes in a pilgrimage towards divine and perfect Christian love
(caritas).3 His “four degrees of love” are an outline of the progress made between the
human soul and God, yet they can be applied to the love between humans as well.
Chrétien’s Arthurian romances reflect St. Bernard’s claim that since we are born of the
flesh, so too must our love begin in the flesh.4 Each of Chrétien’s couples journey
through St. Bernard’s degrees. Some get further than others, but the protagonists’ sole
chance of happiness always seems to lie in spiritual refinement, accomplished through
nurturing proper relationships. By learning to love another human being correctly, a
person can come to better love God. Resolution within the tales only occurs when the
characters achieve this love.
I have divided this thesis into four sections. Chapter One provides the cultural
and theological grounding for my study.

I begin by exploring the Judeo-Christian

account of creation and the formation of the couple. At the beginning of the world, man
and woman were united spiritually; after the fall, however, the soul’s return to God
depends, in part, on the restoration of the couple to what it was originally intended. St.
Augustine and Hugh of St. Victor both suggest that marriage plays a very important role
in this process: marriage was the first sacrament established by God. Furthermore,
marriage can act as a means of sanctification if it is founded upon love. God is Love, and
3

In this way, Bernard’s mystical writings anticipate St. Bonaventure’s thirteenth-century Itinerarium
mentis in Deum. Never far from the mind is Hebrews chapter eleven verse thirteen: “These all died in faith
[…] and confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth.”

4

Found in the beginning of Chapter XV.
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when two human beings love, they, within the Christian tradition, ideally should come to
participate more in God.5 It is not surprising, then, that the Canticum Canticorum (Song
of Songs) enjoyed great popularity throughout the Middle Ages. Vernacular literature
also engages these questions, as evidenced, for example, by the mid-twelfth-century Lai
de Narcissus. The remainder of the first chapter considers St. Bernard’s “four degrees”
with respect to their interpretation by Chrétien and the significance this has for the
Christian worldview of medieval Europe. The romances of Chrétien exhibit a schema
similar to Bernard’s and, though more obscure, suggest that the love between a man and a
woman should be a response to God’s love. For both, the “first degree of love” entails
loving the self for the sake of the self. The pilgrimage begins when we move to the
“second degree” and learn to love God (or another), albeit selfishly.

The “third

degree”—loving God (or another) for His (or his/her) own sake—represents the stage
which most people do not possess the fortitude to move beyond. Perfect happiness is the
reward for someone who aspires to the “fourth degree” of loving others and oneself
through God. Humankind’s greatest purpose should lie in seeking God, and this is no
less true within human relationships because the love of another should help lead one to
God. Thus, Chrétien shows that Bernard’s degrees can be read in two ultimately linked
ways.
Chapter Two closely analyzes a pair of Chrétien’s early romances, Érec et Énide
(c. 1165) and Yvain or Le Chevalier au Lion (The Knight with the Lion) (c. 1180). Both
of these works deal with the failing and subsequent healing of a couple. As soon as Erec
and Enide marry, they succumb to lust and fail to accomplish their duty as human beings
by contributing to their community. They remain in the “second degree,” which results
5

See Neil Cartlidge’s Medieval Marriage, page 42.
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in a crisis and causes them to embark upon a lengthy and perilous journey. Throughout
this process, Erec and Enide grow together by sharing in each other’s trials. In one
episode, believing that she has caused Erec’s death, Enide approaches the “third degree:”
she screams and cries, beating her body, because through her selfishness, she has lost him
and her link to the Divine. Directly afterwards, we see just how unselfish her love has
become, for she will endure physical and emotional abuse in order to remain loyal to
Erec, even when she believes he has departed. This process of loss and renewal is echoed
in Yvain. When the hero loses his lady due to the sin of pride, he goes mad. Yvain and
Laudine’s relationship also began in the flesh. He fell in love with her at first sight (after
killing her husband!) and married her only a few days later. Their love does not have
time to develop. However, when he later returns to Laudine after many adventures—
including companionship with a lion towards which he demonstrates selfless love—the
reader recognizes that their union has grown. Yvain comes to understand the tenets of
caritas through his association with the lion. In this way, he reaches the “third degree of
love” and is able to return to Laudine.

Throughout these two tales, Chrétien’s

protagonists progress from a condition of selfishness to charity. In so doing, they also
come nearer to God and achieve contentment, for both stories end conclusively.
Chapter Three turns to one of Chrétien’s most famous romances, Le Chevalier de
la Charrette. I offer here a different look at the seemingly adulterous affair between
Lancelot and Guinevere.

By reading Le Chevalier de la Charrette in light of the

eleventh-century Vie de saint Alexis (Life of St. Alexis) (c. 1040), I suggest that the
Charrette urges its readers to consider the nature of Lancelot’s love for Guinevere. Is it
physical (as many critics have assumed)? Or is it transcendental, that is, a chaste love,
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devoid of cupidity, which leads Lancelot to catch glimpses of the Divine? Near the onset
of the romance, Lancelot jumps onto a cart, demonstrating his selfless love for
Guinevere, which takes precedence over everything else. I contend that, through such an
act, he exemplifies Bernard’s “third degree of love.” Lancelot’s love continues to grow
and change as his quest for the queen progresses. When he finds Guinevere’s comb
beside a fountain, he regards a lock of her hair as though it were a precious relic. This
scene, far from being sacrilegious, invites us to understand how Lancelot’s great
(unselfish) love for Guinevere pushes his soul towards God.6

Chrétien makes this

abundantly clear as Lancelot crosses the “Sword Bridge” into Gorre and performs an
imitatio Christi by wounding his hands and feet. My analysis culminates in a discussion
of the ambiguous “Night of Love” shared by Lancelot and Guinevere and that if they are
ever to find satisfaction, they must, as a couple, achieve caritas.
The Concluding Remarks consider Chrétien’s last, and crowning, tale, Le Conte
du Graal (The Story of the Grail) (c. 1190). Whereas Lancelot and Guinevere can never
be together in this life—he is a Knight of the Round Table, and she is the queen—the
sanctity of Lancelot’s love and sacrifice already points to the character of Perceval. In
this final story, we find a way to move beyond where Lancelot and Guinevere fall short.
Only in the “fourth degree of love” can humanity truly find happiness. Perceval is the
only one of Chrétien’s protagonists to reach a step like St. Alexis in his spiritual
progression, and he accomplishes it through his love for Blancheflor, as revealed by the
well-known scene of the blood drops in the snow. When he meets the hermit, Perceval’s
journey ends where all journeys must aspire to end: in the pardon of sins, the promise of

6

Dante’s chaste love for Beatrice, as we see it developed in the Vita Nuova, will later show this, again, as it
provides the basis for his journey in La Divina Commedia.
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new life, and the taking of the Eucharist. Thus, Perceval, in a way, does find his grail,
but it is no longer an earthly, tangible object: the grail is God’s love. This is something
that is available for all humankind to seize—if only we learn to ask the right questions
and come to love appropriately.
A single study can in no way exhaustively treat all the implications behind the
claims I have made in this introduction, nor can it illustrate them with thorough
adequacy. Yet, I believe that from what I have attempted here, new and promising
questions can be asked about Chrétien’s romances. St. Bernard’s theology of love allows
us to celebrate the human relationships narrated by Chrétien and to understand why the
romancier champenois was obsessed with the notion of the couple. In effect, Chrétien’s
stories can be rejuvenated if we look at them in this way, and most importantly, we can
realize the message to be gained. The works of Chrétien de Troyes “see further” than the
code of courtly love and etiquette of the romance tradition, reminding us, as does the Vie
de saint Alexis, to set our sights on God.7 Thus, while they are certainly “pleasing,”
Chrétien’s Arthurian romances are also “learned and wise.”

7

John of Salisbury reminds us that, for Bernard of Chartres, the moderns (i.e., medievals) are just small
dwarves when compared to the giants of antiquity. However, by riding on the shoulders of the giants, the
dwarves can see further than the giants ever could (Metalogicon 1.24).

x

CHAPTER ONE
Love as a Pathway to God: A Medieval Concept of Marriage
In one of the most famous scenes from the last of Chrétien’s Arthurian romances,
The Story of the Grail (Perceval), Perceval finds himself in the midst of an idyllic wintry
landscape (432-436). The ground is blanketed with snow, and trees surround him as he
makes his way into a clearing. Suddenly, from behind, he hears the honking of geese and
then the agitated shrieking of one being attacked by a falcon. Perceval spurs over to the
spot where the goose has fallen, but the creature is not mortally wounded and soon flies
away.

Left behind in the blazingly white snow are three drops of crimson blood.

Perceval quickly “bec[omes] lost in contemplation: the red tone of his lady’s cheeks in
her white face were like the three drops of blood against the whiteness of the snow”
(432).1 Perceval remained thus fixed for many hours.
What is the significance of this scene? In medieval iconography, the conjoining
of red and white represent the colors of the Eucharist, which invoke both the purity of
Christ and the bodily sacrifice He made to save humanity. The red and white motif is
also emblematic of the love between a man and a woman. In Chrétien’s Story of the
Grail, these two ideals are carefully wrought together: Perceval sees his lady’s face, but it
is also at this point that he rapidly progresses in his journey towards God, which
culminates, much later, in the taking of communion in the hermit’s hut (see Concluding

1

Verse lines will be supplied for the Old French in footnotes (unless the text itself is being discussed)
based upon the Œuvres Complètes of Chrétien de Troyes edited by Daniel Poirion; however, Carleton
Carroll’s and William Kibler’s English prose translations will be cited by page number within the text:
“Que ausi aloit an son vis / Li vermauz sor le blanc asis / Come les gotes de sanc furent / Qui desor le blanc
aparurent” (vv. 4203-4206).

1

2
Remarks). In the present chapter, I discuss the theological underpinnings of Chrétien’s
conception of the couple, not only as an earthly relationship between man and woman,
but also as a reflection of God’s love for humanity.
The Couple in the Likeness of God
In the Judeo-Christian tradition, we begin with Adam and Eve. The relationship
between man and woman—relating to the fall and the present spiritual state of human
beings—was at the very center of the medieval mind. The Book of Genesis provides the
foundation of this fascination with the couple: “Et creavit Deus hominem ad imaginem
suam, ad imaginem Dei creavit illum; masculum et feminam creavit eos” (1:27). (“So
God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female
created he them.”)2 As Karl Uitti maintains in his article “Copula Sacra,” God created
man (humankind) in what would be His image, but in His image he created him (illum).
Male and female he created them (eos), meaning that God made each one separately as
either male or female. However, when they are together in union, they come closest to
the likeness of God; as Uitti explains, “Homo in God’s image is ‘male’ and ‘female’ in
their conjunction (illum) and in their natural individualities (eos)” (395). Each one is
made in the likeness of God, but together these likenesses represent a veritable image of
God.
It may be helpful to think of this in terms of the Trinity, where the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Spirit are all individually God but also God together. Man and woman
can exist apart and still maintain a likeness to God, but would that likeness not be so
much stronger if they were paired and working in union as originally intended by God?
2

All biblical citations and English translations from the Latin Vulgate will be taken from the King James
Version, except for the deuterocanonical books which will be taken from the Douay-Rheims Bible.

3
Karl Uitti refers, again, to the superior quality of the couple as opposed to the individual:
“in and of itself, the Couple is something more, and other, than the sum of its two
constituent parts” (394). Indeed, there is something mystical and blessed about two
people who truly love one another.
The New Testament responds to the notion of the couple in the words Christ
speaks concerning marriage. Adam and Eve were the first couple and thus established
the following course of Christian, gender-relational history. Everything that has occurred
since their time falls in correlation to their actions. During the prelapsarian age (when all
was right in the world and with God), Adam and Eve existed as two completely distinct,
physical entities comprising one spiritual body.

They were, as could be discerned

through Christ’s words, “duo in carne una” (Mark 10:8). This is how man and woman
were meant by God to live. When they are separated, they are no longer whole. Apart,
they do not reach their full potential, a point that Chrétien will address in Erec and Enide
(see Chapter Two).
The Gospel of Mark further elaborates upon mankind’s creation story: “Ab initio
autem creaturae masculum et feminam fecit eos Deus. Propter hoc relinquet homo
patrem suum et matrem et adherebit ad uxorem suam […]. Itaque iam non sunt duo sed
una caro.” (“But from the beginning of the creation God made them male and female.
For this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and cleave to his wife; And they
twain shall be one flesh: so then they are no more twain, but one flesh” (Mark 10:6-8).)
Mark corroborates that God made male and female to exist as one. Men and women
leave their respective families in order to cling to their loved ones—their partners—in an
earthly pilgrimage.

Karl Uitti contends that this tendency and deep-seated need

4
represents one of the main goals of life: “Authentic participation in the human Coupling
constitutes a validation of one’s life as a human being: that is why stories about couples
are so interesting” (395). This is the idea upon which Chrétien’s tales are predicated, for
success in his narratives is not necessarily found in winning battles or proving one’s wit
and valor, but in nourishing a fitting union with a member of the opposite sex.
Men and women originally being “duo in carne una” is a characteristic facet of
the medieval mindset: the theme dominates not only romance narrative, but medieval art
as well. A thirteenth-century sculpture at Amiens cathedral, known as La création d’Ève,
provides an interesting case in point.3 God stands to the left of Adam as he lays upon his
side asleep. Issuing forth from the other side of Adam is a splendid-looking, rather
plump woman—Eve.

The uniformity and symmetry of the soon-to-be couple is

particularly remarkable. The two almost look as if they are one creature, having a pair of
torsos and only one set of legs, yet through the way in which they are constructed, the
legs could function as either Adam’s, or Eve’s, or in this case, both. The symmetry is so
perfect that in the sculpture the two truly are one being.
At first, this representation does not seem entirely in line with the account of
creation. The only information that the Bible provides concerning the origin of Eve in
Genesis (2:21-22) is that God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and He removed
from his side a rib, which was then used to create woman. However, in verse twentythree, it states rather poetically that, “This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my
flesh: she shall be called Woman, because she was taken out of Man.” La création d’Ève
seems to take this line quite literally, in that God is drawing Eve forth from the body of
Adam as a fully grown, complete human being. This artistic interpretation acts as a form
3

Refer to Figure 1, Appendix A.

5
of gloss, or commentary.4 As we shall see, Chrétien achieves the same type of (textual)
glossing in his romances by taking lofty theological concepts, complex philosophical
jargon, and abstract thought, and placing them within the context of everyday life.5
La création d’Ève of Amiens Cathedral is not the only existing portrayal of Eve’s
making in this way. In fact, a variety of depictions such as this can be found in churches
across Europe as well as in manuscript illuminations. From this, we can deduce that such
representations were widely accepted, and popular, iconographies.
figures in a stained-glass window at Chartres Cathedral.6

A similar scene

The window in question

narrates the story of the Good Samaritan, and a single frame includes a depiction of God
pulling Eve out of Adam’s side (Dieu tire Ève d’un côté d’Adam).7 Here again, Adam
and Eve possess a wonderful symmetry. If imaginary lines were drawn where Eve’s legs
should be, these would fall in exact accordance with the positioning of Adam’s. Man and
woman are illustrated as being one, which is precisely how Adam and Eve existed
spiritually as a couple prior to the fall.
My third and final set of images is from a fifteenth-century illuminated
manuscript (BNF, Richelieu MS, Français 188). The paintings graphically recount the
story of Adam and Eve, from their creation to their downfall.8 Interestingly, the artist

4

Medieval scholars often left explicatory notes in the margins of manuscripts (e.g., biblical exegesis,
references to classical literature, etc.). This, in turn, led to the creation of detailed commentaries on both
Christian and secular texts. Marie de France even tells us that the “modern” poet must “gloss the letter” of
his predecessors in order to reveal hidden meanings. Manuscript illuminations and other forms of artwork
can serve this purpose as well.

5

Both of these types of glossing also denote vernacularization, which provides a means of understanding
for the ordinary person.

6

The cathedral was constructed over an extensive period of time, between 1040 and 1240 A.D.

7

Refer to Figure 2, Appendix A.

8

Refer to Figures 3, 4, and 5, Appendix A.
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represents the tree of knowledge in the background of Eve’s creation—foreshadowing
events to come that he later develops into his theme. Here, too, Adam and Eve are
perceived as one—a true couple in every sense of the word—before their spiritual
collapse and eventual separation from God. Situated in front of the tree, God pulls Eve
from the right side of Adam. God has Eve by the hand, and He places his other hand on
her head, drawing her forth yet also, it would seem, blessing her.
Following the scene of Eve’s creation is one that appears to be a marriage—God
giving Eve to Adam—and then a portrayal of that marriage after sin entered into the
world. The parallels linking the two are striking. In the marriage scene, Adam and Eve
are holding their arms outstretched, and their hands are together, clasped by God’s hands
on either side. God stands between them, joining them. In the postlapsarian depiction,
Adam and Eve are also extending their arms towards one another, but unlike the first,
here their hands do not touch, despite their efforts. Dividing them is the tree—the source
of their first sin and the cause of all unhappiness.

Whereas the tree stands in the

background in the scene of Eve’s creation, now it is in the forefront. The first segment of
the image is about Adam and Eve, the first and only perfect couple; now it centers on
their failure and disunion. With the fall came sin and the corruption of the couple. As
Karl Uitti states, “life continues—humanity is not obliterated—but sin has enveloped it
within a new, and precarious, context” (395). After the fall, part of the journey to God
consists in the couple’s journey: they must strive to become one again and thereby regain
the idyllic relationship they have lost.9 In this way, marriage echoes the Divine union.
Love should not produce a barren existence in this life: it most grow and bear fruit.

9

Erich Auerbach points out in his detailed analysis of a medieval Christian play dating from the latter half
of the twelfth century, Le Mystère d’Adam, that the only being who could have persuaded Adam to sin was
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All of this artwork effectively stresses the importance of the couple within the
medieval worldview. Most significantly, the images vernacularize and provide a gloss on
the Bible for non-Latin reading audiences. During our study of Chrétien’s romances, we
will do well to remember that man is most complete when coupled with his partner—just
as, before the fall, Adam is fulfilled by the creation of Eve.
Sanctity in Marriage
Such a focus on the couple explains why medieval thinkers are so interested in the
concept of marriage. Although the Church Fathers tend to vary in their support of
marriage, both St. Augustine and Hugh of St. Victor present compelling reasons to
believe that marriage serves a spiritual purpose.
In his De bono coniugali (On the Good of Marriage), St. Augustine of Hippo
(354-430 A.D.) presents as evidence of Christ’s affirmation of marriage the story of His
attendance of the wedding in Cana, where he performed His first miracle (7).10 He says
further that, “the explanation of why marriage is a good lies […] not merely in the
procreation of children, but also in the natural compact itself between the sexes.” St.
Jerome (c. 340-420), on the other hand, writes: “I praise marriage, I praise wedlock, but I
do so because they produce virgins for me” (152). The place of holy matrimony within
the order of the sacraments has always been a little tenuous because the purpose of a
sacrament is to confer upon the Christian an interior divine grace. Whether or not
Eve. Neither Satan nor his underlings nor any other creature could have had enough influence upon Adam
to bring about a complete disregard for God. Within the text of the play itself, Adam replies to Eve’s
entreaty to eat the apple: “I shall believe you. You are my equal” (145). Thus, really, she did have a
special power over him, not because of her seductive qualities, but because she was part of him. They were
one, so if Eve had sinned, Adam had to follow. In fact, by Eve’s sin, Adam had already been tarnished. As
Auerbach says, “no one but she could succeed here (with the Devil’s help), for only she is connected with
Adam in so special a relationship that her actions affect him spontaneously and deeply” (150).
10

John 2:1-8
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marriage can provide a connection with God on a parallel level with baptism and holy
communion has often been a point of debate. Can marriage grant the same type of
undiluted grace as the Eucharist, when it depends on two fallible human beings and is
more easily subject to worldliness and corruption? Is it an institution of God or invented
by men to maintain a kind of social order through which to cultivate families?11
According to Neil Cartlidge, St. Augustine viewed the nuptial bond as being a
necessity due essentially to mankind’s internal degradation.

Augustine approached

theology through an understanding of himself, which became manifested in his teachings.
However, Augustine was plagued with what he calls “concupiscence.”12 Thus, for him,
marriage is, in part, a means of safeguarding against rampant, indiscriminate intercourse.
As he notes in De bono coniugali concerning the wedded: “Yet their marriages do
embrace a good, which is precisely the fact that they are married, for the purpose of their
11

The situation was not firmly addressed until the Council of Trent (1545-1563), with the following being
cited in the canons: “If anyone says that matrimony is not truly and properly one of the seven sacraments of
the evangelical law, instituted by Christ the Lord, but has been devised by men in the Church and does not
confer grace, let him be anathema” (Canons 181; Canon 1, Session XXIV). Prior to this declaration,
Martin Luther in his De captivitate babylonica (The Babylonian Captivity of the Church) writes that, “We
have said that in every sacrament there is a word of divine promise, to be believed by whoever receives the
sign […]. Nowhere do we read that the man who marries a wife receives any grace of God” (220).
According to Luther, the act of marriage does not appear to have any kind of mysticism attached to it
within the scriptures. The process is very straightforward and simple; rather, it almost seems to be
something that is pragmatic—a basic necessity of life. A little later in 1559, John Calvin says in his
completed Institutes of the Christian Religion that: “The last of all is marriage, which, while all admit it to
be an institution of God, no man ever saw to be a sacrament, until the time of Gregory. And would it ever
have occurred to the mind of any sober man? It is a good and holy ordinance of God. And agriculture,
architecture, shoemaking, and shaving, are lawful ordinances of God; but they are not sacraments” (646647; book IV, ch. xix, sec. 34). The argument is similar to Luther’s in that Calvin sees no special
conference of divine grace accompanying the ritual of marriage, yet he takes the idea even farther in
stressing the functionality of marriage. The institution is just a part of life as is agriculture and hair cutting.
One must grow food in order to eat, cut one’s hair so that it will not grow too long, and marry in order to
enjoy one’s wife and produce offspring. The concept of marriage is condoned by God just like other
essential features of human existence; there is nothing especially holy about it. However, this treatment of
the matter is entirely contrary to the prevailing medieval mindset a few centuries earlier. Human thought
had shifted since that time, yet what served as the logical basis for the Roman Catholic Church’s decision
to officially include holy matrimony in the listing of the sacraments? The Church was compelled, in part,
to accept marriage as an official sacrament to counter the Protestant denouncement, but firm theological
backing had to exist.
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This is particularly evident throughout the Confessions.
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marrying was to confine such lust within lawful bonds so that it did not play fast and
loose in a degrading and degenerate way” (13). Marriage acts to contain amorousness
and direct it towards something better. It may be less of a good than chastity, yet
marriage provides a more practical and widespread function: “Marriages promote this
further good: carnal and youthful incontinence, which is admittedly a defect, is applied to
the honourable task of begetting children, and so intercourse within marriage engenders
something good from the evil of lust” (7). St. Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians
supports this idea: “I say therefore to the unmarried and widows, it is good for them if
they abide even as I. But if they cannot contain, let then marry: for it is better to marry
than to burn” (7:8-9).
St. Augustine further tells us that whether married or not, one should not succumb
to inordinate desire for something other than God (i.e., “concupiscence”). Augustine did
not condemn human sexuality outright; rather, he disapproved of human psychology. He
saw sexual nature as being the result of a loss of mental and emotional soundness
following the fall. As Cartlidge purports through the words of John Bugge, concerning
Augustine’s thoughts on the condition of male and female interaction prior to and after
their spiritual collapse, “the first effect of the sin, […], becomes the loss of that primal
psychological integrity by which intercourse was possible without the derangement and
agitation of libidinous longing” (40). Sexual intercourse, in this vein, is a result of the
fall.13 In the beginning, man and woman were made to possess a union that lay far
deeper than the flesh; they were one without needing physical reassurance. Individually
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Concerning the obvious question as to how Augustine thought the human species would have propagated
had sin never entered the world and thus human relations and reproduction as we conceive of them, he says
the following: “One possibility is that if they had not sinned they would have had children in some way
other than sexual intercourse through the gift of the almighty Creator” (3).
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and together, they were complete and pure when connected with God. Once that pathway
of free exchange and influence became blocked through their own weaknesses and
uninhibited choice, the mind of man turned in upon itself. Most of what had been good,
including love, was perverted in the separation from God. Thus, “concupiscence,” a
thorough reversal of love’s trajectory, entered into the world.
Cartlidge maintains that St. Augustine in no way discredited the concept of
marriage but only in regard to it sometimes being a safe haven for human intemperance,
especially with regard to sexuality. For Augustine, “continence is a virtue not of the
body but of the mind” (47). Even in marriage, “concupiscence” can still flourish. The
problem lies not so much in the biological urge to generate as it does in humanity’s
mental obsession with self-satisfying pleasure. The need to control carnality through the
institution of marriage only proves, in contrast to the divine origin of man, the
“inadequacy, indiscipline, and inner division of the human mind” (Cartlidge 40).
Yet St. Augustine rates participation in a proper marriage focused upon God as
second in importance only to virginity.

In comparing chaste celibacy with chaste

marriage—i.e., marriage in which sexual intercourse is not performed excessively for the
sole sake of gratification—he stresses that, “we can be in no doubt whatever that the
chastity of continence is better than the chastity of marriage, though both are a good”
(53).14 Continence is better because it is a more rigorous lifestyle that is closer to the
type of life that Christ led. Celibacy is chosen because it allows one to focus all attention
upon God without being distracted by temptations and the need to please a spouse.
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Even those who lead a celibate life participate in a marriage of sorts. Rather than swearing themselves to
an earthly beloved, Christian monastics take vows of fidelity to God—holy orders. A monk becomes the
“bride of Christ;” however, this motif works better with female monastics. Male monastics often dedicate
themselves to the service of St. Mary the Mother of God in order to create a representative relationship.
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St. Paul also addresses the issue of chastity: “For I would that all men were even
as I myself. But every man hath his proper gift of God, one after this manner, and
another after that” (1 Corinthians 7:7). Continence is a means of honoring God just as
God is meant to be honored through the sacrament of marriage. In a similar fashion, St.
Jerome explains why there is no commandment given for mankind to practice virginity:
“Because that has more value which is not taken by force but is voluntary” (152).
Humans may choose to marry and venerate God through their chaste association with
another, or they may, instead, possess the fortitude to take up an even higher life. The
decision rests in the person and in their abilities. For Augustine, marriage possesses
undeniably sanctifying aspects when it is practiced with chastity in mind: “So the bodies
of married couples who preserve fidelity to each other and to the Lord are also holy”
(27). For those people who cannot find it within themselves to lead a wholly continent
life, marriage is a means of divine grace.
Nonetheless, sexual intercourse within marriage may prevent husbands and wives
from straying outside their conjugal bonds for the sake of appeasing the libido. In this
way, intercourse within marriage, which may not necessarily be performed in the hope of
producing children (and thus constitutes fornication), may help preserve the faith between
a man and wife. Augustine says concerning these two points that, “Intercourse within
marriage, then, when undertaken to beget children, carries no blame. When indulged to
satisfy lust, so long as it is with a married partner, it bears only venial blame because it
preserves fidelity to the marriage-bed.” He continues to say that lust outside of marriage
is wholly unacceptable: “Adultery or fornication, however, is mortally sinful.”
Altogether, there is but one sure way to preserve one’s soul: “abstention from all sexual
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intercourse is better even than intercourse in marriage undertaken to beget children” (15).
Sexual intercourse is pardonable only in marriage because it supports progeny and helps
to safe-guard fidelity that may otherwise be compromised by human weakness.
There is a limit to this relative freedom: it may in no way interfere with the
couple’s dedication to God. Intemperance must be curbed. Augustine explains this well:
“Marriage […] obtains pardon for it, so long as it is not so excessive that it occupies time
set aside for prayer, or degenerates into unnatural practices […]” (25). A couple must not
forsake God in their pursuit of worldly pleasure, for this is lust and the same sin whether
within the bonds of marriage or not. Hugh of St. Victor, an Augustinian monk (10961141),15 adds to this in his On the Sacraments of the Christian Faith by showing that
there must be a special bond to be enlivened by “mingling of the flesh,” as he puts it, the
like of which he describes thusly: “surely there is something between God and the soul of
which whatever exists in marriage between male and female is the sacrament and the
image” (326). Marriage is more than the coming together of two bodies; it should also be
an alliance of hearts.
To the medieval mind, wedlock maintains a special ranking among the sacraments
because it is believed to have been the first founded by God: “Although all sacraments
took their beginning after sin and on account of sin, we read that the sacrament of
marriage alone was established even before sin, yet not as a remedy but as an office”
(Hugh of St. Victor 324).16 Something beyond the corporeal state constitutes a marriage;
15

Hugh of St. Victor, born in Saxony, came to be head of the school at the monastery of St. Victor in Paris.
He is known for his philosophical and theological writings in which he reformulates a good deal of
Augustinian thought. Hugh was also a mystic.
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Hugh of St. Victor, like Augustine, teaches that because marriage was instituted by God, it is good. Even
before mankind’s fall into sin, God created man and woman for one another. Woman was meant to be a
companion for Adam, and the two were to cling to each another. Marriage was made—woman was
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physicality is only a minute characteristic of a couple. In fact, marriage survives without
it. Camaraderie can exist without carnal interaction. Woman was fashioned not only for
the purpose of continuing the human race, but also for providing a source of
encouragement for man: “For since she was given as a companion, not a servant or a
mistress, she was to be produced not from the highest or from the lowest part but from
the middle” (329). Thus, Eve was not made from Adam’s head because she would have
seemed to be created for the purpose of domination. Eve was not formed from Adam’s
feet either because this would have made it seem like she was to be a slave. Rather, she
was constructed from the middle so that there would be an equality and interdependence
in the relationship.17
God, in the beginning, made man and woman to exist together as one with both
parts being equal—but the sum so much greater. In that God fashioned man and woman
to be complementary, God created the idea of marriage: “The author of marriage is God”
(325).18 If marriage is a human convention, then why did God understand Adam’s need
for a mate? This only makes sense if marriage entails a spiritual function. For this

created—in order to help Adam and aid in the propagation of the human species. A woman is expected to
render assistance to her husband by supporting him; ideally, they are intended to exist as one, each aiding
the other. Thus, a greater association lies between man and woman than just a “mingling of the flesh.” As
he says concerning the bond between people who are not part of a couple, “For those who consent only to
the mingling of the flesh, in view of such a consent cannot still be called consorts” (329).
17

Notice this notion is brought to life in many examples of medieval artwork some of which were
previously analyzed. In all the pieces which represent Eve’s creation in being extracted from Adam, she is
always pulled from his mid-section.
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As Neil Cartlidge makes clear in his study of the play Le Mystère d’Adam, concerning the creation,
joining, and fall of Adam and Eve, through the way in which the characters act, it becomes apparent that
“their reciprocal love for each other is subordinated to their joint love for God” (41). He goes on to say in
regard to the way in which the figures of Adam and Eve have been shown to develop within the narrative:
“In this sense, marriage is not made by God but in God. To marry is to participate in the continuum of His
love” (42). Marriage is an important element of life not because it must be honored as a social custom, but
because it is, as Neil Cartlidge states again, “a mechanism fundamental to the universe as God originally
created it” (40).
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reason, Augustine’s “belief is that the bond would certainly not have been so strong had
not some sacred symbol of something more profound than this feeble mortality of ours
become attached to it […]” (17).
The relationship of a couple is often compared throughout the Christian tradition
to the bond between Christ and the Church. Paul reminds us that a husband should love
his wife as he loves his own body: “For no man ever yet hated his own flesh; but
nourisheth and cherisheth it, even as the Lord the church” (Ephesians 5:29). Later, Paul
explicitly compares the coupling of man and woman with the relationship into which
Christ has entered with the Church, “Ecclesia” (Ephesians 5:32). Paul plays back and
forth in the comparison and ends upon the following verse: “Nevertheless let every one of
you in particular love his wife even as himself; and the wife see that she reverence her
husband” (5:33). From this we can deduce that the ties between husband and wife are, or
at least should be, as strong as the inseparable bond between the Church and Christ.19
This concept is best represented in the many allegorical interpretations applied to
the Canticum Canticorum (Songs of Songs),20 which was first translated into Old French
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Hugh of St. Victor, in further explicating St. Augustine’s work, puts forth three blessings which
accompany marriage—faith, hope of progeny, and sacrament. Concerning the issue of sacrament in
marriage, Hugh of St. Victor confirms Paul’s teaching regarding the analogy between a married couple and
the Church and Christ. He adds another level to this interpretation by saying, “And in this marriage indeed
the sacrament externally is undivided association; the essence of the sacrament internally, charity of souls
burning mutually and perseveringly” (341). Furthermore, as he says regarding the blessed state of
marriage, “The sacrament externally belongs to Christ and the Church, the essence of the sacrament
internally to God and the soul […]” (341). Abetting this process additionally is the fact that Paul says in 1
Corinthians when referring to the Church, “Now ye are the body of Christ, and members in particular”
(12:27). Thus, this leaves Christ as the head and the Church the body. Christ is like a bridegroom and the
Church a bride: “Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord. For the husband is
the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church: and he is the saviour of the body” (Ephesians
5:22-23). There can be no greater attestation to the sacramental status of marriage than that it is compared
to the life-giving relationship between Christ and the Christian community.
20
Cedric Pickford explains that an allegorical understanding of the highly erotic biblical book is not a novel
idea. Even within Jewish tradition, it is seen as “an allegory of the love of God for Israel” (x). However,
the Christian culture of the Middle Ages turned this conception around, making it an allegory of love
between the Christian and Christ.
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in the early twelfth century. The Songs of Songs briefly recounts, on the surface, the love
between a bride and a bridegroom known as the sponsa and the sponsus. The language is
markedly sensuous as the bride speaks of her lover: “Let him kiss me with the kisses of
his mouth: for thy love is better than wine” (1:2). The bride expresses her desire for her
beloved by comparing him to beautiful earthly things. She longs for him; her yearning is
unbearable. At the start of the third chapter, she says, “By night on my bed I sought him
whom my soul loveth: I sought him, but I found him not.” The sponsa thus becomes
desperate for her love: “I will rise now, and go about the city in the streets, and in the
broad ways I will seek him whom my soul loveth: I sought him, but I found him not”
(3:2). The remaining five chapters detail the continued passionate search of the sponsa
for her bridegroom and the satisfaction that she, in the end, only finds in him. Her needs,
emotional more than physical, can only be quenched by him. The metaphorical nature of
the Song of Songs begs interpretation.21
Christian commentators of the Middle Ages understood the love between the
sponsa and sponsus to represent more than the terrestrial love between a man and a
woman. The relationship is indicative of that between the Church and Christ; it also
invokes and points to the bond between the individual soul and God.22

Duncan

Robertson (“The Experience of Reading”) quotes St. Gregory the Great’s On the Song of
Songs: “This is why, in the book of the Song of Songs, the language of physical love is
spoken: so that the soul may be rubbed and warmed out of her torpor by an expression
21

After all, why has it been given the title “Songs of Songs,” essentially the “song above all songs”? St.
Bernard’s first sermon on the Canticum Canticorum addresses this idea at length.

22
Evelyn Underhill demonstrates in her article “Mystical Union” some of the similarities between married
couples and the soul and God which were fodder for allegorical application, namely the fact that, “The
elements of duty, constancy, irrevocableness, and loving obedience involved in the mediaeval conception
of the marriage tie made it an apt image of a spiritual state in which humility, intimacy, and love were the
dominant characteristics” (70).
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familiar to her, and by words of lower love be aroused to a love which is higher” (8).23
The human being in its fallen state cannot grasp the kind of love which God possesses.
Man must be brought to the light through a method which he can understand. For this
reason,
The imagery of love poetry poses no obstacle to understanding. Figures
(enigmata) have real, heuristic value: they serve as a means to transfer our
understanding of love from the human plane to that of the divine. God is love; he
does not disdain to speak to us in terms of love, and the sacred discourse is not
ridiculized thereby (Robertson 8).
As Pickford points out, “To see profane love and sacred love as two quite separate
and even opposing ideals is to misunderstand the way in which the twelfth-century mind
operated” (xiv). Yet, the connection between earthly and divine love runs far deeper
even than this. If we can better understand God’s love through studying human love,
then would we not be able to better participate in and exhibit God’s love by experiencing
a love of this earth?
The most famous medieval commentator on the Song of Songs is without doubt
St. Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153), founder of the Abbey of Clairvaux. He delivered
eighty-six sermons expounding the hidden meanings of this rather short, poetic text in a
way that proves to James Wimsatt that, “No one is more positive about the complete
spirituality of Canticles than is Bernard […]” (78).24 For St. Bernard, the Song of Songs
represents the ardent yearning of the soul for God. Wimsatt points to a section from
Bernard’s sixty-first sermon in which Bernard states, “And when you consider the lovers
themselves, think not of a man and a woman but of the Word and the soul. And if I
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See Gregory the Great. On the Song of Songs. Patrologia Latina 79, col. 471ff.

In Chrétien de Troyes Revisited, Karl Uitti and Michelle Freeman explain that Bernard began writing
these sermons in order to instruct the neophytes of his order, starting around 1135 until he died (27).
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should say Christ and the Church the same applies, except that the word Church signifies
not one soul but the unity rather unanimity of many” (3: 141-142).25 It follows that the
sponsa longs for her bridegroom with the same deep-set need with which a soul desires
God. If we bring this back to the notion of the couple, the sponsa can only be complete if
she is with her mate, for the two are one.
The same is true of the soul and God as well because the soul is of like substance
to God, and humankind was created by God.26 Apart from God, human beings do not
live as they were intended. God created human beings to exist in perfect communion
with Him and with each other, but the fall changed everything. Now, humanity must
seek after God, for only in coming closer to Him can fulfillment be found. This is no
different with the sponsa, for in coming together with her beloved, in a couple, she is
living in accordance with how she was originally fashioned. The sponsa and the sponsus,
together, represent the image of God and, in this way, are brought closer to Him. When
the sponsa loses her love, she laments pitiably: “I opened to my beloved; but my beloved
had withdrawn himself, and was gone: my soul failed when he spake: I sought him, but I
could not find him; I called him, but he gave no answer” (5:6). She has been left utterly
bereft, not just because she is alone but because she is not whole, just as the soul is not
complete apart from God. Previously, she ran madly through the streets of the town
25

For an interesting look at St. Bernard’s treatment of gender in his sermons and in his own understanding
of mankind’s relationship to God, see David Damrosch’s article “Non Alia Sed Aliter: The Hermeneutics of
Gender in Bernard of Clairvaux” in Images of Sainthood in Medieval Europe. Ed. Renate BlumenfeldKosinski and Timea Szell. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1991. 181-195.
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We can see this in the work of St. Anselm (1033-1109), who was first prior of Bec and then Archbishop
of Canterbury. Through his writing (especially his Prayers and Meditations), Anselm searches for
theological understanding, as well as a closer, and more personal, relationship to God. Like the bride, he,
too, seeks, knocks, and asks. In the Proslogion, Anselm petitions God: “Teach me to seek you, and as I
seek you, show yourself to me, for I cannot seek you unless you show me how, and I will never find you
unless you show yourself to me. Let me seek you by desiring you, and desire you be seeking you; let me
find you by loving you, and love you in finding you” (243).
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looking, crying for her love, but she had lost something far more precious than a person
who could bring her mere physical contentment. She lost her link with the Divine.
The Song of Songs left its mark on many vernacular works. A good case in point
is the mid-twelfth-century Old French narrative poem, the lai of Narcisus et Dané. Based
upon Ovid’s tale of Narcissus and Echo (see Book III of the Metamorphoses), Dané falls
in love with Narcisus, but the affections are not reciprocal. The Old French heroine longs
for Narcisus using language very similar to the Songs of Songs. When she sees him
passing by, she takes off running after him:
The cold afflicted her so much, / And the road, which is very rough, / That blood
pours from her toes / And makes her whole foot scarlet. / Tears run down her
face, / She holds her hands out towards him, fingers laced (vv. 511-516).27
It is to no avail: Narcisus will not yield; he violently (and rudely) rejects her.
Dané curses him for being so unfeeling, invoking Venus to make him undergo her same
heart-wrenching pangs of love. Indeed, Narcisus learns what love is, but his is a fondness
for himself—his reflection—which is indicative of his selfish lack of charity towards
Dané. In the end, Narcisus comes to realize his fault and begs for the love of Dané. Both
perish without the benefits of love, but in death, Narcisus and Dané unite. The lai
finishes in a way that resembles the Song of Songs. Dané is like the sponsa who says, “I
am my beloved’s and my beloved is mine […]” (6:3). Narcisus has changed in his
relationship to Dané, for she can now exclaim, “I am my beloved’s, and his desire is
toward me” (7:10). The tragic story ends on a more pleasant note because in creating a
couple, the two souls demonstrate a way to reach God. When the sponsa finally catches
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“Tant l’a destrainte la froidure / Et la voie, qui trop est dure, / Li sans li saut parmi l’orteil, / Qui tot le pié
li fait vermeill. / L’iaue li ciet aval la face, / El goint les mains vers lui et lace.”
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her bridegroom, she has found her Lord, for through her love for the bridegroom, she can
reach God.
In sum, just as we can best understand the love of God through analogies with
human love, so too can we best come to practice love that is like God’s through our
associations with loved ones. God made marriage—this is mainly where the sanctity
lies—yet marriage is also a way to come to God. In St. Bernard’s first exposition of the
Song of Songs, he remarks that this song, in particular, is so special because it is between
two people and represents “a harmony not of voices but of wills.” The only people who
hear it are the bride and bridegroom. Essentially, he says, “It is preeminently a marriage
song telling of chaste souls in loving embrace, of their wills in sweet concord, of the
mutual exchange of the heart’s affections” (1:7). For Bernard, the ideal marriage—
whether between the soul and God or two people—is one of pure and selfless love.
The Four Degrees of Love
In his introduction to Bernard’s On the Song of Songs (vol. 1), M. Corneille
Halflants states: “Love, for [St. Bernard] as for St. Augustine and St. Gregory, is the
driving power of the soul” (xxix). St. Bernard develops in his treatise De diligendo Deo
(On Loving God) a progressive method of how a soul can come to God.28 While this text
is devotional, it is nonetheless highly philosophical in nature: “At the heart of De
diligendo Deo lies the configuration of that progress toward God which is possible to
human nature” (Steigman 51). More specifically, St. Bernard outlines four steps (or
28

R.W. Southern, in his The Making of the Middle Ages, does a good job situating St. Bernard within the
continuum of the development of human thought. He places Bernard as walking in the footsteps of St.
Anselm. Southern says concerning the prayers which Anselm formulated while at Bec, one of which will
be discussed later, that “he opened up a whole new world of ardent emotion and piety, but it was once more
St. Bernard who guided most men into this world” (232). He notes further that both Anselm and Bernard
viewed human existence similarly because, for them, the journey of life was tied to “faith seeking
understanding, or carnal love seeking its spiritual object […]” (240).
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“degrees”) in man’s relationship to God. Yet, given the understanding that humans can
learn of the love of God through loving another, it is no surprise that Bernard’s model
may be used to describe the process whereby a couple grows in their association as well.
St. Bernard tells us that the “first degree of love” by which man may come nearer
to God consists in loving the self for the sake of the self (25). Humans are corporeal
creatures, beings of this world. Thus, the first things they are able to know are
themselves. Man is in the best possible position to understand who he is, and that is all
he can really know for certain because everything else must be measured, tested, and
accepted. Love always begins in the flesh because that is what a person is most adept at
knowing, and St. Bernard states this directly: “Since we are carnal and born of
concupiscence of the flesh, our cupidity or love must begin with the flesh, and when this
is set in order, our love advances by fixed degrees, led on by grace, until it is
consummated in the spirit […]” (40). The pilgrimage must begin from the known and set
out into the unknown. Though we cannot examine God in any kind of a rational, human
way, we can come closer to Him if we acknowledge Him for what He is: Love. As the
first epistle of John clearly states, “Beloved, let us love one another: for love is of God;
and every one that loveth is born of God, and knoweth God. He that loveth not knoweth
not God; for God is love” (4:7-8). God gave love to man as He is Love; this becomes
manifest in the Incarnation: “Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us,
and sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins” (4:10). Thus, as Bernard would say,
who is more worthy of our love than God, who gave to humankind love in the first place
(4)?
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This begins the shift into the “second degree of love,” for the origin of the concept
does not lie within the natural realm but in the spiritual. The “second degree of love”
occurs “when he sees he cannot subsist by himself, [and] he begins to seek for God by
faith and to love Him as necessary to himself” (40). Man starts to realize that while he
still loves himself, that love no longer fully sustains him. He needs something more and
searches to love outside of himself but does so for himself. In the “second degree,” “man
loves God for man’s sake and not for God’s sake” (40).
The same is true if we apply these “degrees” to the love between a man and a
woman. (The Narcisus et Dané poem seems to suggest this explicitly.) In the first stage,
man will love only himself until he finds someone he particularly fancies. He will then
love the other for himself and enjoy the relationship for the benefits it grants him; the
love is grounded in carnal affection. Hence, as St. Augustine states in De doctrina
Christiana (On Christian Doctrine), if a man were to love a woman solely for the sexual
intrigue she fosters in him, then the man merely “enjoys” her; he does not “use” her for
any sort of higher purpose (9).29 The terminology of distinction is contrary to how
someone of the present-day would phrase it, for nowadays the man would be said to be
“using” her. However, he is “using” her for his own personal pleasure without any
regard for her or something more—the same as “enjoying.” This type of loving is wrong
and considered “concupiscent” only if it remains trapped at this level, which is the
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St. Augustine makes a point of clarifying in his On Christian Doctrine the difference between using
things and enjoying things. If a person enjoys something, then that person “cling[s] to it with love for its
own sake,” that is, he, for example, likes food a great deal because it is tasty and comforting (9). However,
as Augustine continues to say, “To use something, […], is to employ it in obtaining that which you love,
provided that it is worthy of love.” In working with the same example of food, if a person were to “use”
food, then he would eat in order to remain alive and energized enough to maintain his studies in an effort to
gain a better understanding and connection with God. This is how something is to be “used;” it does not
connote any kind of neglect or abuse but rather something far greater. A gradual pathway is created by
which one can slowly makes one’s way to God.
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residence of lust or cupiditas, the opposite of Christian love, caritas. Love often begins
as lust, but it must grow beyond that in order for it to be love. Otherwise, it remains
twisted and turned in upon itself and is only a perverted shadow. The direction of love
should be outwards rather than inwards; love should be self-effacing rather than selfreferential:
I call ‘charity’ the motion of the soul toward the enjoyment of God for His own
sake, and the enjoyment of one’s self and of one’s neighbor for the sake of God;
but ‘cupidity’ is a motion of the soul toward enjoyment of one’s self, one’s
neighbor, or any corporal thing for the sake of something other than God
(Augustine 88).
For all of these reasons, love as a process and general progression should be
aimed at God—not the self—because flipping the trajectory would mean reversing its
very purpose: salvation. Thus, if a person is going to be successful at loving, it is
necessary that he remain fixed upon God even if, at first, he is compelled to dabble in lust
due to his human character. If he continues to be bound for God, either in loving God or
loving another, then he will pass up into the next level.
St. Bernard of Clairvaux’s “third degree of love” is reached when one no longer
loves God as a source of beneficence but because He is God. As in the “first” and
“second degrees,” the process is nearly the same when we look at the love of a couple. A
man will, in the “third degree,” come to love the woman (or vice versa) for who she is,
not for what she can do for him or for how much she loves him. He will love her because
she is a creature of God and thus innately possesses goodness (though, of course, that
goodness can be defiled). This is a monumental shift in the sequence because it presents
such a drastic change of scope. A person turns from focusing upon the self to focusing
upon something that is exterior. At this point, love is no longer selfish; it is not cupiditas
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but caritas. One does not desire the other for the sake of personal gratification but loves
purely. Few people actually reach a perfected state of this degree, for man knows God
(and/or woman) only through His (her) love. In talking specifically about God, people’s
contact with Him is as a benefactor, and who would not love someone for the help that
they give?
Yet, if one can wholly come to equate goodness with God, then he can come to
love God on His own account, not for His actions, though, they are good. As St. Bernard
says in his ninth chapter of On Loving God concerning mankind’s adjustment of
understanding at the third stage, “Now we love God, not because of your needs; for we
have tasted and know how sweet the Lord is” (28). One might ask how such a change
can come about. What is it that forces people to reassess their relationship with God or
with the one they love? What prevents them from remaining in the “second degree,”
“enjoying” all, and pushes them towards the Divine with unquenchable longing?
A tentative answer to this question can be found in Boethius’s (480-524) De
consolatione philosophiae (On the Consolation of Philosophy). When Lady Philosophy
and Boethius finally reach a consensus in their discussion concerning the constitution of
happiness as it relates to worldly goods, Lady Philosophy says, “The sum of all this is
that because they can neither produce the good they promise nor come to perfection by
the combination of all good, these things are not the way to happiness and cannot by
themselves make people happy” (62). Things of this world are tainted because they do
not last forever nor, in fact, do humans. Although a man may store up vast sums of
money and spend every hour guarding his treasures, worrying over the possibility of loss
in the hope that this will make him happy, in the end, either with the turn of Fortune’s
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wheel he will lose it all, or he will die. True happiness lies elsewhere, above the
transient, mortal realm—and who better to love than God, the Creator of all?
Even loving one’s wife for the here and now can prove to be a pitfall because if
she were to die, one would be rendered bereft, yet if she could be loved for the image of
God in her, then one would be placing one’s love in something that cannot pass away.
Lady Philosophy makes many other important points, two of which are that “God is the
essence of happiness” and that “We may safely conclude, then, that God is to be found in
goodness itself and nowhere else” (70, 73).

Loving God and desiring a deeper

association with Him is the only enduring means of human happiness. It cannot fade; it
cannot be taken away; it cannot be killed.30 In order for this to be pursued, however, man
must attune himself to God so that his will no longer interferes, preventing union.
Bernard’s On Loving God addresses this very issue in chapter ten: “The
satisfaction of our wants, chance happiness, delights us less than to see His will done in
us and for us, which we implore every day in prayer saying, ‘…your will be done on
earth as it is in heaven…’” (30). Through coming to love God for who He is and aligning
one’s will with His, absolute happiness can be attained in discovering a human’s true
purpose—to love God with all one’s heart, soul, and mind (Matthew 22:37). This may be
achieved as well in a loving relationship, for if one can love God in a person, then the
30
For a poetic encapsulation of the medieval understanding of love and where it should be directed, refer to
Boethius’s Consolation of Philosophy, end of Book III, Section XII, where it relates the following account
of Orpheus: “Happy the man whose eyes once could / Perceive the shining fount of good; / Happy he
whose unchecked mind / Could leave the chains of earth behind. / Once when Orpheus sad did mourn / For
his wife beyond death’s bourn, / His tearful melody begun / Made moveless trees to run, / […]
Complaining of the gods above, / Down to hell he went for love. / There on sweetly sounding strings /
Songs that soothe he plays and sings; / […] At last the monarch of the dead / In tearful voice, “We yield,”
he said: / “Let him take with him his wife, / By song redeemed and brought to life. / But let him, too, this
law obey, / Look not on her by the way / Until from night she reaches day.” / But who to love can give a
law? / Love unto love itself is law. / Alas, close to the bounds of night / Orpheus backwards turned his sight
/ And looking lost her twice to fate. / For you the legend I relate, / You who seek the upward way / To lift
your mind into the day; / For who gives in and turns his eye / Back to darkness from the sky, / Loses while
he looks below / All that up with him may go” (82-84).
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mind is precisely set upon what it should be. Only when this amazing feat of the soul is
successfully accomplished, can a person proceed into the final stage where only the most
rigorously devout may pass. Almost no one ever makes it beyond the “third degree;” the
fourth is only for those who possess uncanny spiritual abilities.
The human soul achieves utter perfection in the “fourth degree.” Man’s corporeal
desires become superseded by a need to find fulfillment in God. Thus, the last, almost
insurmountable height to which one must ascend consists of man loving himself, others,
and his world, in general, because that is God’s will. In reaching the “fourth degree,”
God’s and man’s wills become one. Love and God become perfectly equated.
The way in which the sequence works is that a person moves from doting upon
himself for the sake of himself to loving another or God selfishly. He then learns to
redistribute his fondness in a less superficial approach by adoring God or the one he loves
for God’s or her own sake. Instead of directing love inwards, the shift is made to love
outside of oneself. The ability of the human soul is stretched to its limit in trying to
accomplish the “third degree,” for as St. Bernard tells us, “I doubt if he ever attains the
‘fourth degree’ during this life, that is, if he ever loves only for God’s sake” (41).
However, for the growth (the pilgrimage) of love to be complete, a return journey must
be made—even if it cannot be accomplished during the earthly life. This is what the
“fourth degree” of love entails. Once an individual develops his love so that it travels
outwards to God, he must, in the end, learn how to redirect it back towards himself in a
faultless manner.

It is imperative that a person come to discover how to cultivate

affection for himself in the right way. He must learn to love his own being, not for
himself but because of God; he realizes God within himself and loves who he is in Him.
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Here, our two parallel paths—one fostering a deeper connection with God, the
other progressing in relational understanding with a loved one—merge. Both end in God,
and man’s happiness finds its place in God, a position that cannot be compromised by the
temporal. Man learns to love himself through God, and if we understand Bernard’s
degrees as representing the love of a couple, he will come to truly love his beloved for
herself in God and then himself through her as he is one with her in God.
In this way, human affections are altered in their placement from being set upon
transient things to substances that shall never break down. When a man and a woman
nurture their love for one another through God by placing their respective loves in Him
rather than the flesh, then their love will essentially last forever. Their bond cannot be
severed by the human trials of disease, dementia, or even death. Love now exists in a
state which can remain untouched by any mortal disadvantages.31 As Bernard notes, “No
doubt, this happens when the good and faithful servant is introduced into his Lord’s joy,
[and] is inebriated by the richness of God’s dwelling. In some wondrous way he forgets
himself and adhering to Him, he becomes one with Him in spirit” (41). Through allying
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Crucial to note at this point are the persons of Peter Abelard and Héloïse and the influence which their
story must have had on the works of both St. Bernard of Clairvaux and Chrétien de Troyes. Abelard (10791142) was contemporary with St. Bernard and perhaps the greatest logician of his day, teaching in Paris.
Héloïse (d. 1163) and he were ill-starred lovers whose initial union was illicit. Abelard was the tutor of
Héloïse, but they soon fell in love (or rather into lust). Héloïse became pregnant and gave birth to a son.
The two married, but following this, Abelard was brutally confronted by the uncle of Héloïse, who had
entrusted her to his care and who then proceeded to castrate him. Abelard and Héloïse were never allowed
to be together, and both eventually wished to dedicate themselves to God. He became a monk in the Abbey
of St. Denis, and Héloïse took the veil at Argenteuil later to become abbess of the Paraclete. Thus, their
separation was forced, but they were eventually not wholly unwilling. Although their parting was hard,
they, instead, were presented with an even greater calling and came to possess the greatest kind of love, as
Abelard says in his final letter to Héloïse, “Now, as I said before, you have as a servant me whom in the
past you recognized as your master, more your own now when bound to you by spiritual love than one
subjected by fear” (154). He finishes this epistle with the words, “Farewell in Christ, bride of Christ; in
Christ fare well and live in Christ” (156). The two may very well have achieved the “fourth degree of
love” established by St. Bernard of Clairvaux. Concerning the letters that Abelard and Héloïse exchanged,
see Christopher Baswell’s “Heloise” is The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Women's Writing. Ed.
Carolyn Dinshaw and David Wallace. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003. 161-71.
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with God, making His will his own, and coming to love himself as a part of God’s
continuum of love, a person may satisfy his longing and reach a perfected human state.
On Loving God received great acclaim within Bernard’s own lifetime: sixty
manuscripts have survived (Steigman 50). It was originally circulated under a variety of
titles including De amore, De contemplando Deo, and De natura et dignitate amoris.
Clearly, the medieval understanding of the couple was enhanced and fine-tuned by St.
Bernard’s commentary, which became part of the unique, humanistic culture of twelfthcentury France.

Ernst Curtius sums up his influence well: “Bernard of Clairvaux

spiritualizes love into a divine love which takes its figurative language from the Song of
Songs” (122). St. Bernard created a framework through which God’s love could be
understood.
In the following chapters, I discuss how Chrétien de Troyes, in turn, glosses
Bernard’s schema in order to explain the intricacies of human love. Bernard’s notion of
love being a pathway to God, as suggested in On Loving God, struck a special note
among Chrétien and his contemporaries. The “four degrees of love” came to serve as a
grand, uniting theme for Chrétien’s works and inscribed them within a higher purpose.
As Richard W. Southern aptly comments, “With the works of Chrétien de Troyes […] we
enter a new world. His romances are the secular counterpart to the piety of Cîteaux”
(243).32 The courtly romances of Chrétien de Troyes present the “four degrees of love”
found in St. Bernard’s treatise On Loving God within a fictional framework, which
allows the steps of spiritual progression to come to life. For his characters and for
himself, Chrétien is concerned that God be at the heart of all, and we can see him moving
32

Cîteaux was the center of the Cistercian movement of which Clairvaux, under the reforming direction of
St. Bernard, was a member. The city of Troyes, where Chrétien composed for most of his life in the late
twelfth century, is situated just to the north of the monastery at Clairvaux.
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towards this as we make our way through his tales. By the time that we reach his last
romance, Perceval, Chrétien will be writing explicitly with God in mind.

CHAPTER TWO
Hindrances of a Human World: From Erec and Enide to Yvain and Laudine
At the beginning of his third romance, Yvain or Le Chevalier au Lion (The Knight
with the Lion), Chrétien laments that love has lost its meaning. Once something that
entailed a greater, spiritual significance, now, alas, it has been reduced to a mockery:
Mes or i a mout po des suens
Qu’a bien pres l’ont ja tuit lessiee,
S’an est Amors mout abessiee,
Car cil qui soloient amer
Se feisoient cortois clamer
Et preu et large et enorable.
Or est Amors tornee a fable
Por ce que cil qui rien n’en santent
Dïent qu’il aiment, mes il mantent,
Et cil fable et mançonge an font
Qui s’an vantent et droit n’i ont (vv. 18-28).1
The words Chrétien employs throughout this passage are significant. To the
Christian culture of the Middle Ages, terms like cortois, preu, large, and enorable had a
more encompassing semantic range than their modern counterparts do today. 2

For

example, the Dictionnaire historique de la langue française notes under the entry
“courtois” (modern spelling of the Old French cortois) and the subheading “courtoisie”
that, “En ancien français, le concept est d’ailleurs scindé en deux termes constamment
1

“But today very few serve love: nearly everyone has abandoned it; and love is greatly abased, because
those who loved in bygone days were known to be courtly and valiant and generous and honourable. Now
love is reduced to empty pleasantries, since those who know nothing about it claim that they love, but they
lie, and those who boast of loving and have no right to do so make a lie and a mockery of it” (295).
2

Glyn S. Burgess in his Chrétien de Troyes: Erec et Enide says concerning Chrétien’s description of Erec
at one point that, “Here Chrétien is underlining the four key virtues of the ideal knight, prowess, beauty,
generosity, and courtoisie” (45). These words are remarkably similar to those employed by Chrétien in the
prologue to Yvain; thus, perhaps the knights that now claim they love but fail to understand love are not
really knights, as the comparison would suggest.
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associés: courtoisie qui en exprime les aspects intérieurs, et mesure qui en exprime les
aspects extérieurs” (930).3 Courtoisie (from which English derives courtesy) is more
than simple politeness, and in many ways, the terms cortois and enorable are linked
because in order to be honorable one must be courteous.4 And courtesy, in this context,
entails a sense of honor and what is morally correct; it is proof of a rightly ordered soul.
Preu and large are the outcome of this. The Dictionnaire historique additionally tells us
under the heading “preux” that when this word is
Appliqué à un élément non humain, il en souligne l’utilité, la qualité ; appliqué à
un être humain (1080), il consigne la haute qualité du comportement : au sommet
de la hiérarchie des valeurs morales, il qualifie ce que la société médiévale
reconnaît comme le meilleur […] (2932).5
Furthermore, large (> OF. largece > Eng. largesse) implies not only a willingness to give
to others one’s own possessions (“le sens moral de généreux, qui traduit la générosité”)6
but also oneself to God and subsequently to other people. If a person exhibits “largesse,”
then he first freely gives his soul over to God—the wills are aligned—and as a result, he
dedicates himself to others without any selfish intention: all is for God (Jeffrey, “Literary
Techniques” 2). This undoubtedly draws a contrast within the quotation between the
former kind of love and the latter. Rather, Chrétien states, “Now love is reduced to
empty pleasantries […].” Love is no longer practiced with God in mind; it is shallow and

3

“In Old French, the concept is elsewhere split into two terms, associated at all times: courtoisie which
conveys interior aspects and mesure which conveys exterior aspects” (my translation).

4

For the etymologies of the English words, see their entries in The Oxford English Dictionary.

5

“Applied to something non-human, it underlines the utility, the quality; applied to a human being, it
denotes the elevated quality of behavior: the pinnacle of the hierarchy of moral values, it characterizes what
medieval society recognized as the best […]” (my translation).

6

“The moral sense of generous, which translates generosity” (my translation). Found under the entry
“large” in the Dictionnaire historique (1979). See also the entries “cortoisie,” “preu,” and “largece” in the
Lexique de l'ancien français by Frédéric Godefroy.
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devoid of a higher purpose. The people who used to love knew what it meant. Chrétien
suggests that his courtly audience fails to realize the depth they overlook by not being
“courtly and valiant and generous and honorable;” the spiritual virtue of love has become
a mere passing source of entertainment.
This falling away from the original concept of love demonstrates an inversion of
the intended path of progression as established by St. Bernard of Clairvaux. Love,
ideally, should be unselfish; God ought to be the goal inherent in all actions rather than
the self. However, this is not the case for most people because we are human and as such
fall short of the glory of God.7 If we were to imagine the opening lines of Yvain being
presented before the court of the Countess Marie or another similar audience, we might
envision the performer giving an aside in the midst of his work while looking directly at
the spectators. The aside would be intended by the artist not only for the listeners to
grasp in respect to the story but also for them to take into account regarding themselves.8
Chrétien crafts his works to be edifying as well as amusing.9 This is the mark of a
powerful writer. Chrétien accomplishes through his text the very concept he addresses:
he uses his romance to instruct the audience/readers regarding love and God. The human

7

Romans 3:23

8

Literary works, if they were conducive to being performed, were often recounted dramatically by
jongleurs (itinerant actors) before the court. However, as Joseph Duggan points out, during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, romances typically maintained their existence within manuscript copies (34). For the
texts of Chrétien, Alfred Foulet and Mary Blakely Speer tell us in On Editing Old French Texts that,
“although Chrétien de Troyes composed his romances between about 1160 and about 1190, no extant
manuscript of them antedates the first decades of the thirteenth century” (41).

9

In his article “Mythopoetic Evolution: Chrétien de Troyes’s Erec et Enide, Cligés and Yvain,” one of the
topics Peter Nolan discusses is Chrétien’s use of his craft for the purpose of critiquing his culture. When he
examines Chrétien’s second romance, Cligés, which is not treated at length within this study, Nolan says
regarding the ending that, “He is beginning to explore far subtler ways of using literature as a tool of social
criticism.” Indeed, Cligés finishes in an almost abrupt and certainly disconcerting way. Furthermore, in
linking this to Yvain and the way in which this tale commences, he says, “that more systematic use of this
style is present in the Yvain indicates that some such transition is in fact occurring” (149).
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world is imperfect at best, but people must learn to overcome the inadequacies of their
existence and rise with the help of God, who is generous in the extension of His grace.
Love, which begets marriage, can be a means of grace. In order fully to partake of it,
man must first prevail over his shortcomings. Within the environment of the wedded
state, this means that a person must put aside selfishness and learn to embrace the other
for his/her own sake. Throughout Érec et Énide and Yvain, Chrétien poses the question:
how do we learn to relate ourselves to others and subsequently to God?
The Example of Erec and Enide
Érec et Énide is the first of Chrétien’s romances.10 It is the only one that has as
its title the names of a couple; all of Chrétien’s other stories are named after the male
protagonists (Noble 12). Furthermore, the two names are literally conjoined in the title
by the coordinating conjunction et. This is quite significant with regard to the sens (or
“meaning”) of the tale.11
Throughout the prologue of Erec and Enide, Chrétien speaks in the third person;
he informs us that “from a tale of adventure he draws a beautifully ordered composition
that clearly proves that a man does not act intelligently if he does not give free reign to
his knowledge […]” (37). The translation fails to render the intricacies of the Old French
text: “Et tret d’un conte d’avanture / Une mout bele conjointure / Par qu’an puet prover et
savoir / Que cil ne fet mie savoir / Qui s’escïence n’abandone […]” (vv. 13-17). Chrétien
forms “a most beautiful conjoining” (“une mout bele conjointure”), which could mean
10

The date of composition is presumed to be c. 1170 A.D. but probably closer to 1165 (Murray, “De
Troyes’s Érec et Énide” 197). Jean Frappier in his book Chrétien de Troyes: The Man and His Work
supplies as a date for Cligés, Chrétien’s second romance, 1176 (79).

11

For a discussion of the meaning of sens, see D.W. Robertson, Jr.’s article, “Some Medieval Literary
Terminology, with Special Reference to Chrétien de Troyes.”
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one of two things: (1) that he forms a coherent and eloquent text based upon the original
source(s) of the tale,12 adding to the tradition out of the materials available to him; or (2)
that he crafts a couple—a conjoining.13 OF. Conjointure derives from the root found in
the Latin verb coniungo (coniungere, coniunxi, coniunctus), meaning “to fasten together,
connect, join, unite, gather,” and also the verb coniugo (coniugare, coniugavi,
coniugatus), meaning “to join, unite.” The same root gives the noun coniugium (“a
connection, union; hence, marriage, wedlock”) and the adjective coniugalis (“of
marriage”), upon which Eng. conjugal is based.14 Chrétien, in his poetic prowess, plays
upon this word, producing in his text a double meaning:15 in Erec and Enide, he fashions
both a “beautiful (and well-put together) story” and a “beautiful marriage.”16
12

Keith Busby in his article “The Characters and Setting” in The Legacy of Chrétien de Troyes vol. 1 does
well to point out that, “There is no doubt that Arthurian tales of ultimately Celtic origin did circulate in
France and elsewhere in Chrétien’s day and had done for some time before he began writing his romances”
(57). With regard to Erec and Enide, scholars agree that Chrétien gathers much of its substance from the
Welsh Gereint and Enid found in the Mabinogion. Roger Sherman Loomis in The Development of
Arthurian Romance goes so far as to say that, unlike the tale of Cligés which truly seems to join the
classical and the Celtic worlds, Erec and Enide “is a compound of traditional Celtic motifs and patterns”
(56). However, this work predates Karl Uitti’s “Vernacularization and Old French Romance Mythopoesis
with Emphasis on Chrétien’s Érec et Énide” and Jeanne Nightingale’s “Chrétien de Troyes and the
Mythographical Tradition: The Couple’s Journey in Érec et Énide and Martianus’ De Nuptiis,” which
discuss the likelihood of influence that Martianus Capella’s De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii had upon
Chrétien’s work. Also, Claude Luttrell, in his book The Creation of the First Arthurian Romance: A Quest,
traces the influence of twelfth-century Latin literature on Chrétien’s romances.
13

In analyzing the structure of the poem, Rupert T. Pickens in “Estoire, Lai and Romance: Chrétien’s Erec
et Enide and Cligés” maintains that Érec et Énide (and Cligés) consists of “two lais fused together” and
“imposed by the narrator upon an estoire” (257). An estoire is a source story; as Pickens says, “Chrétien’s
narrator perceives meanings in an estoire which he has received from another source” (249). It is upon this
basis (or, indeed, many bases) that Chrétien weaves his text.
14

See the entries in Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Short’s A Latin Dictionary.

15

To belabor this point even further, one might also think of the marriage of minds that takes place between
an author and his audience; the fact that Chrétien is writing in the vernacular rather than Latin, which
means that the audience is joined in their common ability to understand Old French; and also that through
his conjoining and manipulation of texts, he combines two literary traditions—the classical and the Celtic
(Murray, “Erec and Enide” 1).

16

On a philological side note, see Robert Briffault’s The Troubadours, pages 125-126. The confusion
between terms used to identify “refined” love and base affection is perhaps interesting to consider with
regard to Chrétien’s works.
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What, then, is this story that Chrétien takes such pains to deliver to us? At the
beginning of the tale, King Arthur and his entourage decide to reclaim the tradition of the
hunt for the white stag. Erec, a knight of King Arthur’s court, chooses to stay behind.
The next morning, he accompanies Guinevere on a ride through the forest where they
encounter an unidentified knight as well as a beautiful maiden and an evil dwarf. When
the queen’s lady-in-waiting attempts to approach the damsel, the dwarf strikes her. Erec
(who does not have any armor with him) vows to avenge the wrong done to the queen,
after he, too, takes a beating and follows the strangers into the woods.
Soon, Erec arrives in a foreign land.17 He receives aid and hospitality from a
kindly but destitute vavasour, who has a beautiful daughter, Enide. Erec is immediately
struck by her grace, despite the fact that she is desperately poor and wearing a ragged
dress. With her father’s permission, Erec takes Enide as his amie to a tournament to
compete for the sparrowhawk. (The prize of the sparrowhawk is reserved for the most
beautiful lady at court. In this way, the episode echoes the hunt for the white stag in
Arthur’s world (Murray, “De Troyes’s Érec et Énide” 198-199).)

Erec overcomes

Yder—who turns out to be the knight he encountered earlier in Arthur’s forest—and wins
the bird for Enide. Erec has already obtained Enide’s hand in marriage, for when he asks
the vavasour if he can have her as his amie (upon which he also promises that he will
marry her, and she will one day be a queen), the vavasour replies, “I entrust my beautiful

17

The land, which we later come to discover is called Laluth, is foreign to Erec. He is a welcome stranger
but always would be someone different if he were to remain there. Enide’s people have dominion over the
country, and it is something “other” to Erec. Thus, we can appropriately call it “Enide’s world.” The same
yet is true for Enide; she is not natively of King Arthur’s court. Although she is accepted as Erec’s wife, it
is not her home. Through their pilgrimage, Erec and Enide establish their own world together once they are
crowned at Nantes at the end of the romance. This will be their home. Once again, we have another
conjoining (Murray, “Erec and Enide” 2).
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daughter to you, just as you desire. […] Here, […] I give her to you” (45).18 At the end
of the episode, the newly-formed couple bid farewell to Enide’s family and ride out for
King Arthur’s castle where they are married. They begin their wedded life only to reach
a grave obstruction in their growth together as a couple.
In chapter fifteen of On Loving God, St. Bernard stresses that all human affection
commences in the flesh (see Chapter One). The characters of Erec and Enide are no
exception to this rule: they are deeply taken by the physical dimension of their love in the
beginning of Chrétien’s romance. The author’s description of the couple is telling: “They
were very well matched in courtliness, in beauty, and in great nobility […]. They were
very equal in spirit and very well suited to one another. Each of them stole the other’s
heart; never were two such beautiful figures brought together by law or marriage” (56).19
Peter Noble suggests that Erec and Enide’s initial union lacks excellence because
it is not a marriage of love or verified consent on Enide’s part, as he says concerning the
dealings between Erec and the vavasour, “There is no mention of love, and the vavassor
does not see that as an important omission. The match is seen in purely materialistic
terms, and no-one considers asking the opinion of the women” (13). He does note that
this is nearer to the true practices of twelfth-century France than a love-match would have
been, but the young man and woman are not without affection for one another. Noble
points out that there are numerous reasons for their attraction, namely “physical, material,
and opportunistic” (14). However, there must be more to it than that. As Erec is faltering
18

“‘Ja de moi n’iroiz escondiz : / Tot a vostre comandemant / Ma bele fille vos comant.’ / Lors l’a prise par
mi le poing : / ‘Tenez, fet il, je la vos doing’” (vv. 674-678).

19

“Mout estoient igal et per / De corteisie et de biauté / Et de grant debonereté. / Si estoient d’une meniere,
/ D’unes mors et d’une matiere, / Que nus qui le voir volsist dire / N’an poïst le meillor eslire / Ne le plus
bel ne le plus sage. / Mout estoient d’igal corage / Et mout avenoient ansanble. / Li uns a l’autre son cuer
anble ; / Onques deus si beles ymages / N’asanbla lois ne mariages” (vv. 1492-1504).
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during his battle with Yder, Chrétien notes that, “As soon as he saw her, his strength was
renewed; because of her love and her beauty he regained his great courage” (48).20 Noble
refers to this scene as well in that it is the first instance of love being mentioned. One
might contend nonetheless that this episode proves another motive for attraction which
Noble has not addressed—emotional need. Both Erec and Enide require one another in a
spiritually supportive way.

Although they may not realize this at first, it becomes

increasingly more apparent throughout their story.
Yet, the pair first becomes engrossed in the sin of carnal delights, which skews
their consideration of the higher principles of marriage and their duties as human beings
and creatures of God.

A plethora of biblical and medieval vernacular commentary

addresses the degrading sin of lust. In Exodus, God states that, “thou shalt not covet thy
neighbour’s wife” (20:17), yet a man also must not covet the physical desires his own
wife has to offer. Also of immense significance is Jesus Christ’s Sermon on the Mount
(Matthew 5). Christ sets about to rewrite the Old Law into something new by translating
it according to God’s will, thus giving it more subtle nuances, which provide
intensification. He states, “But I say unto you, that whosoever looketh on a woman to
lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in his heart” (5:28). Christ’s
declaration makes lust not only a sin of the flesh but also of the mind. The action does
not matter as much as the intent; indeed, intention is the very basis by which sin should
be judged according to Peter Abelard’s (1079-1142 A.D.) work, the Ethica.

20

“Tot maintenant qu’il l’ot veüe, / Se li est sa force creüe. / Por s’amor et por sa biauté / A reprise mout
grant fierté” (vv. 913-916). This scene closely resembles the one in which we find Lancelot when he
reaches the land of Gorre and first battles Meleagant for Queen Guinevere. As soon as Lancelot sets eyes
upon the queen, he regains his strength so much that he is able to maneuver Meleagant around in order to
fight him face to face while still keeping Guinevere in view (252-253).
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Much later, Dante Alighieri (1265-1321) constructs the second circle of Hell in
La Divina Commedia (The Divine Comedy) as a confinement for those who through lust
have damned themselves. Here, the souls of the non-repentant lustful are caught in a
never-ending whirlwind—a fitting contrapasso since, in life, the lustful were swept away
by their uncontrollable passions.21 Lust is one of the least spiritually deleterious of the
seven cardinal sins (as suggested by its place within the outer regions of the Inferno), but
it is deadly and can lead to others,22 as it hinders our progress to God. One becomes
entrapped by and idolizes earthly pleasures, an idea which St. Augustine treats at length
in On Christian Doctrine.
Lust, a type of false love (cupiditas), is an overabundant longing for sexual
intercourse. For this reason, it arrests the spiritual development of a person along the
“four degrees of love” and as such can never gratify, as St. Bernard says, “It is stupidity
and madness to want always that which can neither satisfy nor even diminish your desire.
While enjoying those riches, you strive for what is missing and are dissatisfied, longing

21

Of course, this falls after the time period in which Chrétien de Troyes is writing, but nonetheless, it is
important to consider the work of Dante with regard to the medieval mindset. As Dante continues on his
journey, he proceeds to speak with one of the shades—Francesca—and asks her to tell her story. She
consents to explain how it is that she came to be in her predicament, having committed adultery with Paolo,
the brother of her arranged husband, Gianciotto, who killed them both when they were discovered
(Singleton 84). She says concerning her actions that, “Love, that releases no beloved from loving, took
hold of me so strongly through his beauty that, as you see, it has not left me yet” (Inferno, canto 5, vv. 103105). This is quite humorous because Francesca and Paolo are truly bound to one another, except they
cannot face each other. Noteworthy is the fact that she says she became enraptured by him through his
beauty; she loved his flesh rather than who he was in God. It is also rather saddening how little regard they
still have for one another further proving that their affections were not soundly based. Francesca refers to
him in the neuter third person when she says, “It has not left me yet,” and later she deprecatingly calls him
“this one” (135). Paolo, himself, never offers any words; he seems to ignore her. We can see with clarity
that their intent was to enjoy carnal pleasures, and Francesca presents herself as even more culpable by
blaming their behavior on a book, interestingly, one about Lancelot. Her complete lack of contrition
regarding the sin of lust has warranted her torture. Paolo and Francesca, in life, chose to turn away from
God in focusing upon transient dalliance, and now they are forever separated from His presence.

22

The seven deadly sins—pride, envy, wrath, avarice, sloth, gluttony, and lust—were first authoritatively
compiled by Pope Gregory the Great (r. 590-604) in his work Moralia in Job, a commentary on the biblical
book of Job.
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for what you lack” (21). All things, including the love for a person, should be “used” to
seek God, not “enjoyed” for the sake of unfulfilling satisfaction (Augustine 9). This is no
different with regard to the love between man and woman. To add to the results of lust is
the further sin of involving an accomplice. Through the sin of lust, two people become
damned; lust compromises the wellbeing of another individual.23
Erec and Enide fall into this very trap. Their affection for one another begins in
the flesh, but it fails to move beyond that point. The pair remain fixed within the “second
degree of love”—loving another person for the self’s sake. Erec and Enide cannot move
to the next stage because their love has stagnated, and there is no room for progression.
Lust is a very obvious manifestation of such cupiditas.24 Little doubt should surround the
fact that Erec and Enide are caught up in amorous dalliance, for it is not as if they shun
physical contact of that nature. Their behavior on the night of their honeymoon has an
animal-like quality to it: “The hunted stag who pants from thirst does not so yearn for the
fountain, nor does the hungry sparrow-hawk return so willingly when called, that they did
not come into each other’s arms more eagerly” (62-63).25

Furthermore, as Roger

Sherman Loomis in his Arthurian Tradition and Chrétien de Troyes notes, this desire for
physical gratification continues and abets indolence (118).

23
This is true even if the other consents and commits lust as well because, if nothing else, the actions of the
former condone the actions of the latter. The fault lies not only in abetting the sin but also in not
attempting to stop it in order to save the soul of another. If someone were to ask, “Am I my brother’s
keeper?”, the answer would be, yes, of course—thus the problem (Genesis 4:9).
24

Although marriage acts to contain lust, it is still a sin, especially if it compromises one’s dedication to
God—recall St. Augustine’s De bono coniugali. The question with regard to Erec’s behavior is whether or
not he let his passion for Enide interfere with his spiritual life. The evidence seems to point to the fact that
this may have been the case. Granted that lust may only be a venial sin within marriage, turning away from
God is undoubtedly a mortal offense.

25

“Cers chaciez qui de soif alainne / Ne desirre tant la fontainne, / N’espreviers ne vient a reclain / Si
volantiers quant il a fain, / Que plus volantiers n’i venissent, / Einçois que il s’antre tenissent” (vv. 20412046).
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One sin leads to another. Chrétien describes the result of Erec and Enide’s
passionate obsession thus: “But Erec was so in love with her that he cared no more for
arms, nor did he go to tournaments […]. He turned all his attention to embracing and
kissing her; he pursued no other delight” (67).26 Erec’s sloth causes his reputation to be
compromised and other knights to speak disparagingly of him. The larger issue at stake
here, however, is not just that Erec has stopped bearing arms and competing in
tournaments but that he has begun to neglect his rightful duties as a knight. He does not
contribute to his community, and as a member of King Arthur’s court, it is his task to
uphold the law and to help those in need. Erec has a very important service to render,
and by not doing his job and fulfilling his purpose, he is, in effect, jeopardizing others.
Rather than extending his love outwards towards God in order to encompass all,
including Enide, he has turned his love inwards upon himself and his own desires. This,
indeed, is a serious sin. He only starts to see his fault when Enide brings it to his
attention, as she confesses teary-eyed, “everyone says it is because I have so bound and
captured you that you are losing your renown and your concern for anything else” (68).27
Yet, it is not Enide, herself, who has entrapped Erec but his own misdirected passions.
Because of this, he is not free to progress in a relationship with either Enide or, more
importantly, God.

26

“Mes tant l’ama Erec d’amors, / Que d’armes mes ne li chaloit, / Ne a tornoiemant n’aloit. / N’avoit mes
soing de tornoier: / A sa fame volt dosnoier, / Si an fist s’amie et sa drue. / En li a mise s’antendue, / En
acoler et an beisier, / Ne se queroit d’el aeisier” (vv. 2446-2454).

27
“Blasmee an sui, ce poise moi, / Et dïent tuit reison por coi, / Car si vos ai lacié et pris / Que vos an
perdez vostre pris, / Ne ne querez a el antandre” (vv. 2573-2577). This fall into sloth due to a
preoccupation with sexual gratification is known as “lacié et pris.” Essentially, it means “lost to honor.”
Erec became “a victim of [Enide’s] charms,” and this is a motif that shows up in numerous literary works
(Loomis 118).
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Enide is devastated when she realizes that she has proved an overwhelming
temptation to Erec. She blames herself for his misdeeds and is pained by his loss of
reputation and descent into transgression; her love is real. However, Erec misinterprets
her conduct and seems to think she is upset because the fine knight she married has been
shamed.28 It may be that Erec fears she does not love him for who he is as a man—for
his own sake—and that she married him out of desire for status. This would mean that
Erec is concerned that Enide’s affections for him are grounded in the “second degree of
love” and as such are characterized by selfishness. Yet, if Erec’s honor is compromised,
does this mean that their love, too, is compromised? Should love not be of a higher
echelon? We later come to find that Enide is not egocentric, but one must ask if Erec’s
affections were not precisely of the same nature of which he accused Enide. Whatever
the exact case may be, Erec determines that a testing period is in order to establish
Enide’s fidelity and to reclaim his honor.29
Full of anger (or wrath), Erec orders Enide to put on her “best dress” as he
prepares the horses. Previously, when Erec sought Enide for his amie in the contest for
the sparrowhawk, the text elaborated upon Erec’s reception of Enide: “Erec joyfully

28

In the Welsh Gereint and Enid from the Mabinogion, Gereint believes Enid’s tears are a sign of her own
(carnal) sin: he misinterprets them as signifying that she no longer loves him and has lain with another man.

29

E.S. Sheldon discusses within his article “Why Does Chrétien’s Erec Treat Enide So Harshly?” the
possible reasons why Erec decided to react to Enide’s behavior with seeming cruelty. Enide’s explanations
are forthright enough, and her concerns appear sincere. Erec even says that she is perfectly correct in
thinking him unfortunate for what has happened and that his people are right in being disappointed in him.
There is nothing in this exchange that would warrant subsequent punishment with the degree of testing that
Enide must endure. Sheldon posits that the answer lies in Enide’s initial evasion of the truth. Because
Enide is unwilling to speak frankly with Erec, he may have doubts as to her loyalty. As Sheldon puts it
concerning Enide’s caginess, “with human nature as it is and as it has always been, no one can now or
could in Chrétien’s own time blame him for not feeling entirely sure of her sincerity” (124). Thus, there
exist three possible reasons for the subsequent trial period: doubt of Enide’s veracity, doubt of her love for
Erec, and/or Erec’s doubt of himself and his abilities (124-125).
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received her: now he had everything he needed” (45).30 Erec could have chosen to take
along on this journey extra clothes, food, or provisions, but the only real thing Erec now
takes with him is Enide.
Through their trials together, they come to realize that this is all they need in this
world; love becomes crucial to their existence. Perhaps all one really requires is one’s
beloved. Erec and Enide encounter many a tribulation through their travels but also
worthwhile experiences. They battle numerous knights (71-75), two giants (90-92),31 and
Enide is tempted to forsake her lord twice but adamantly refuses to be untrue to her love.
When Count Galoain attempts to seduce her, she tricks him into believing that she
will be his only so as to forestall Erec’s premature demise and warn him in time to escape
(75-82). Enide has entrancing effects on men (Erec included), for Galoain “gazed at her
as much as he could; he coveted her so much, and she so pleased him, that her beauty
inflamed him with love” (77).32 Enide’s fortitude in resisting the count’s advances
confirms her worthiness as a wife: when she escapes with her husband from the castle,
Chrétien comments, “Now Erec could see clear proof oh his wife’s loyalty to him” (80).33
This is not the last time Enide’s faithfulness is tested, yet between this episode and the
final proof of her love, a pivotal conversion moment occurs.
After Erec escapes from the manor of Count Galoain, jousts with Guivret the
Short (82-84), and briefly meets up with King Arthur and his train (85-89), he is
30

“Erec lieemant la reçut, / Or a quanque il li estut” (vv. 679-680).

31

Within this scene, Chrétien works to adapt the plot of Gereint and Enid to fit the organization of
Martianus Capella’s De nuptiis. For a more detailed analysis, see K. Sarah-Jane Murray’s book From
Plato to Lancelot: A Preface to Chrétien de Troyes.

32

“Tant l’esgarda com il plus pot, / Tant la covi et tant li plot / Que sa biautez d’amors l’esprist” (vv. 32993301).

33

“Or ot Erec que bien se prueve / Vers lui sa fame lëaumant” (vv. 3498-3499).
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grievously wounded by the two giants while trying to save the knight of an utterly
distraught maiden. As he is making his way back to Enide, having rescued the young
man (Cadoc of Cabruel), Erec falls down exhausted from the fight, his injuries, and the
heat from the sun. Enide is overwhelmed with sorrow thinking that her lord is dead and
throws herself upon him. Erec is presumably unconscious at the time, but here we see
just how dedicated she is. Enide’s transformation of love begins to climax at this point,
and her speedy success helps to accelerate Erec’s. Chrétien depicts her state of mind
thus: “the fact that she was alive gave her great pain […]. She cried aloud and wrung her
hands; upon her breast no portion of her clothes remained unrent; she began to tear her
hair and to rend her tender face” (93).34 Enide cries, “Oh, God! […] fair sweet Lord,
why do you let me live so long?”35 Cartlidge points out that, “Though she is motivated to
suicide in part because she blames herself for her husband’s death, her willingness to
sacrifice herself so absolutely for her love is also the expression of a vocation just as
profound as any saint’s” (54). Cartlidge asks if Enide is prepared to be a martyr for love.
Furthermore, this protestation calls to mind another text—St. Anselm’s “Prayer to St.
Mary Magdalene,” which, itself, alludes to the tradition behind the Song of Songs (see
Chapter One).
St. Anselm meditates upon St. Mary Magdalene’s holy love and speaks through
his writing to her and, through her intercessory powers, to God. He is overwhelmed by
her actions at the tomb: “how can I find the words to tell, about the burning love with
which you sought him, weeping at the sepulchre […]” (202). Mary Magdalene’s love is
34

“Lors comança li diax si forz, / Qant Enyde cheü le vit ; / Mout li poise quant ele vit, / Et cort vers li si
come cele / Qui sa dolor mie ne cele / An haut s’escrie et tort ses poinz ; / De robe ne li remest poinz /
Devant le piz a dessirier ; / Ses chevox prist a arachier / Et sa tandre face desire” (vv. 4608-4617).

35

“Ha ! Dex […] biax dolz Sire, / Por coi me leisses tu tant vivre” (vv. 4618-4619)?
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deep and passionate; Christ is dearer to her than her very life. St. Anselm addresses
Christ in the following lines: “But you, most holy Lord, why do you ask her why she
weeps? Surely you can see; her heart, the dear life of her soul, is cruelly slain” (203).
Christ is everything to Mary; her life is meaningless without him. She longs for Him
because He is her salvation, and without Him, she feels lost and desperately alone.
Enide’s reaction to the apparent death of Erec is no different. She, too, has lost the most
integral part of her being, for at this point, Enide conceives of herself and Erec as one.
Also, like St. Mary Magdalene, Erec is in a sense Enide’s salvation, for her love for him
is helping to lead her to God. If she loses Erec, then she has lost her most immediate
means of reaching her Lord along the “four degrees of love.” This is why properly
fostered love between a man and a woman is so crucial. God is present within their union
as caritas, and their development in the relationship opens up a pathway to a harmony of
wills with God. Erec and Enide are spiritually in need of each other more than anything
else. This is the most significant lesson they learn in their pilgrimage.
Directly following Enide’s shift towards caritas, we receive verification of her
dedication to her husband.

Count Oringle of Limors finds her weeping over the

seemingly dead Erec and brings them both back to his court (94-97).

The count

immediately sets about wooing Enide, and even though she believes Erec has perished,
she still will not commit the dreadful transgression of adultery. Here, as Neil Cartlidge
notes, “Chrétien implicitly suggests that marital union is inviolable, even by death” (54).
The count insists that she must submit and strikes her in the midst of screaming to all in
what textually proves to be a spurious chiasmatic construction that, “The lady is mine and
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I am hers, and I shall do with her as I will” (96).36 As if aware that Enide needs him,
Erec wakes up from his stupor of extreme pain and splits the count’s head in two. Enide
has remained loyal to Erec under the gravest of conditions, and he knows this. After the
two are rescued by their friend, Guivret the Short, the text says regarding Erec’s
affirmation of Enide’s character and his change of heart that, “he had come to feel great
love for her” (100).37 Between the two tests of Enide’s loyalty, something changed Erec.
With the first evidence of Enide’s faith, Erec merely acknowledges her great quality, but
with the second, Erec is touched indescribably.
There is a move from a dependence upon reason to one of trust. Erec knows in
his mind that she is loyal, but later he knows in his heart her fidelity, which produces a
true love. Erec’s conception of love is changed through the love of Enide. Following
Erec’s attestation of love comes a true chiasmus: “They had endured so much pain and
trouble, he for her and she for him, that now they had done their penance” (101).38 This
construction is of the utmost significance, for it displays a marriage of form and
content—another conjoining. The word chiasmus is derived from Greek, meaning “a
crossing, diagonal arrangement.”39 It is related to the Greek letter ‘X’ (Chi). Thus, it
represents a structure that is cross shaped in nature. Within the art of poetry, this
becomes manifest in the composition of a line or passage: A B B’ A’. When considering
our previous line, the arrangement is as follows: “Il (A) / por li (B) / ele (B’) / por lui
(A’).” The works of Chrétien de Troyes are replete with this lyrical configuration, which
36

“La dame est moie et je sui suens, / Si ferai de li mon pleisir” (vv. 4838-4839).

37

“Or ne li set que reprochier / Erec, qui bien l’a esprovee : / Vers li a grant amor trovee” (vv. 5134-5136).

38

“Tant ont eü mal et enui, / Il por li et ele por lui, / C’or ont feite lor penitance” (vv. 5249-5251).

39

See the entry “chiasmus” in The Oxford English Dictionary.
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suggests that he possessed a certain fondness for it (Murray, “A Few Remarks” 11). The
poet’s preference for this literary device may be due to the fact that it has an enormous
import with regard to the spiritual character of his work and, one might argue, his
purpose as an author. The love of God for His people that Christ exhibited on the cross is
meant to be conjured up by the use of this construction. The chiasmatic pattern found in
Count Oringle’s bellow signifies a false love (cupiditas), and the very tone in which his
tantrum is conducted belies his true intentions. He does not love Enide for her sake, nor
does God have any place within their relationship (if one can call it that). However,
caritas now serves as the basis of Erec and Enide’s relationship. This is a love that has
come of shared troubles and lessons learned. Erec and Enide have grown together
through the testing of their love and now realize that they are one and inseparable. The
pair needs each other on a spiritual, as well as on a physical, plane. The love between
Erec and Enide has become rightly ordered: through the conversion from cupiditas to
caritas, God is present in their union—because God is caritas. Erec and Enide have
reached the “third degree” and are now truly a couple.
We are left to think about whether or not they will be able to make the full
conversion, but we must also stop and consider just how far they have come. The final
episode presents us with a relationship which contrasts sharply with the protagonists’
development of their marriage.
Curiosity and the desire for honor compel Erec to participate in something
referred to as the “Joy of the Court (Joie de la Cort),” during which he must combat
Maboagrain and his magic-wielding lover in an enchanted garden. Once Erec starts to
enter the garden, he sees a row of spikes with heads of former contestants upon them and
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a horn hanging from a tree that no one has been able to sound. (His goal is to blow the
horn without having his head end up on the last empty spike.) Erec’s sight next turns to
an attractive damsel sprawled upon a couch, and from nearby, Maboagrain sneaks
underneath the foliage to surprise Erec. The two engage in arms, and Erec ultimately
defeats Maboagrain, which releases him from his lover’s spell.
The mystical maiden, who, we later discover, is Enide’s cousin, locked
Maboagrain in an enchanted garden to keep him with her at all times. Once Maboagrain
is released from his vow of upholding the maiden’s boon, he says, “Thus she thought to
keep me all the days of my life with her: completely in her power, in prison” (112).40
Their union is characterized by a debilitating selfishness similar to Erec and Enide’s
original relationship, but this one is of a darker, more sinister nature. 41 Erec was said to
be “bound and captured” by Enide, but that was of his own free will. The love between
the maiden and Maboagrain is not like the present love of Erec and Enide; in fact, it is
quite the opposite. However, through the influence of the couple, Maboagrain and
Enide’s cousin seem to change for the better.42 The whole land rejoices when Erec
sounds the horn and he and Maboagrain walk out of the garden. When Enide goes to
speak with her cousin, the maiden (presumably able to wield magic and who we
previously saw acting in a sensuous manner, having Maboagrain at her bidding) laughs
40

“Par ce me cuida a delivre, / Toz les jorz que j’eüsse a vivre, / Avoec li tenir an prison” (vv. 6091-6093).

41

Peter Nolan notes that, “Mabonagrain and his damsel solved the dilemma of private passion in a public
context by simply ignoring the public context. Chrétien indicates that this solution is self-defeating, both to
the society and the individuals involved” (144). We have seen this already with Erec and Enide; however,
through their journey, they have been learning how to reconcile their “private passion” with the duty they
must render to their “public context.” Instead of confronting this issue, the damsel and Maboagrain turn
away and hide. This fails to solve the problem, and it is now Erec and Enide’s job to teach them.

42

For a more detailed account of the effect that Erec and Enide’s proper relationship has upon the couple of
the maiden and Maboagrain, see K. Sarah-Jane Murray’s dissertation, Myth and Grammatica in the Service
of Narrative Truth: Vernacular Humanism in Early Old French Courtly Romance.
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and gives Enide hugs and kisses (112-113). This is further proof of Erec and Enide’s
progression; their caritas is moving beyond the couple to encompass others and is
impacting those in their environment, which is right according to St. Paul in his first
letter to Timothy.43 Indeed, Erec and Enide are not hesitant to communicate the right
kind of love to Maboagrain and his maiden, though the reader is still left wondering what
will become of their couple.
To be sure, Erec and Enide have made an astounding advancement in their
understanding of love. With their quest for couplehood accomplished, Erec and Enide
return to King Arthur’s court. Shortly after their arrival, sad tidings reach them of the
death of Erec’s father, King Lac. Erec, who must now assume the duties of a ruler (with
Enide at his side), invites Arthur to perform their coronation in the Breton city of Nantes.
The coronation episode confirms just how much Erec and Enide have grown. The couple
sits upon identical faldstools. Chrétien writes of the marvelous chairs that “you might
inspect them from every side to distinguish one from the other without ever being able to
find anything in one not present in the other” (119).44 The thrones are symbolic of the
equality in Erec and Enide’s marriage—and, now, of the power they will evenly share as
king and queen.

Their crowns, too, are equivalent in their beauty, “glowing with

carbuncles, for there was four of them in each one” (121).45
The ceremony unfolds in at atmosphere of plenty (or cornucopia): the whole
country attends—barons, abbots, dukes, ladies, and bishops—as well as dignitaries from
43

St. Paul says concerning the duty of Christians, “Charge them that are rich in this world […] that they do
good, that they be rich in good works, ready to distribute, willing to communicate” (6:17-18).

44
“Ja tant n’esgardessiez antor / Por l’un de l’autre dessevrer / Que ja i poïssiez trover / An l’un qui an
l’autre ne fust” (vv. 6712-6715).
45

“Quant il l’ot comandé et dit, / Les corones sanz nul respit / Li furent devant aportees, / D’escharbocles
anluminees, / Que quatre en avoit en chascune” (vv. 6831-6835).
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far-away regions. When the ceremony ends and the bells for Mass ring out over the land,
Erec and Enide and all the people in attendance go into the cathedral at Nantes to pray
and worship together (121-122). As the tale reaches its conclusion, harmony reigns over
the couple; Chrétien adds that “there was no lack of singing” (121).46
By reaching the “third degree of love,” Erec and Enide now exist as “duo in carne
una,” and unlike the beginning of their marriage when they withdrew from society and
failed to serve their community, they now are crowned and confirmed by the people.
Chrétien says in an enigmatic summation close to the end, “But do you expect me to tell
you the reason that made [Erec] set out? No, indeed, for you well know the truth of this
and of other things, just as I have disclosed it to you” (116). 47 Chrétien de Troyes, in his
crafty manner, never blatantly tells us why, yet perhaps when we consider the
development of love between the two protagonists as a pilgrimage, we may catch a
glimpse of the poet’s purpose. The greatest feat that Chrétien’s knight and heroine
accomplish is that they learn how to love.
The Example of Yvain and Laudine
Yvain, or Le Chevalier au Lion, is the third of Chrétien de Troyes’s romances.48
He does not dedicate the text to anyone or say from what sources he is deriving his work;
46

“A l’encontre orent tot hors tret, / Et de chanter n’i ot po fet” (vv. 6897-6898).

47

“Mes cuidiez vos que je vos die / Quex acoisons le fist movoir ? / Naie, que bien savez le voir / Et de icé
et d’autre chose, / Si con ge la vos ai esclose” (vv. 6474-6478).

48

Within the beginning paragraphs of his article “Le Chevalier au Lion (Yvain),” Karl Uitti discusses the
controversy surrounding the dating of Yvain. Considering the many clues that Chrétien gives within Yvain
which point to another work, Le Chevalier de la Charrette (Lancelot), Uitti says in agreement with the
theory posited by two other scholars, Anthime Fourrier and Jean Frappier, that “in all probability Chrétien
started Yvain first, interrupted it in order to commence work on Lancelot, finished Yvain, and left the
ending of Lancelot to Godefroi de Leigni” (183). Indeed, there are three references within Yvain all dealing
with Gawain (Gauvain) that are played out in the Charrette. The precise time frame given is c. 1177 but no
later than 1181 when Count Henri (the husband of Marie) died from his crusading wounds upon return and
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he neither states the meaning of his artistry (sententia) nor provides some enticing bit of
truth to gain his audience’s approval (captatio benevolentiae) (Uitti 199).49 We are
immediately plunged into the story and invited to gloss its letter.
We first encounter Yvain at King Arthur’s castle at Carlisle where he is listening
to a story narrated by his cousin, Calogrenant (295-303). The account culminates in
Calogrenant’s admission that he was defeated by a strange knight who defended a
magical fountain. Yvain immediately resolves to avenge Calogrenant’s honor and sets
out in search of adventure. Yvain is convinced that he can succeed where his cousin has
failed; our first impression of Chrétien’s hero is one of immaturity and egocentricity.
Indeed, William Nitze remarks that “Yvain [is] governed by Pride—the first of the Seven
Deadly Sins” (177).50 For this reason, he refuses any help from Arthur and the Round

Chrétien moved on to serve Count Philip of Flanders (184). Various other related hypotheses abound
concerning the intertwining of the two romances, but the obvious relationship between the tales of Yvain
and the Charrette led Karl Uitti to dub them a “super romance” (189).
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Chrétien does have sources for the tale of Yvain, and many other well-known twelfth-century stories
work their way into it such as Chrétien’s own Chevalier de la Charrette and Béroul’s Tristan (Uitti 220).
To begin with, as Roger Sherman Loomis suggests (Arthurian Tradition), “Yvain, son of Urien, is one of
the few personages in Arthurian romance, besides Arthur and Tristan, who actually lived—Owain ap
Uryen. His father was a historic king of Rheged, a district of uncertain location somewhere in northern
England or southern Scotland” (269). Loomis makes note of the story in the Welsh Mabinogion (recall that
there is a precedent for Erec and Enide in Welsh legend) of Owein or The Countess of the Fountain and a
possible amalgamation of The Life of St. Kentigern. Joseph Duggan also attests to the relationship with The
Life of St. Kentigern and gives special attention to Wace’s account in the Roman de Rou of the fountain in
the forest of Brocéliande in Brittany. However, Karl Uitti stresses the fact that Chrétien’s Yvain predates
the Welsh Owein, but regardless Yvain is at least partly of Celtic tradition (194). William Nitze in his
article “Yvain and the Myth of the Fountain” issues into the debate possible classical antecedents or at least
influences to the story such as several fountain myths, notably “Diana and the King of the Wood.” This
story tells of Diana, who needed protection for her fountain in the Arician groves around Nemi. Once her
defender was killed, however, the victorious one would take the other’s place. A similar myth appears in
Greek mythology as well. This study links the Celtic fairy mistress with the classical water-goddess (173).
Both Loomis (The Development) and Karl Uitti note the precedent of the lion in the classical tale
concerning Androcles (59, 196).
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The Liber Iesu Filii Sirach (the Book of Jesus, Son of Sirach otherwise known as Ecclesiasticus) stresses
that, “Initium superbiae hominis apostatare a Deo quoniam ab eo qui fecit illum recessit cor eius quoniam
initium peccati omnis superbia […]” (10:14-15). (“The beginning of the pride of man is to fall off from
God: Because his heart is departed from him that made him: for pride is the beginning of all sin […]”
(Douay-Rheims Bible).) St. Thomas Aquinas (c. 1225-1274), though he postdates Chrétien, also attests to
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Table. While the king proposes to set out in the morning, Yvain steals away in the midst
of the night, hoping to triumph over the knight at the fountain and to significantly
increase his own reputation through feats of arms.
During his journey, Yvain lodges with a kindly vavasour. The next day, he passes
by a beastly man watching over a herd of angry bulls and continues on to the fountain.51
When he finally arrives at the enchanted site, he encounters the mysterious knight, named
Esclados the Red, who conquered Calogrenant. Yvain mortally wounds him, and as
Esclados gathers his strength to flee, Yvain follows his trail of blood until he comes
across a castle. When he follows his victim inside, Yvain becomes trapped within the
wall’s double portcullis, and Esclados’s men begin to search for their master’s murderer.
Meanwhile, his widow, the beautiful Laudine, grieves for the loss of her husband.

the dangerous consequences of pride in the Summa Theologiae within the question “One Sin as the Cause
of Another.” He says that “And in this sense they say that [pride] is the beginning of all sin, and differs
from covetousness. For this concerns sin as a turning to a passing good, thus, as it were, it nourishes and
fosters sin, and is consequently sin’s ‘root.’ Pride, on the other hand, is rather concerned with sin as a
turning away from God, whose command man refuses to obey. Because the nature of moral evil begins in
turning away from God, pride is called sin’s ‘beginning’” (Summa Theologiae 65; Question 84, Article 2).
51

Calogrenant had an exchange with the herdsman and to a question replied, “I am, as you see, a knight
seeking what I cannot find; I’ve sought long and yet find nothing” (299). (“Je sui, ce voiz, uns chevaliers /
Qui quier ce que trover ne puis ; / Assez ai quis, et rien ne truis” (vv. 356-358).) Calogrenant was
searching for a fountain, yet perhaps he was looking for the wrong thing. Auerbach notes that when
Calogrenant describes his journey, he says, “I discovered a path to the right leading through a thick forest”
(297). (“Et tornai mon chemin a destre / Parmi une forest espesse. / Mout i ot voie felenesse […]” (vv.
178-180).) Auerbach points out that this only makes sense if the direction is given relative to something
else, but it is not. He concludes that, “it must here have an ethical signification. Apparently it is the ‘right
way’ which Calogrenant discovered” (128-129). However, Calogrenant’s way is not right with respect to
the spiritual tenets the court of King Arthur should be upholding. Calogrenant desired to locate the
enchanting site because it would bring him glory; the quest was for earthly fame when he should have been
seeking God. Instead of paying attention to the story, Yvain follows in the same fruitless footsteps (as the
herdsman predicts they will be in Calogrenant’s relation) (299). Would not respect be better earned in the
performance of Christian deeds rather than feats of arms? Involved in the fountain quest is the eventual
joust with the defender—a knight who has done nothing wrong. His duty is to guard the location, and his
actions are not provoking. If a knight comes, he must attack, yet the knight who chooses to come should
realize the quest forces him to unjustly kill another. Calogrenant fails in his attempt, but Yvain does not.
Yvain’s pride results in the unwarranted death of another person. No reason exists for this disaster other
than that Yvain, in his lack of charity, desired admiration.
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Laudine’s maidservant, Lunete, comes to Yvain’s aid: she gives him a magic ring
which makes him invisible. As he waits in hiding, Yvain sees Laudine and then asks
Lunete if he can observe the burial of Esclados through a window (305-310). In a very
Ovidian scene, the forces of love overcome him. Ironically, Yvain watches Laudine
walking in her husband’s funeral procession—yet he is fixated on his own (utterly
selfish) desires: “But it was not the corpse or the funeral procession he was interested in
[…]. No, he had only said this because he wished to see the lady of the town” (310).52
Rather than feeling compassion for the pain Laudine has incurred because of him, Yvain
grieves “for her beautiful hair, which surpasses pure gold as it glistens; it kindles and
enflames me with passion when I see her tearing and pulling it out.” He obsesses over
her “beautiful eyes,” which “are filled with unceasing tears.” Yvain adds: “It grieves me
that she is weeping, but nothing causes me more distress than to see her doing injury to
her face, which has not deserved it” (313).53

Yvain is incapable of understanding

Laudine’s grief: he is completely self-absorbed within his own experience.
Yvain’s nascent love for Laudine is infantile at best. While he is learning to love
outside of himself—thereby exemplifying the transition between the “first” and “second”
of St. Bernard’s “degrees of love”—his affection is still grounded in egocentrism. He
admires Laudine only for her appearance and for the pleasure he can gain from watching
her: he loves her for the sake of himself.
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“Mes il n’avoit antancion / N’au cors, n’a la procession, / Qu’il volsist qu’il fussent tuit ars, / Si li eüst
costé cent mars. / […] Mes por la dame de la vile, / Que il voloit veoir, le dist” (vv. 1273-1279).
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“Grant duel ai de ses biax chevox / C’onques rien tant amer ne vox, / Que fin or passent, tant reluisent. /
D’ire m’espranent et aguisent, / Qant je les voi ronpre et tranchier ; / N’onques ne pueent estanchier / Les
lermes qui des ialz li chieent : / Totes ces choses me dessieent. / A tot ce qu’il sont plain de lermes / Si qu’il
n’en est ne fins ne termes, / Ne furent onques si bel oel. / De ce qu’ele plore me duel, / Ne de rien n’ai si
grant destrece / Come de son vis qu’ele blece, / Qu’il ne l’eüst pas desservi” (vv. 1463-1477).
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Interestingly, Lunete is eager to arrange a match between Yvain and her mistress,
no doubt, out of purely practical concerns: she knows Laudine needs someone to guard
her fountain.54 Lunete convinces Laudine to accept Yvain, despite the fact that he has
killed Esclados. Assuring herself that it is not only acceptable but necessary that she
remarry, Laudine rationalizes to Yvain: “you have done no wrong to me; nor did you
wrong him, for had he been able he would have killed you” (317).55
Yvain’s marriage to Laudine marks a new chapter in his life: he appears to have
left King Arthur’s court behind him and to have established a new home with his wife.
He now becomes the Knight of the Fountain rather than a Knight of the Round Table.
Nonetheless, Yvain continues to live out someone else’s story and life: after following in
Calogrenant’s footsteps, he now follows in Esclados’s. Yvain has yet to affirm his own
identity. This inevitably leads to a crisis in Yvain and Laudine’s relationship.
Soon after the wedding ceremony, King Arthur and his crew, also in search of
glory, arrive at the fountain which Yvain successfully protects against his old friends
(322-25).56 Yet, as he spends time with his fellow knights, he becomes enamored, once
54

For an interesting look at the treatment of counsel with regard to the character of Lunete, see the article
“The Lady Lunete: Literary Conventions of Counsel and the Criticism of Counsel in Chrétien’s Yvain and
Hartmann’s Iwein” by J.M. Sullivan in Neophilologus 85 (2001): 335-354.
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“Donc n’as tu rien vers moi mespris / Ne vers lui n’eüs tu nul tort, / Car s’il poïst, il t’eüst mort” (vv.
1770-1772).
56

The court of King Arthur and the vision for which the Knights of the Round Table stand appear to be
degenerating. In Chrétien’s first two romances, Erec and Enide and Cligés, the world of Arthur was
vibrant and noble, yet in Yvain, the Charrette, and all the more so in Perceval, we begin to see the static
nature of this civilization and find many hints as to a growing lack of higher purpose and values (Uitti 210215). In Le Chevalier de la Charrette, Arthur lets Guinevere be carried off and ends up seeming for that
and many other reasons an impotent king rather than the respectable leader he should be. Within the tale of
Perceval, King Arthur is so distraught over being shamed that he is rude in failing to acknowledge the
arrival of a guest, Perceval. To this Perceval remarks, “By my faith […] this king never made a knight!
How could he make knights if you can’t get a word out of him” (392)? In the beginning of Yvain, Arthur
ignores his guests and the holiness of Pentecost in order to “be detained” in his bedroom with the queen.
Also, as we shall see, in Yvain, the “courtliness” of the Round Table which Gawain embodies ends up
leading to Yvain’s downfall. The world of King Arthur is no longer the pinnacle of nobility because many
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again, with the prospect of adventure.

Gawain, demonstrating a total inability to

understand women, manages to convince Yvain that Laudine will not love him if he stops
fighting in tournaments. Knights, Gawain adds, must not lose their honor because of
their wives: “May he who diminishes his worth by marrying be shamed by Holy Mary,”
he exclaims (326)!57 Persuaded by his friend, Yvain asks permission to leave Laudine’s
castle. She agrees on the condition that he return to her within one year,58 and she gives
him her ring for safekeeping—a symbol and reminder of the strength of their union.
In leaving Laudine, even for one year, Yvain takes an enormous step backwards:
he attempts to reenter the boyish world of tourneys59 (instead of clinging to his wife, as
the Bible instructs), seeking only vainglory.

Yvain’s pride appears afresh and

unimproved. Hence, he opts for a system of values which are “directly opposed to the
kind of situation Yvain has just chosen [in his marrying Laudine], a value system linked
to reputation and storybooks and quite literally divorced from reality” (Uitti 213). His
fault is grave and in direct contrast to Erec’s shortcoming.60 Whereas Erec was nearly

of its ideals are empty; worldly renown seems more important. Erich Auerbach says Arthur’s world “no
longer has any purpose but that of self-realization” (134). As Karl Uitti puts it with regard to Yvain, “To
an important degree, rather, he must unlearn to aspire to make of Arthur’s court his locus, his home” (212).
57

“Honiz soit de sainte Marie / Qui por anpirier se marie” (vv. 2489-2490)!
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The date settled upon was that of the feast of Saint John (329). The Gospel of John is often referred to as
the “Gospel of Love,” and it is important to remember what it says in the first epistle of John: “God is love;
and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God; and God in him” (4:16). This is caritas, which Yvain does
not yet understand.
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Making the matter of Yvain’s misguided focus all the more deplorable is the fact that there is no real
honor to be found in his exhibitions of prowess. Yvain leaves Laudine to fight in staged battles. He does
not serve others through his exploits of knighthood; rather, he injures those he fights against, his own wife,
and himself, though, he does not realize it. However, through doing his duty by his wife, Yvain would
have been competing on a real battleground in guarding Laudine’s fountain. Other knights would have
been rash and arrogant (like Yvain) to come to fight, but Yvain would have been right and noble in
protecting his lady’s honor as her husband.
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In The Development of Arthurian Romance, Loomis says regarding Chrétien’s handling of Yvain that
“The one great flaw, in fact, in Chrétien’s treatment of Ivain is his exaggeration of Ivain’s fault: the
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consumed by passion for his wife, Yvain neglects his bride. Yet there is a similarity in
these two characters’ flaws: Erec’s and Yvain’s decisions both lead them to abandon their
responsibilities. Erec fails to live up to the duties of a prince and knight and ignores the
governance of his land; Yvain fails to live up to the responsibilities of a ruler and leaves
no one to defend his fountain. Furthermore, his departure stunts the growth of his
marriage just a few short days after the ceremony.61
Although Yvain ultimately succeeds in his goal to become one of the greatest
knights in the land (he and Gawain are undefeated one year later), he forgets his promise
to his wife. As he sits among his friends and King Arthur, “Yvain suddenly began to
reflect; since the moment he had taken leave of his lady he had not been so distraught as
now; for he knew for a fact that he had broken his word […]. With great difficulty he
held back his tears, but shame forced him to repress them” (329).62 Even though Yvain
realizes he has bumbled completely, he cannot allow himself to cry in front of Gawain
and the other knights, for that would not be manly. His suspicions of disfavor are wellconfirmed when one of his lady’s damsels rides up to their tent, dismounts, and literally
rips Laudine’s ring off his finger. She claims that he is “a cheat, a seducer, and a thief”
because he had stolen Laudine’s heart never to return, and true lovers do not do that sort

supposedly adoring husband of Laudine leaves his bride soon after the wedding and at the end of a year
forgets to return, so obsessed is he with breaking spears” (58). However, if looked at in the light of St.
Bernard’s schema, Yvain has just lost a veritable opportunity of salvation. How can this not be the most
serious failing ever? We must ask what is more important—God and duty to one’s wife or, as Loomis
phrases it, “breaking spears”?
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This idea is a reoccurring theme, which we can see even in later works such as Geoffrey Chaucer’s
(1343-1400) “The Franklin’s Tale.”
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“Quant Yvains tant encomança / A panser, que des lors en ça / Que a sa dame ot congié pris, / Ne fut tant
de panser sorpris / Con de celui, car bien savoit / Que covant manti li avoit / Et trespassez estoit li termes. /
A grant poinne tenoit ses lermes, / Mes honte li feisoit tenir” (vv. 2697-2705).
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of thing (329).63 The maiden says, “My lady marked in her room each day and each
season, for one who loves truly is troubled […]. This is how true lovers pass the time and
seasons” (329-330).64 Yvain had forgotten all about Laudine, while she waited for him,
counting the days. The opposition between the two is stark and exemplifies a contrast
between male and female.

This abrupt episode jerks Yvain back into reality: it

profoundly shocks him, just as Erec was shocked into seeing his own faults in the
bedroom scene with Enide.
Yvain loses his mind with (real) grief at the thought of losing Laudine. In his
pain, he can no longer abide the company of the men and stealthily slips out of the tent
“because he was afraid of going mad in their presence” (330).65 He runs off into the
forest, rips at his clothes until he is naked, and kills game with a bow and arrows so that
he can eat their flesh raw. With the second crisis of the couple, Yvain is ruined. He
believes he has lost Laudine forever.66 His fervor is reminiscent of the sponsa of the
Song of Songs, who runs after her beloved crying through the streets because she cannot
find him. She asks in a frantic voice those passing, who probably think she is crazy,
“Saw ye him whom my soul loveth” (3:3)? Like the bride of the Canticle, Yvain has lost
something invaluable: Laudine’s love and the salvation that she could provide.
One day as Yvain is running about the woods, he stumbles across the abode of a
hermit. The man is frightened at the sight of Yvain, but “in his charity took some bread
63

“Icil sont larron ipocrite / Et traïtor, qui metent lite / En cuers anbler dom ax ne chaut” (vv. 2739-2741).

64

Ma dame en sa chanbre poinz a / Trestoz les jorz et toz les tans, / Car qui ainme, il est en espans, /
N’onques ne puet panre boen some, / Mes tote nuit contre et asome / Les jorz qui vienent et qui vont. / Ensi
li lëal amant font / Contre le tans et la seison” (vv. 2756-2763).
65
66

“Qu’il crient entr’ax issir del san, / Et de ce ne se gardoit l’an” (vv. 2799-2800).

However, it is important to keep in mind that Laudine is not completely gone. There is still a chance at
reunification, which he must work towards. Yet, Yvain is still deeply grieved, for he cannot see this.
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and clear water and placed it outside his house” (330).67 The interaction between the
hermit and Yvain is limited. However, Karl Uitti, in his article “Le Chevalier au Lion
(Yvain),” detects compelling parallels between the madness episode in Yvain and the
exile of Tristan and Iseut in the Forest of Morois in Béroul’s Tristan. Near the midpoint
of both stories, the protagonists encounter a hermit. In Tristan, the hermit, Ogrin, urges
the two lovers to repent and hears their confession, allowing them to return to King
Mark’s court “changed.” Uitti notes, “unlike that of Tristan and Iseut, Yvain’s return will
be definitive, not the pretext for a new disturbance of order” (225). Yvain’s hermit never
utters a word, yet he helps him and is, in turn, aided by Yvain’s gift of meat. For the first
time, Yvain begins to participate in a give-and-take relationship—one that is balanced (as
their meals are) (Uitti 221). The hermit, out of fear of Yvain, does not shrive him like
Ogrin in Tristan, but nonetheless, he offers support (albeit physical) in a time of great
need. Yvain’s life with the hermit sets the stage for his eventual encounter with the
maidservant of the lady of Norison.
Yvain is brought back to his senses by a balm supplied for his recovery by the
lady of Norison, who freely wishes to help him.68 Her handmaiden discovered Yvain
lying asleep and unclothed in the forest. His appearance had been so radically altered in
his state of disgrace that she did not know who he was until “she realized that a scar he
had on his face was like a scar that my lord Yvain had on his” (331).69 The lady of
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De son pain et de s’eve nete / Par charité prist li boens hom” (vv. 2840-2841).

68

This balm presents another link to the Celtic traditions behind the story, for as the lady of Norison
recounts, it was given to her my Morgan the Wise—that is Morgan le Fay, Arthur’s half-sister (Kibler 506).
See Roger Sherman Loomis’s Arthurian Tradition and Chrétien de Troyes (chapter XLV, page 270) for a
detailed account.

69

“Au reconoistre mout tarda / Et tote voie l’esgarda / Tant qu’an la fin li fu avis, / D’une plaie qu’il ot el
vis, / C’une tel plaie el vis avoit / Messire Yvains, bien le savoit” (vv. 2903-2908).
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Norison is disturbed when her handmaiden uses all of the ointment, rubbing it over
Yvain’s entire body, but once he is brought back to her estate, she and her attendants do
everything in their power to restore him: “they […] proceeded to look to my lord Yvain’s
comfort in every way they could: they bathed him, washed his hair, and had him shaved
and trimmed […]. Whatever he wished they did for him” (334).70 Their service is
selfless and for the love of one’s neighbor.

This occasion is Yvain’s first marked

acquaintance with a feminine world. Up until this point, Yvain has been part of a
masculine environment—a world more concerned with “breaking spears”—and has little
appreciation for what is feminine, which is also partly why he was so eager to follow
Gawain and not to settle down in his marriage. However, through his contact with the
women and because of the caritas he experiences, he discovers that higher things exist
upon which to expend his energy rather than superficial displays of dexterity.
In return for the lady of Norison’s assistance, Yvain renders her a great service. It
seems that he has learned something from his dealings with the hermit—“And as ye
would that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise” (Luke 6:31). When Yvain
ascertains that Count Alier wishes to overtake the lady of Norison’s city, he defends his
benefactor with passion. This time his chivalric prowess is driven by love and duty, not
by a desire for renown. Yvain has become a better knight because he places his chivalry
in something higher than himself. Indeed, the narrator remarks: “How fiercely he attacks
them! He strikes among them like a lion, beset and provoked by hunger, among the
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“[…] Et monseignor Yvain aeisent / De quanqu’eles pueent ne sevent : / Sel baignent, et son chief li
levent, / Et sel font rere et reoignier, / Que l’en li poïst anpoignier / La barbe a plain poing sor la face. / Ne
vialt chose qu’an ne li face” (vv. 3134-3140).
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fallow deer” (335).71 Yvain has been renewed; he fights with enthusiasm stemming from
love. Furthermore, his figurative characterization as a lion is of extreme significance
when considering what happens next in the story. Although he is welcome to stay with
the lady of Norison (having earned her respect and admiration), Yvain sets out on a
journey: “he left […] and retraced his steps” (336).72 He must complete his pilgrimage
and find his way back to Laudine.
Shortly after leaving the lady’s castle, Yvain encounters a lion being besieged by
a dragon.

His reaction to the scene is revealing: “but with no thought of the

consequences Yvain was determined to help it now, since Pity summoned and urged him
to aid and succour the noble and honourable beast” (337).73 This time Yvain initiates the
charitable help, following the example set for him by both the hermit and the lady of
Norison. He spurs to the rescue with only a moment of hesitation, as he fears the lion
might afterwards devour him. Yet, having overcome his fear, Yvain commits himself
fully to his goal of freeing the lion; he becomes (as Lancelot will in the Knight of the
Cart) a “fool for love.”74
When Yvain defeats the dragon, the lion gracefully bows to Yvain in submission
and gratitude: “then it knelt down and its whole face was bathed in tears of humility”
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“Haï! Con vaillant soldoier, / Con fet ses anemis ploier ! / Con roidemant il les requiert ! / Tot autresi
antr’ax se fiert / Con li lyons antre les dains / Quant l’engoisse et chace la fains” (vv. 3201-3206).

72

“Or se mist a la voie arriere / Et leissa mout la dame iriee / Que il avoit mout feite liee” (vv. 3326-3328).

73

“Mes que qu’il l’en aveingne aprés, / Eidier li voldra il adés, / Que pitiez li semont et prie / Qu’il face
secors et aïe / A la beste gentil et franche” (vv. 3373-3377).

74

Or, a “fool for Christ.” Reference St. Paul in 2 Corinthians chapter eleven verse one where he says,
“Would to God ye could bear with me a little in my folly […].” Look also at the remaining verses.
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(337).75 Yvain is truly touched. One kind deed is repaid by another however: the lion
refuses to leave him. The creature responds to Yvain’s love with dutiful commitment:
“the lion stayed by his side and never left him; from that day on it would accompany him,
for it intended to serve and protect him” (337).76 Thus, Yvain begins to learn how a true
relationship operates within the bounds of caritas. In a sense, Yvain and the lion now
form a couple: the two participate in a mutually supporting relationship. Henceforward,
Yvain is known as the Knight with the Lion.
It is significant that Yvain, himself, chooses this name: his identity now depends
on the lion, and his universe is no longer self-centered. He forsakes the name by which
he was previously know at the Round Table and chooses a different existence. By
placing his chivalry in the service of caritas, he finally leaves the world of gratuitous
tournaments far behind him.
Chrétien’s decision to operate Yvain’s transformation through his relationship
with a lion is important, particularly if we consider the meanings associated with this
beast in medieval iconography. Within the Physiologus,77 the lion is likened to Christ
because, “His first nature is that when he walks following a scent in the mountains, and
the odor of a hunter reaches him, he covers his tracks with his tail wherever he has
walked so that the hunter may not follow […]” (3). The author then enlightens us by
75
“Si s’estut sor ses piez derriere / Et puis si se ragenoilloit, / Et tote sa face moilloit / De lermes, par
humilité” (vv. 3400-3403).
76

“Et li lyons lez lui costoie / Que ja mes ne s’an partira, / Toz jorz mes avoec lui ira / Que servir et garder
le vialt” (vv. 3414-3417).

77

The Physiologus is a work that characterizes certain animals based on legends that began in ancient
Egyptian, Hebrew, and Indian tradition. The stories were subsumed into Greek and later Roman culture—
the first work in writing was compiled in Greek at Alexandria some time around the 2 nd Century—to then
be passed on by learned men like Pliny and Aelian to the Christians. As the translator Michael Curley
states in his introduction regarding this translatio, “The anonymous author of Physiologus infused these
venerable pagan tales with the spirit of Christian moral and mystical teaching, and thereafter they occupied
a place of special importance in the symbolism of the Christian world” (ix).
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interpreting: “Thus also, our Savior, the spiritual lion of the tribe of Judah, […] hid his
intelligible tracks […] from the unbelieving Jews […]” (3).78 This is why they did not
know who He was and asked, “Who is this king of glory?” (4).79
The Physiologus also stresses the following nature of the lion: “although he has
fallen asleep, his eyes keep watch for him, for they remain open” (4). The author then
references the Song of Songs where he says that “the betrothed bears witness, saying, ‘I
sleep, but my heart is awake (5:2)’” (4). So, too, is Christ awake. The author of the
Physiologus notes that “[Christ’s] divine nature always keeps watch in the right hand of
the Father” (Matthew 26:64). He goes on to add: “He who guards Israel will neither
slumber nor sleep” (Psalm 121:4). William Nitze concurs with this reading, for in his
study on “Yvain and the Myth of the Fountain,” he concludes that “the lion was
commonly taken for the symbol of Christ” (177).80
The Aberdeen Bestiary (12th Century) also offers some interesting nuances on the
role played by lions in medieval literature:
Where men are concerned, it is the nature of lions not to grow angry unless they
are harmed. An example which thoughtful men should heed; for men grow angry
even when they have not been harmed, and they oppress the innocent, although
Christian law bids them set even the guilty free. The compassion of lions is
apparent from endless examples. They spare those whom they have brought
down. They allow captives whom they encounter to return home. They vent their
rage on men rather than women. They do not kill children except in time of great
hunger (Aberdeen MS 24, fol. 7v).
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Earlier in the text, it says that “Jacob, blessing his son Judah, said, ‘Judah is a lion’s whelp (Genesis
49:9)’” (3). Thus, Jesus Christ, as He was born into that line, is now the “spiritual lion” of Judah.

79
80

See Psalm 24.

The scene also points to the Book of Daniel: Daniel is spared in the lion’s den because the lions refuse to
malign him. The beasts, through the mercy that God has for Daniel, act charitably towards him, and this
experience validates Daniel’s connection with God.
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The lion is a noble, merciful creature, which demonstrates compassion—unlike
many men. In other words, the Christ-like lion is a creature of caritas. Christ loved
humankind so much that he was willing to die to save them from their sins: “For God so
loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son […]” (John 3:16). There can be no
greater love than God’s, and the lion is associated with this kind of love. What, then, are
the implications for our reading of Chrétien’s romance?
The lion more than any other character teaches Yvain what it means to love and
how a higher, more noble cause gives meaning to one’s life. Through the lion, Yvain
comes to understand caritas. Like the lion in the Physiologus, Yvain’s lion also keeps
watch at night. When the knight grows tired and decides to stop and rest, “the lion
showed such sense that it stayed awake and took care to watch over his horse […]”
(338).81 Yvain’s lion is also noble and filled with compassion like the beast described in
the Aberdeen Bestiary. In fact, Yvain’s lion is so full of love that it would rather die than
continue to live without its master. Shortly after their friendship begins, Yvain faints and
cuts himself; the lion believes that he has died. The creature hurries to prop the knight’s
sword up against a tree and proceeds to rush headlong into it in order to kill itself.
Fortunately, Yvain wakes just in time to prevent the lion from taking its own life (338339). This scene demonstrates the depth of the lion’s love: like the hero of a medieval
liebestod, it seeks to join Yvain in death.
Manuscripts of The Knight with the Lion underscore, both graphically and
textually, the bond between Yvain and his lion. Princeton University Garrett MS 125

81

“Et li lyons ot tant de sens / Qu’il veilla et fu an espens / Del cheval garder […]” (vv. 3481-3483). See
William Nitze’s “Yvain and the Myth of the Fountain,” page 177.
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includes an interesting illumination of Yvain and his lion fighting together (fol. 56v).82
Yvain battles a nasty giant, Harpin of the Mountain. 83 He is on horseback, dressed in a
grey hauberk, and wields his sword. The lion, meanwhile, gnaws at Harpin’s left thigh.
The illuminator represents him as being of the same color as Yvain: he appears as a large,
gray beast. Furthermore, Yvain has a lion painted on his shield because he is the Knight
with the Lion. The illuminator of the Garrett manuscript glosses Chrétien’s story by
highlighting the strong link between the protagonist and the creature.
The scene discussed above is similarly represented in another illumination on fol.
26v.84 While Yvain is charging at an enemy, the lion runs right beside him. Once again,
they both appear as matching gray figures, and Yvain carries the shield with his lion
painted upon it. They fight as one. Their symbiosis is also clearly suggested by the text.
Near the end of the story, Yvain explains to hesitant onlookers the depth of the loving
friendship he and the beast share: “For he is mine, and I am his; we are companions
together” (376).85 This poetic construction—which echoes a famous verse spoken by
Tristan in Marie de France’s “Chevrefoil”—is structured by a chiasmus, based on the
alternation of first and third-person pronouns: “Qu’il est a moi, et je a lui” (v. 6469).
Chrétien presents the two “companions” as a couple.

82

Alison Stones, at the beginning of her work “The Illustrated Chrétien Manuscripts and Their Artistic
Context,” informs us that “Of the 45 extant manuscripts and fragments of the works of Chrétien, 11 contain
historiated illumination and offer a corpus of some 250 illustrations” (227). She notes later that because of
its superb quality, the Princeton manuscript, “Although a relatively recent discovery, […] has received a
substantial amount of attention” (251).

83

Refer to Figure 1, Appendix B.

84

Refer to Figure 2, Appendix B.

85

“Qu’il est a moi, et je a lui ; / Si somes conpaignon andui” (vv. 6469-6470).
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As a result of his collaboration with the lion, Yvain continues to engage in selfless
actions: he saves the niece and nephews of Gawain from Harpin of the Mountain (343348); rescues Lunete by defeating her false accusers (349-352); frees the maidens from
their oppression in the “Dire Adventure” (Pesme Aventure) (361-367); and defends the
younger sister of the lord of Blackthorn (Noire Espine) against her unjust elder sister
whom Gawain represents (368-376).86

Throughout each of these adventures, Yvain

achieves great renown—but not because he set out to do so. This marks a firm contrast
with the beginning of the romance. As the Knight with the Lion, Yvain performs great
feats of arms based on caritas: he has conquered his tendencies towards prideful
behavior. This is particularly evident when he offers to save Gawain’s family members
from the giant Harpin. The niece and mother bow down before him, but Yvain prays:
“May God keep me from ever being so filled with pride as to allow them to fall at my
feet” (344, my emphasis).87
With his conversion nearly complete, Yvain’s path takes him back to Laudine, his
wife.

Recognizing his earlier mistakes, Yvain longs for reconciliation.

Lunete,

Laudine’s confidant, acts as a catalyst in bringing Yvain and Laudine together. (In this
way, she fulfils, once again, the role she plays in the start of Chrétien’s story.) Most
significantly, she reiterates to her mistress the problem of her undefended fountain:
because Yvain is absent, Laudine must find someone to watch over her lands.
86

Gawain acquiesces to the older, selfish daughter of the lord of Blackthorn and concedes to defend her
rights as sole heiress against her sister who she, through her actions, is damning to destitution. Gawain
agreed to support the older sister’s rather uncharitable claims: “he had granted everything she had
requested” (354). (“[…] Que la premiere avoit ja fet / A monseignor Gauvain son plet / Et il li avoit otroié /
Quanqu’ele li avoit proié” (vv. 4729-4732).) We have to ask ourselves what Gawain was thinking, or was
he thinking? In helping the self-centered sister, Gawain condones her behavior, and his actions are
counterintuitive because a knight should be the epitome of justice.
87

“[…] Dex m’an desfande / C’orguiauz en moi tant ne s’estande / Que a mon pié venir les les” (vv. 39833985).
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Laudine has heard about the wonderful feats of the Knight with the Lion, but she
does not know who he is. Lunete, well aware of the knight’s identity and understanding
his worthiness in some way (as the Immodest Damsel will understand Lancelot’s in the
Charrette), suggests that he is the only knight who can offer her the needed support. Yet,
Lunete points out that “as long as the knight suffers the anger […] of his lady, I don’t
believe he’d follow any man or woman in this world, unless that person swore […] to
alleviate the great enmity that his lady feels towards him” (377).88 Laudine quickly
replies that she will do everything in her power to help rectify the situation. Thus, Lunete
obtains a sort of “rash boon.” Laudine is now bound by oath to accept Yvain’s apology.
Despite Lunete’s clever scheme, Laudine is eager to seek peace and reunion with
Yvain because he is her rightful husband under God. Yvain’s place is, after all, with
her.89 He and the lion are a couple, but this is not how God intended man to exist. Yvain
is humble as he lays his hopes out in front of Laudine. He repents and asks for her
forgiveness: “My lady […] one should have mercy on a sinner. I have paid dearly for my
foolishness, and I am glad to have paid” (380).90 Yvain is grateful for the heartache he
has experienced because he now knows what is important in life.

His focus has

dramatically shifted from himself (“first degree”) to loving someone other than himself
selfishly (“second degree”). Throughout his pilgrimage Yvain has come to understand
88

“Mes tant com il avra la guerre / Et l’ire et le mal cuer sa dame, / N’a en cest mont home ne fame / Cui il
siuist, mien esciant, / Tant que il li jurt et fiant / Qu’il fera tote sa puissance / De racorder la mesestance /
Que sa dame a si grant a lui / Qu’il an muert de duel et d’enui” (vv. 6608-6616).

89

Although Peter Noble says that love is not the main theme of Yvain, Karl Uitti posits that “since the
Arthurian world has ceased to be in any sense Yvain’s ‘place,’ only two alternatives are open to him if he is
to fulfill his life and complete his story: death or Laudine’s love” (47, 228). Unlike anything Marc M.
Pelen would suggest in his article “Madness in Yvain Reconsidered,” Yvain’s choice of Laudine is
perfectly rational and abetted by a deep, spiritual need.

90

“[…] Dame, misericorde / Doit an de pecheor avoir. / Conparé ai mon nonsavoir, / Et je le voel bien
conparer” (vv. 6782-6785).
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what love is: self-effacing adoration for God and what He has created (“third degree”).
As Jean Frappier puts it, “Yvain rises through a series of generous and selfless acts,
becoming a hero of useful prowess in the service of the weak and oppressed” (115).
Chrétien’s protagonist thus bears a sharp contrast to those people in the opening
lines of the romance who do not know what love is and only debase it with their
ignorance (295). Yvain has learned to love rightly and, in so doing, has become a better
knight. As Perceval will in the Le Conte du Graal, he has learned to place his chivalry in
the service of something greater than himself. While Yvain does not, within the pages of
the book, attain to St. Bernard’s “fourth degree,” the reader has high hopes that he will
continue to progress in his relationship with Laudine. The romance ends under the sign
of peace and reconciliation (Uitti 228-229): Lunete is happy for having brought Yvain
and Laudine back together and for having “established an unending peace between the
noble Sir Yvain and his dear and noble lady” (380, my emphasis).91

As Chrétien

composes his last verse lines, a new order is set forth: joined together, like Erec and
Enide, by the conjunction et, the master storyteller has performed yet another “beautiful
conjoining.” Yvain is no longer the Knight with the Lion; he is not even the Knight with
his Lady Laudine. Finally, the husband and wife have become “duo in carne una.”
In conclusion, the romances of Érec et Énide and Le Chevalier au Lion both
reflect the theological writings of St. Bernard of Clairvaux. Chrétien de Troyes suggests
that the path of spiritual improvement for the couple mirrors St. Bernard’s “four degrees
of love.” By coming together, man and woman move from the “first” to the “second
degree,” but in order to have a truly successful relationship, they must achieve caritas, as

91

“[…] Des qu’ele a fet la pes sanz fin / De monseignor Yvain le fin / Et de s’amie chiere et fine” (vv.
6813-6815).
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characteristic of Bernard’s “third degree.” Although the protagonists of the two tales in
this chapter face crises, they overcome them, for both works end on a note of peace and
joy. We have every reason to believe that the couples will be successful.

CHAPTER THREE
Transcendence and Limitations in The Knight of the Cart
Both Erec and Enide and Yvain explore the notion of a perfect earthly
relationship. However, Le Chevalier de la Charrette (The Knight of the Cart) raises a
new set of problems.1 Chrétien de Troyes’s fourth romance offers little to no possibility
of conjointure in this world. Lancelot and Guinevere cannot be a terrestrial couple: she is
Arthur’s queen and he, a knight at Arthur’s court.2 This chapter explores both the
transcendental nature of Lancelot’s love for Guinevere and the limits they face as a
couple.
Reconsidering Conjointure: The Paradigm of St. Alexis
Before we turn to Chrétien’s tale, though, let us reconsider the idea of
conjointure. St. Bernard tells us concerning the “fourth degree” that such a state of
perfect love can rarely—if ever—be found in this world. The very popular eleventhcentury Vie de saint Alexis (Life of Saint Alexis) can help us to understand how the
“fourth degree” is achievable in human relationships.

1

Karl Uitti tells us in Chrétien de Troyes Revisited, reiterating what we have already learned from his
article “Le Chevalier au Lion (Yvain),” “Since neither Le Chevalier de la Charrette (Lancelot) nor Le
Chevalier au Lion (Yvain) appears in the list of Chrétien de Troyes’s works provided by the prologue to
Cligés, it is generally assumed that these romances must have been composed after 1175 or so” (59).
However, they must have been finished before 1191, when Count Philip of Flanders died to whom Le
Conte du Graal (Perceval) is dedicated. Thus, the compilation of the Charrette falls somewhere between
1176 and 1191 A.D. A rough estimate is 1180.

2

This is a common problem in twelfth-century literature. Think of, for example, the stories of Abelard and
Héloïse, Tristan and Iseut, and even Chrétien’s Cligés and Fenice. Although, given the scope of this study,
the tale of Cligés is not discussed in depth, it is, nonetheless, crucial to consider, especially with regard to
love and marriage. See Michelle A. Freeman’s work The Poetics of Translatio Studii and Conjointure:
Chrétien de Troyes’s Cligés.
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An interesting illumination precedes the St. Alban’s Psalter copy of the Life of St.
Alexis. The image has a tripartite structure (see Cartlidge 77).3 Alexis and his new bride,
depicted in the scene to the far left, are about to commence their wedding night. They
stand together in front of their nuptial bed; Alexis is handing his wife a ring and his
sword. Within the next frame, we see Alexis fleeing out the door, and his bride stands
staring with her hand clasped to her face as she watches him leave in haste. Moving
across the page to the right, Alexis is in a boat and places money in the hand of the
oarsman for payment to take him away. It seems, on all accounts, that this is a tragic love
story—a bride jilted on her wedding night by her selfish, uncaring husband. How could
he be so cruel? How could this ever have happened?
Eufemien, Alexis’s father, had convinced his son to take a wife according to
Roman custom. Alexis’s mind, however, was set entirely upon God. Being a worthy and
dutiful son, Alexis consented to the will of his family. Nonetheless, when the time drew
near for Alexis to embark fully upon the life of a husband, he, instead, chose God. He
left Rome and his bride so that he could live as an ascetic in the arid city of Edessa in the
Near East. (He eventually returns and lives, unrecognized, as a beggar beneath the stairs
of his father’s own house.)
This does not mean, though, that by default Alexis chose not to be with his wife.
He willingly married her and participated in the sacrament. The text explicitly tells us
that when Alexis entered their marriage chamber, “he [saw] the bed, he looked at the
maiden; / He then remember[ed] his heavenly lord” (vv. 56-57).4 In other words, he sees

3
4

Refer to Figure 1, Appendix C.

“Cum veit le lit, esguardat la pulcela; / Dunc li remembret de sun seinor celeste” (The Life of St. Alexius
96). See also the Vie de saint Alexis: poème du XIe siècle edited by Gaston Paris.
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his wife’s beauty in the flesh, and his mind turns towards God.5 He instructs his bride:
“Do you hear me, maiden? Have him for your spouse / Who redeemed us with his
precious blood. / In this world there is no perfect love; / Life is fragile; it holds no lasting
glory; / This sort of happiness turns into great sadness” (vv. 66-70).6 Alexis wants their
love to be pure; he wants to be married to her in a state of caritas.7 He does not seek to
escape the bonds of marriage; rather, he reaffirms their marriage as a chaste union,
sanctioned by God (Uitti 40).8 It is for this reason that the saint gives his sponsa his
ring— representing their union—and his sword for safe-keeping.9

5

See Karl Uitti’s discussion of Alexis in Story, Myth, and Celebration in Old French Narrative Poetry,
1050-1200.

6

“Oz mei, pulcele? Celui tien ad espus / Ki nus raenst de sun sanc precius. / An icest secle nen at parfit
amor; / La vithe est fraisle; n’i ad durable honor; / Cesta lethece revert a grant tristur” (96).

7

This is, of course, slightly problematic because it necessitates him leaving his wife before they can grow
together as a couple. Chrétien’s Yvain is guilty of the same fault, but Yvain had to learn how to love
through his pilgrimage; he had to find himself. Alexis knows what love should be; however, his wife
presumably does not. In order for her to learn how to love Alexis in God, Alexis must leave, giving her no
other choice than to seek to do so because he is not there. Alexis is concerned to follow God in his life, but
implicitly, he worries over the soul of his wife a well. There can be no greater attestation to his love than
that he forgoes life with his bride in order to partake of life in Christ and teach his wife to do the same.
Neil Cartlidge notes this important fact when he says, “The legend of St. Alexis was so successful in the
Middle Ages because his distinctive gesture of renunciation came to be read, not only as an exemplification
of contempt for the world, but also as a brave sacrifice to a grand ideal” (90).

8

Furthermore, Uitti hits upon the point in his article “The Lady and Her Place in Twelfth-Century France”
that “without their earthly marriage and Alexis’s overwhelming desire for his bride on earth, their reunion
in Heaven would have no meaning. In a very profound sense, Alexis takes leave of his spouse on their
wedding night in order to ‘save’ their marriage, that is, to preserve—or create—the conditions of their
true—unending—joy” (88).

9

This same idea and even the exact articles appear in Marie de France’s “Yonec.” In this story, a beautiful
lady is locked in a tower by her jealous husband. He fears that she will be untrue to him and so forces her
into seclusion. She is not even allowed to attend Mass. One day a hawk flies through the window and
mysteriously transforms into a knight, Muldumarec. The two fall in love, but the husband finds out and
sets a trap. When the knight returns, he is wounded by spikes as he enters, but before he dies, he gives the
woman his ring and his sword and tells her that she will have a child by him. This pronouncement is quite
miraculous. K. Sarah-Jane Murray draws out the parallels between the Vie de saint Alexis and “Yonec” at
length within her article “The Ring and the Sword: Reading Marie de France's Yonec in Light of the Vie de
saint Alexis.” She contends that “the framework provided by the Vie de saint Alexis suggests that the focus
of Yonec is not an adulterous relationship. Rather, by giving his ring and his sword to Marie’s heroine,
Muldumarec effectively marries her. The new relationship, sanctioned by God, transcends the lady’s
purely social (and barren) wedding to the jealous vieillard” (26).
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This story beautifully invokes St. Bernard’s “fourth degree of love.” At first,
Alexis’s actions seem almost harsh as a result of his desperation to save himself and his
wife. The first thing we see is the obvious pain the leave-taking must have caused. Yet,
an alternate, more fulfilling satisfaction in life may result: the difference between an
earthly and a heavenly love. Alexis’s love for the maiden was perfect (i.e., it was not
tainted by the flesh). Through their trials of separation, she, too, dedicates herself to
God.10
Let us return to our image. In the background of the first section of the triptych, a
dove, representing the Holy Spirit, flies directly towards St. Alexis’s head on the vertical
plane. St. Alexis is overcome by his love for God, and consequently, he begins to take
part more fully in God: he is invested with the Holy Spirit. Because the love of St. Alexis
is so great, he wants his wife to achieve the same state of happiness. The love between
Alexis and his bride would have been a transitory one had they not come to love one
another in God. As a result of Alexis’s endeavors, now they may both experience the
love of God through their perfect love for one another. Alexis and his wife have no need
for physicality and lack any corruption as a result of selfishness. Their love has flowered
within Christ and will never fade. It constitutes a perfected state of caritas.
Lancelot and Guinevere
The type of love explored in the Vie de saint Alexis casts a new light upon the
works of the vernacular tradition and, especially, the romances of Chrétien de Troyes.

10

We observe this in the relationship of Abelard and Héloïse as well. See Karl Uitti’s “The Lady and Her
Place in Twelfth-Century France,” page 85.
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The Charrette, for example, is often discounted as a scandalous poem of adultery,11
written under duress by Chrétien at the command of the “lady of Champagne.”12 I do not
believe this to be the case. The Charrette does, indeed, narrate the extra-marital love of
Lancelot and Guinevere, but it does not do so in order to celebrate adultery. Instead, this
book poses the questions: what is love and what is marriage? Guinevere’s relationship to
Arthur is, as we shall see, problematic on many counts. Lancelot, meanwhile, exhibits

11

Peter Noble espouses the common belief that Chrétien grew disgusted with the material of the Charrette.
He points out that Chrétien’s first three romances—Erec and Enide, Cligés, and Yvain (though Yvain was
composed simultaneously)—deal with love within the bounds of marriage. In fact, he astutely points out
that Chrétien’s character of Fenice in Cligés refuses to elope with Cligés and to commit adultery against
Cligés’s uncle, though their marriage was never consummated. She remarks to Cligés’s idea of absconding
thus: “I will not run off with you like that, for then everyone would speak of us after we had left as they do
of Isolde the Blonde and Tristan, and men and women everywhere would condemn our passion” (188).
She will accept nothing other than a rightful relationship, but their actions within Cligés’s expertly
constructed tower must still be scrutinized. Also, near the beginning of Cligés, Queen Guinevere, herself,
extols the virtue of love in marriage in reference to Alexander and Soredamors when she says, “It is not
easy to love, and if you do not boldly build a strong foundation you cannot hope to build successfully upon
it.” She goes on to say furthermore, “Now I urge you not to seek to dominate one another, nor merely to
satisfy your desires, but rather join together honourably in marriage. In this way, it seems to me, your love
will long endure” (150). This seems to be a very different Guinevere than the one we meet in the Charrette
whose heart is with a man other than the one she married. On all accounts, the treatment of love and
marriage in the Charrette is markedly opposite to what seem to be Chrétien’s beliefs in the rest of his tales.
To all of this, Peter Noble has to say that “It seems possible therefore that the theme was not entirely to
Chrétien’s liking, which would explain his care in making clear the source of the plot and the interpretation
and his failure to finish it” (65).
12

Chrétien makes very explicit the person to whom he devotes his tale: “Since my lady of Champagne
wishes me to begin a romance, I shall do so most willingly” (207). (“Puisque ma dame de Chanpaigne /
Vialt que romans a feire anpraigne, / Je l’anprendrai molt volentiers” (vv. 1-3).) (Consider Chrétien’s
perceived relationship with the Countess Marie in comparison to Lancelot’s dedication to Guinevere. See
page 188 of Sylvia Huot’s From Song to Book.) He also states that she is the individual to whom the
matière of his story is due (207). Roger Sherman Loomis explores the Celtic antecedents behind the
Charrette in Arthurian Tradition and Chrétien de Troyes (187-266). Joseph Duggan notes that the myth of
Guinevere’s abduction which inspires the Charrette is not found within either Geoffrey of Monmouth’s (c.
1100-1154) Historia Regum Britanniae (The History of the Kings of Britain) or Wace’s (c. 1115-1183)
Roman de Brut, based largely on Monmouth’s work and written around 1155. The material lies beyond
these two sources much depended on in late twelfth-century France (225). The sens of the tale, also due to
the Countess Marie, is a much more complicated matter. Loomis asks in The Development of Arthurian
Romance: “Was it intended to be serious, or was it intended as burlesque” (51)? If Chrétien approaches his
work in the Charrette with a serious tone, then does he condone adultery, which is contrary to the rest of
his works and apparent beliefs? On the other hand, the Charrette could be read as a caricature of courtly
love (amour courtois), as Loomis suggests. D.W. Robertson, Jr. sides with this method of interpretation
and refers to the style as “ironic allegory.” The atmosphere at the court of Marie of Champagne was
replete with notions of amour courtois: one of Chrétien’s contemporaries was Andreas Capellanus (André
le Chapelain). Chrétien could have chosen to underhandedly mock courtly ideals in his work since he did
not approve of the sens with which he was forced to labor (though he says he does so “most willingly”).
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the qualities of a true and selfless lover. The tragedy of the Charrette consists in the
impossibility of Lancelot and Guinevere’s union: unlike Yvain and Laudine or Erec and
Enide, the protagonists of the Charrette are conscious that they can never be together in
this life.
In reading the Charrette, then, we will do well to keep in mind the words of
Chrétien’s contemporary, Marie de France:13
It was customary for the ancients in the books which they wrote […] to express
themselves very obscurely so that those in later generations […] could provide a
gloss for the text and put the finishing touches to their meaning.14
Marie believes that “anyone who has received from God the gift of knowledge
and true eloquence has a duty not to remain silent […]” (41).15 Thus, the reader is called
upon to decipher the meaning contained within the text.16 St. Bernard’s “four degrees of

13

Charles Homer Haskins has dubbed the time period in which these two wrote the “Renaissance of the
Twelfth Century” (5-6). Indeed, Europe experienced a rebirth of the humanist spirit, and many ancient
works were copied and glossed. During the 12 th Century, people sought not only to preserve literature but
also to understand it. With this mindset, authors such as Marie and Chrétien took the knowledge they had
gained through glossing other texts and made their own according to the same tradition. Thus, their work,
too, must be glossed in order for understanding to ensue. As maintained by Marie, we have a duty to
contribute our individual glosses for the sake of humanity. Learning more about ourselves will, like love,
also help to refine our souls. A pilgrimage can be made through literature as well as life.
14

The Old French is supplied from the edition of Marie’s Lais translated into Modern French by Laurence
Harf-Lancner: “Custume fu as anciëns, / ceo testimoine Preciëns, / es livres que jadis faiseient / assez
oscurement diseient / pur cels ki a venir esteient / e ki aprendre les deveient, / que peüssent gloser la letre /
e de lur sen le surplus metre” (vv. 9-16).
15
16

“Qui Deus a duné esciënce / e de parler bone eloquence, / ne s’en deit taisir ne celer […]” (vv. 1-3).

Of the five surviving Arthurian romances of Chrétien de Troyes, the two with the most additions are the
Charrette and Perceval, and these are the only two Chrétien did not finish. The Charrette was completed
by a Godefroy de Lagny of whom nothing is known other than what he wrote at the end of the Charrette.
He picked up the story, as he says, during the part when Lancelot was locked in the tower and continued
until the end (294). As Sarah-Jane Murray tells us within her article “Medieval Scribes and Modern
Scholars: Reading the Chevalier de la Charrette in the Twenty-First Century,” Godefroy added one
thousand rhyming octosyllabic lines and an epilogue on top of Chrétien’s six thousand or more lines with a
prologue (1). It is commonly conjectured that Chrétien opted to focus upon Yvain and asked Godefroy to
finish the Charrette from the point at which he left off (Uitti, “Le Chevalier au Lion (Yvain)” 183).
Perceval, in fact, was never given a conclusion because it is believed that Chrétien died before he could
finish (Kibler 495). Thus, given the apparent “incompleteness” of the tales, subsequent generations felt
called upon to continue.
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love” can help us to accomplish such a goal. The Charrette is not merely “entertaining;”
Chrétien invests his romance with a profound truthfulness.17
As the romance begins, Chrétien confronts us almost immediately with an
example of a relationship that is far from ideal: the marriage of Arthur and Guinevere.
Arthur’s actions (or lack thereof) precipitate the entire story of the Charrette. As the king
and his entourage celebrate Ascension Day at his court at Camelot, a knight strides into
the hall amidst the feasting and the merry making. This knight, who we later learn is
named Meleagant,18 informs the king that he holds many of Arthur’s countrymen as
prisoners and that Arthur will never be able to secure their freedom before he dies. A
fouler slight to a man’s reputation as a king could never be heard, yet Arthur simply
accepts it, saying it gives him great pain to do so. Could not Arthur have challenged
Meleagant in some way? Perhaps a test of prowess was what Meleagant was seeking, for
while he is departing, he turns around and offers a contest. He says that if Arthur has the
courage to trust one of his knights as an escort for his wife, he will remain for single
combat. If the knight possesses the ability to beat Meleagant and retain the queen, then

17

As Jean Bodel (c. 1165-1210), another late twelfth-century poet who compiled chansons de geste, says in
his Chanson des Saxons, “Tout homme de ce monde ne peut, en ce domaine, connaître que trois matières:
celles de France, d’Angleterre et de Rome, la grande cité; et de ces trois matières, chacune est différente.
Les récits d’Angleterre, eux, sont inconsistants, mais agréables, ceux de Rome, nourris de sagesse, sont
riches d’enseignement, et ceux de France sont continuellement vrais” (15). (“All men of this world are able
to recognize only three matters in this field: those of France, of England (or Britain), and of Rome, the
great city; and of these three matters, each is different. The stories of England, those are vain but pleasing;
those of Rome, nourished of wisdom, are rich in teaching; and those of France are continually true” (my
translation).) By the “matter of Britain,” Bodel means the marvelous tales associated with Celtic legend
and the world of King Arthur. The “matter of Rome” would necessarily be anything of a classical nature.
Thus, both Chrétien’s and Marie’s stories would be considered “vain” and “pleasing” by Bodel, but from
our discussion thus far regarding Chrétien, Bodel’s labeling should hopefully seem quite fallacious.

18

Pamela Raabe notes in her article “Chrétien’s Lancelot and the Sublimity of Adultery” that Meleagant’s
name “suggests misallegiance or bad faith” (263).
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Meleagant will restore all the prisoners of Gorre to Arthur.19 When the king is beside
himself with what to do, the seneschal Kay manages to secure a rash boon. Kay achieves
the right to accompany the queen, but this does not bode well. Arthur is a dolt for not
first asking Kay what he wanted.20 The text says concerning the grant of the boon that
the king “entrusted her to Kay, for never was he known to break his word; but his anger
and pain were written clearly on his face. The queen was also very upset […]” (209).21
Guinevere’s anger is justified: her husband has given her over to another man of
dubious competence for protection. In fact, even Gawain (Arthur’s nephew) points out
the king’s stupidity in saying, “My lord, it surprises me that you have done such a foolish
thing” (210).22 Where is Arthur’s fidelity? Does he care more for Kay than he does his
own wife? Arthur is distressed by this turn of events, but apparently his grief does not
run so deep that he would bring himself to do something. Arthur seems rooted in
19

Matilda Bruckner, in “An Interpreter’s Dilemma,” explains this custom of Logres and its significance
within the Charrette. She sums up Chrétien’s details by saying, “a damsel unescorted was protected by her
virtue alone from any self-respecting knight who valued his good name, but a damsel escorted was fair
game for any knight who could win her by force […]” (164). This custom surfaces again in the Charrette
when Lancelot encounters the “Immodest Damsel.”

20

Lancelot also deals with a situation that could easily have involved a rash boon, but unlike Arthur, he
does not succumb to “foolishness.” While Lancelot is overcoming the “Prideful Knight” (Orgueilleux) in
combat, a maiden approaches on a mule and says that she wishes to ask a favor for which she will greatly
reward Lancelot. He replies directly, “Tell me what you wish […], and if I have it, you will receive it at
once, so long as it is not impossible” (242). Lancelot has just freed himself from a possible quandary
similar to Arthur’s. The maiden begs for the head of the knight whom she says is “base” and “faithless;”
however, the knight asks to be spared. Lancelot must thus choose between Generosity and Compassion
and, in turn, honors both. He first offers the “Orgueilleux” another round of weapons in order to save
himself, but when that fails, Lancelot promptly removes his head for the sake of the damsel. Thus, he
bestowed the favor sought by the maiden but not as a result of a boon. He follows Love and Reason in the
decision-making process; he willingly serves the maiden and not out of constraint. Lancelot seems to
represent the progressive and the active, whereas Arthur remains fixed and passive. In fact, Arthur never
learns his lesson, for when much later in the narrative, the maidens of Logres ask a boon of him in
preparing to host the tournament of Noauz, the text says that “Even before learning what they wanted, he
promised to grant them anything they might desire” (273). In this case, it happened to be the queen again!

21

“Au roi poise, et si l’an revest, / Car einz de rein ne se desdist, / Mes iriez et dolanz le fist, / Si que bien
parut a son volt ; / La reïne an repesa molt / Et tuit dïent par la meison / Qu’orguel, outrage et dereison /
Avoit Kex demandee et quise” (vv. 180-187).

22

“Sire, fet il, molt grant anfance / Avez feite, et molt m’an mervoil […]” (vv. 226-227).
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impotence:23 he is a blundering oaf, who forsakes his duties as husband. It is hardly
surprising that Guinevere utters under her breath: “Ah! My beloved, if you knew, I don’t
believe you’d ever let Kay lead me even a single step away” (210).24
While Guinevere never mentions Lancelot (and Chrétien never provides us with a
clue to deciphering her ambiguous remarks), the rest of the romance suggests she is
thinking of him.

Indeed, throughout the Charrette, Lancelot’s actions constitute a

striking contrast to Arthur’s passivity. When we first encounter him (although we do not
yet know his name), his horse has died from exhaustion in his efforts to rescue
Guinevere. He borrows another from Gawain, who has set out after Kay, and wears it out
as well! Soon, we find Lancelot standing in front of a cart, driven by a malicious dwarf.
This is the moment of the famous choice: if he wishes to learn where the queen is, the
dwarf informs him that he must jump into the cart. Chrétien makes it clear that riding in
a cart is not to be taken lightly: “In those days carts were used as pillories are now […]
for all criminals alike […].”25 He adds further that it was thus customary to heed the
following saying: “Whenever you see a cart and cross its path, make the sign of the cross
and remember God, so that evil will not befall you” (211). 26 Carts are linked with the
greatest sin, yet Lancelot forces himself to overlook this because far more important

23

In fact, Arthur, for all we know, never leaves Camelot during the entire length of the story.

24

“Ha ! amis, se le seüssiez, / Ja, ce croi, ne me lessissiez / Sanz chalonge mener un pas” (vv. 209-211)!

25

“De ce servoit charrette lores / Don li pilori servent ores, / […] A ces qui murtre et larron sont, / Et a ces
qui sont chanp cheü, / Et as larrons qui ont eü / Autrui avoir par larrecin / Ou tolu par force an chemin” (vv.
321-332).

26

“Quant tu verras / Charrette et tu l’ancontreras, / Fei croiz sor toi, et te sovaigne / De Deu, que max ne
t’an avaigne” (vv. 341-344).
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things weigh upon his mind. Guinevere’s safety is vital to his very soul; thus, he does not
care if as a result of his determination he must make personal sacrifices.27
Let us take a closer look at Lancelot’s decision. The knight hesitates briefly
before catching the ride that will somehow, marvelously, bring him to the queen: “The
dwarf immediately continued on his way, without slowing down even an instant for the
knight, who hesitated but two steps before climbing in” (211).28 Conquering the self is
hard even for a knight as great as Lancelot, for he is torn between Love and Reason.
Reason tells Lancelot that to jump in a cart would be a foolish thing to do, as he will
surely lose his reputation. Love, however, urges Lancelot to do everything he can for
Guinevere. Ultimately, Lancelot chooses Love: “Because Love ordered and wished it, he
jumped in; since Love ruled his action, the disgrace did not matter” (212).29 Lancelot
makes the conscious choice to love Guinevere over himself. In so doing, he vanquishes
any last shred of selfishness.30 He submits to Love, 31 and her way becomes his way.32
Lancelot attains to the “third degree of love” in becoming the Knight of the Cart.33

27

To see how the cart scene was reworked throughout much of Arthurian romance after Chrétien, see Ernst
Herbert Soudek’s dissertation, The Cart-Episode.

28

“Tantost a sa voie tenue / Li chevaliers, que il n’i monte ; / Mar le fist et mar en ot honte / Que
maintenant sus ne sailli, / Qu’il s’an tendra por mal bailli” (vv. 360-363).

29

“Amors le vialt et il i saut, / Que de la honte ne li chaut / Puis qu’Amors le comande et vialt” (vv. 375377).

30

This is something that is beyond Gawain’s grasp, as Chrétien says concerning Gawain’s reaction when
he was told to get in the cart by the dwarf, “When my lord Gawain heard this, he thought it was madness
and said that he would not get in because it would be a very poor bargain to trade a horse for a cart” (212).

31

Tom P. Cross and William A. Nitze trace in their book Lancelot and Guenevere the Ovidian influence in
Chrétien’s work on the Charrette. In fact, they divide Chrétien’s development of love into three stages—
the “chivalric,” the Ovidian, and the Provençal in which the “essence consists in the conception of Love as
an end in herself” (97-98).
32

In “On Editing Chrétien de Troyes” Karl Uitti (with contributions by Alfred Foulet and written in
response to David Hult’s “Lancelot’s Two Steps”) lists many of the common poetic constructions in
Chrétien’s works. Uitti says that Chrétien favors “such figures as chiasmus, annominatio, and rich rhyme”
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As Lancelot continues his quest for the queen, Chrétien begins to suggest more
and more that there is a transcendental level to the protagonist’s love. This is particularly
evident in the episode of the comb and the fountain (223-226). Lancelot is traveling in
the company of the “Immodest Damsel,” who has attempted (but ultimately failed) to
seduce him.34 Consumed by his thoughts of love and lamenting his separation from
Guinevere, Lancelot pays little attention to where the maiden is directing him. They
come across a fountain in the middle of their path with an ivory comb lying beside it in

(291). This predilection is no less true with regard to the Charrette. Uitti poses the question for the cart
episode: “What, let us ask, is the ‘way’ (voie) of the knight” (277)? Lancelot’s “way” is whatever path
Guinevere is upon. She is his sole concern unlike Gawain who we come to realize longs to find her for his
honor’s sake (Reason) and not her own: “our text makes a point of contrasting the knight’s zealous fervor
with Gauvain’s much less strained pursuit” (277). Uitti imparts in a later footnote that “Gauvain’s sense of
self-worth requires the esteem of others; Lancelot—to paraphrase the dwarf’s words to Gauvain—must
learn to ‘hate himself’ in order to understand, and obey, Love” (280). The cart demonstration is framed in
a chiasmus, which lends it a certain positive spiritual connotation. In fact, there are two chiasmatic
configurations—one during the actual plot action and one at the end when Guinevere censures Lancelot for
his hesitation. Based upon Uitti’s analysis, the chiasmus occurs thus during the cart episode (lines 363-364
and 4504-4505 of Foerster’s edition): “atant / ne pas ne ore : deus pas / demore.” The construction during
Guinevere’s chastisement is thus: “a grant anviz / montastes-demorastes / deux pas” (278). The use of
chiasmus at this juncture reinforces the fact that this is a life-altering change for Lancelot in his relationship
with Guinevere. Uitti says of Lancelot’s quest that “His ‘way’ can take no other form than the path of the
cart, because the queen is his goal and the cart is (albeit, mysteriously) associated with her whereabouts.
There simply is no alternative voie” (279). He manages to exhaust the resources of two strong horses in his
“love madness” and then proceeds on foot until he finds the cart. His forward movement is always towards
Guinevere, except for the two brief steps when “shame and fear immobilize[d] him” (278). This “love
madness” further elaborates upon the topos of the sponsa. Everything revolves around finding Guinevere,
and all that Lancelot has lies in her because she is his pathway to God.
33

This is remarkably similar to Yvain’s situation: Yvain achieves the “third degree” in loving the lion and
becomes known as the Knight with the Lion (see Chapter Two).

34

After accepting to sleep with her in exchange for lodging, Lancelot saves the “Immodest Damsel” from
her violators in a staged rape-scene. Subsequently, he lies with the lady in bed, but he never touches her.
Lancelot wins her respect not only because of his charitable prowess but also because of his dedication to
Guinevere. He is not enslaved by lust; rather, he is the servant of Love—a noble cause of which the damsel
approves. She is aware of Lancelot’s affections for the queen, although she has never been told explicitly.
The maiden seems to have a female perception in this matter but also an intuition that hints at her own
marvelous nature. Within her article “A Few Remarks on the Marvelous in Chrétien de Troyes’s Chevalier
de la Charrette,” Murray suggests that the “Immodest Damsel” is very likely a fairy given the aura of
mystery and peculiarity that surrounds both her and her abode in the forest (14). On this episode, see
Matilda Bruckner’s “An Interpreter’s Dilemma.”
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which “a good half-handful of hair had been left by the lady who had used it” (224).35
Before Lancelot takes notice, the “Immodest Damsel” veers away from the path.36 Soon,
however, Lancelot is jolted awake, as if a sixth sense alerts him that he is going the
wrong way—further away from Guinevere towards whom he is spiritually being pulled.
He yells, “Stop! […] I don’t think anyone ever found the right way by leaving this road”
(224).37 While the damsel tries to convince Lancelot to follow her, he categorically
refuses: “I don’t know what you’re thinking […] but you can plainly see that this is the
right and beaten path. Since I have started along this road, I’ll take no other” (224).38
Lancelot will not be shaken in his devotion to the woman he loves; he is somehow
connected to her. This becomes even more apparent when he backtracks and discovers
the comb.
Lancelot is quite taken with the comb, although he does not “know” exactly to
whom it belongs. When the “Immodest Damsel” reveals that it is Guinevere’s, Lancelot
enters into, yet again, another reverie and almost falls from his horse. The girl rushes to
help him. When Lancelot comes to, she attempts to save his honor by explaining that she
has come, not to help him, but to claim the comb for herself. This is important: the
damsel appears to recognize something about Lancelot’s worthiness; she respects him,

35

“Es danz del peigne ot des chevos / Celi qui s’an estoit paigniee / Remés bien demie poigniee” (vv. 13601362).

36

Perhaps the damsel would like to have the love of a knight such as Lancelot, and if he sees the comb, she
knows he will be compelled to leave.

37

“Estez […] ; / N’alez pas bien ; venez deça : / Onques, ce cuit, ne s’adreça / Qui fors de cest chemin issi”
(vv. 1376-1379).

38

“Je ne sai, / […] que vos pansez : / Mes ce poez veoir asez / Que c’est li droiz chemins batuz ; / Des que
ge m’i sui anbatuz, / Je ne tornerai autre san […]” (vv. 1382-1387).
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not because of any traditional act of prowess, but because of the great love he visibly has
for Guinevere.
Lancelot consents to his companion’s wishes.

First, however, he carefully

removes the golden strands of hair:
Never will the eye of man see anything receive such reverence, for he began to
adore the hair, touching it a hundred thousand times to his eye, his mouth, his
forehead and his cheeks. […] He placed the hair on his breast near his heart,
between his shirt and his skin. He would not have traded it for a cart loaded with
emeralds or carbuncles; nor did he fear that ulcers or any other disease could
afflict him; he had no use for magic potions […], nor for drugs […], nor even for
prayers to Saint Martin and Saint James. He placed so much faith in these strands
of hair that he felt no need for any other aid (225).39
Lancelot treats Guinevere’s hair as through it were a sacred relic. In touching it to
the parts of his body, he makes a pattern that vaguely resembles the sign of the cross. He
guards it very dearly and trusts in it for his protection even above prayers to Saint Martin
and Saint James. Sarah-Jane Murray notes that both of these were patron saints of
pilgrims and that “Lancelot becomes a sort of pilgrim crusader of Love, guided by the
hope and faith that the hair of the woman he loves will protect him during his quest, and
lead him to his destination” (“A Few Remarks”15). She also points out that Chrétien
does not seem to express any disapproval for Lancelot’s possibly sacrilegious behavior.
This leads the reader to question the scene.
Why is it significant that Lancelot behave towards the queen’s hair as he does?
Any lover would value a token from the host of his affections, but Lancelot attributes
special power to his piece of Guinevere. When Lancelot treats Guinevere’s shed tresses
39

“Ja mes oel d’ome ne verront / Nule chose tant enorer, / Qu’il les comance a aorer, / Et bien cent mile
foiz les toche / Et a ses ialz, et sa boche, / Et a son front, et a sa face ; / […] / An son saing, pres del cuer,
les fiche / Entre sa chemise et sa char. / N’en preïst pas chargié un char / D’esmeraudes ne d’escharboncles
; / Ne cuidoit mie que reoncles / Ne autres max ja més le praigne ; / Dïamargareton desdaigne / Et pleüriche
et tirïasque, / Neïs saint Martin et saint Jasque ; / Car an ces chevox tant se fie / Qu’il n’a mestier de lor aïe”
(vv. 1466-1484).
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like a relic, Chrétien implies that his love for the queen is of a higher echelon; it goes
beyond his experience in the here and now. Guinevere occupies a place in Lancelot’s life
much like Beatrice will in Dante’s: she is the source of his inspiration, an indelible link
with the Divine.40 Through loving her, he learns to love something higher than himself,
and this will bring him closer to God.
Chrétien continues to build upon religious imagery during Lancelot’s crossing
into Gorre. While Gawain has chosen the dangerous “Underwater Bridge,” Lancelot
must pass by the even more perilous “Sword Bridge” (215-16). The “Sword Bridge” is
daunting, to say the least, with its “treacherous water, black and roaring […]. The bridge
across […] was a sharp and gleaming sword […]. On either side were large tree-stumps
into which the sword was fixed” (244-245).41 Lancelot is accompanied at this point by
two young sons of a local vavasour, who are “convinced that there [are] two lions […]
tethered to a large rock at the other end of the bridge” (245).42 They try to persuade
Lancelot to give up and spare himself an awful death, but Lancelot replies, “I have such
faith and such conviction in God and in His enduring protection: I have no more fear of
this bridge and this water than I do of this solid earth. […] I would die rather than turn
back” (245)!43 Lancelot proceeds, first removing the armor from his hands and feet in

40

See David L. Jeffrey’s discussion of Dante’s Vita Nuova in People of the Book, pages 156-162.

41

“Au pié del pont, qui molt est max, / Sont descendu de lor chevax, / Et voient l’eve felenesse, / Noire et
bruiant, roide et espesse, / Tant leide et tant espoantable / Con se fust li fluns au deable, / […] / D’une espee
forbie et blanche / Estoit li ponz sor l’eve froide, / Mes l’espee estoit forz et roide, / Et avoit deus lances de
lonc. / De chasque part ot un grant tronc, / Ou l’espee estoit closfichiee” (vv. 3013-3019, 3028-3033).

42

“Ce feisoit molt desconforter / Les deus chevaliers qui estoient / Avoec le tierz, que il cuidoient / Que dui
lÿon ou dui liepart / Au chief del pont de l’autre part / Fussent lïé a un perron” (vv. 3038-3043).

43

“Mes j’ai tel foi et tel creance / An Deu qu’il me garra par tot : / Cest pont ne ceste eve ne dot / Ne plus
que ceste terre dure, / Einz me voel metre en aventure / De passer outre et atorner. / Mialz voel morir que
retorner” (vv. 3090-3096) !
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order to gain a better grip on the sword, which, Chrétien informs us, “was sharper than a
scythe.”44
Lancelot steps out onto the bridge. He traverses the gorge by crawling along the
length of the sword because the bridge is so thin that he surely would have lost his
balance and plummeted. Consequently, Chrétien says, “He crossed in great pain and
distress, wounding his hands, knees, and feet” (246).45 Yet, Lancelot is so obsessed and
driven by love that his pain becomes a pleasure, and he feels as if his wounds are healed.
Lancelot’s love is so great that he would risk his life to save Guinevere, and he would be
made happy by this sacrifice. Christ states in the Gospel of John concerning the ideal
love between persons that “This is my commandment, that ye love one another, as I have
loved you. Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his
friends” (15:12-13). Could this be the love by which Lancelot is inspired, or is his
physical desire for the queen so great as to necessitate such grave personal damage?
In cautiously negotiating his way over the bridge, Lancelot cuts his hands and
feet. Once he gets to the other side (and realizes that the lions were but an illusion), he
must staunch the flow of blood. He is performing an imitatio Christi. Roger Sherman
Loomis would have us believe that Chrétien is mocking Lancelot for his “love madness,”
rebelling in his work against the popular concept of courtly love described by Andreas
Capellanus (for the court of Marie of Champagne).46 But an alternate reading is possible.

44

“Qui plus estoit tranchanz que fauz” (v. 3107).

45

“S’an passe outre et a grant destrece ; / Mains et genolz et piez se blece” (vv. 3117-3118).

46

Andreas Capellanus’s work, Liber de arte honeste amandi et reprobatione inhonesti amantis, was
finished around the year 1185. The influence of amour courtois on the works of Chrétien de Troyes is
quite obvious, especially within the Charrette. Andreas Capellanus, however, did not invent the concept.
During the 11th Century, ideas of courtly love started to appear in the southern regions of France, most
notably Provence and Aquitaine where it was known as fin’ amors, and eventually spread throughout the
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Once Lancelot has completely passed over to the other side and dressed his wounds, the
focus of the narrative shifts to the nearby castle of King Bademagu, who has been
watching Lancelot’s commendable display.

King Bademagu addresses his son

Meleagant—our story’s villain—by saying that “we have been repaid by witnessing with
our own eyes the very boldest deed that has ever been conceived” (246-247).47 Yet
again, Lancelot will stop at nothing to serve the woman he loves, and, in so doing, he has
become saint-like. But what are we to make of the extra-marital nature of Lancelot and
Guinevere’s “affair”? The famous “Night of Love,” which is also framed in religious
terms, challenges us to reinterpret the nature of their relationship.
A Trial in Interpretation: The “Night of Love”
Lancelot and Guinevere’s “Night of Love” is undoubtedly the most contested
episode out of Chrétien’s entire corpus. Pamela Raabe in “Chrétien’s Lancelot and the
Sublimity of Adultery” explains that interpretations that render the poem either “serious”
or “ironic” are “exclusive formulations which cannot account for the poem’s complexity

courts of northern France and to England, being developed as a formalized system of courtship with
reference to the feudal system of relationships already in place. Interestingly, John Jay Parry in his
introduction to his translation of The Art of Courtly Love says concerning the first origins of amour courtois
that “The matter is still in dispute, but of the various possibilities that have been suggested the most
reasonable seems to be that the troubadours were influenced by the culture of Moslem Spain […]” (7).
Indeed, if we look at some of the poetry in The Arabian Nights, for example, we can detect elements of
female idealization and a satisfaction that can only be attained with the granting of the woman’s love to the
man. However, rarely in Arabic literature, as Parry points out, does that love involve men and women who
are married to different people. Once the concept of amour courtois came into the world of the Christians,
it was fairly quickly channeled by the Church into things like the “Cult of the Virgin” to sidestep what
would otherwise seem a sacrilegious convention of placing faith in one’s lady (or man). This conflation of
courtly love and religious ideals is made perfectly valid by the progression of love in St. Bernard’s On
Loving God. If viewed as a dual process of learning to love God and learning to love another in God, then
the greater idea of amour courtois established here is not only acceptable, it is of significant importance.
47

“Filz […] avanture fu / Quant ci venimes, gié et tu, / A ceste fenestre apoier ; / S’an avons eü tel loier /
Que nos avons apertemant / Veü le plus grant hardemant / Qui onques fust mes nes pansez” (vv. 31933199).
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of tone” (260).48 Either we are to believe that Chrétien sought to mock courtly culture
through ironic allegory thereby demonstrating the sin of adultery—a stance which fails to
explain the story’s very spiritual nature—or that he treats the affair between Lancelot and
the queen with the utmost sincerity. Yet, the latter, too, falls short, for we see Chrétien
approving the union of Lancelot and Guinevere in the Charrette, whereas before in
Cligés, he condemns adultery outright. For the most part, Lancelot and Guinevere seem
to succeed in their relationship, so if we take Chrétien as ironic, then as Raabe puts it, this
“requires us to imagine a medieval moral tale in which evil is triumphant” (260). And if
we take him seriously, it would also mean discounting the interwoven nature of
Chrétien’s corpus and what—together—these romances tell us about our author and his
beliefs concerning love and marriage. The intricacy of The Knight of the Cart cannot
wholly be taken into account by either of these schools of thought.49
In his article “Some Medieval Literary Terminology, with Special Reference to
Chrétien de Troyes,” D.W. Robertson, Jr. explains the differences between the nucleus
(sententia) and the cortex (sensus) as characteristic of the vast majority of medieval

48

She seeks to reinterpret the Charrette by maintaining that the poem is an illusion. The world of Lancelot
and Guinevere has been created by Chrétien, and thus, it is possible for the adultery to be “sublime,” as she
calls it, because the characters are detached from reality, i.e., the story does not unfold within a medieval
Christian world that is the same as the author’s. Chrétien made that world and its inhabitants, and he can
play with them as he wishes (262). This seems to be circumventing the very real issue at hand.

49

Pamela Raabe indicates an additional school, saying that “other critics attempt to elude the paradox of
sublime adultery by focusing instead on the structural and thematic unity of the poem, emphasizing
Chrétien’s purely aesthetic interest in his narrative craft” (260). She quickly denounces this idea, noting
that at some point one must ask “why the poet wishes to undertake these narrative feats” (261). To accept
this way of thinking would be to accept that an author wrote without purpose. Is this even possible? A
better question would be to ask if a writer in twelfth-century France—a time during which people were
striving to interpret the many meanings of literature—would have composed a work for purely
entertainment value.
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literature.50 He says concerning the medieval mindset with regard to literature and its
purpose that “We may conclude that to the medieval mind the sententia of any serious
poem is a corollary of Charity, and that the word sententia in its literary use suggests
Charity” (688-689). This deduction follows a passage by John of Salisbury (c. 11151180) about whom Robertson remarks, “John of Salisbury, who was not an extremist,
goes so far as to identify philosophy with Charity and to say further that any writings
which do not conduce to Charity are but empty fables deserving the wrath of God” (688).
Robertson does not seek to offer a reading of the Charrette but simply states: “an
interpretation which showed the ‘courtly love’ in the Roman to be merely a feature of the
cortex would constitute an act of kindness to Chrétien and to his Lady, and it would also
be much more consistent with medieval literary theory than the current one” (691).
Allow me now to propose a reading of this sort for the Charrette—based upon an
understanding of St. Bernard’s On Loving God—that can also provide a form of
resolution for both Lancelot and Guinevere.
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D.W. Robertson, Jr. introduces yet another form of conjointure present in medieval texts and found
within the works of Chrétien. He refers to it by the Latin term conjunctura and says that “The conjunctura
is thus the construction of the cortex of the poem, and it was conventionally made so that a nucleus of truth
lay beneath it” (684). The cortex, according to Robertson, is “the outer covering of a poem which conveys
its superficial meaning and appeal.” On the other hand, the nucleus is “the doctrinal truth in a poem,
hidden in the cortex.” The terms sensus and sententia are respectively synonymous with cortex and
nucleus. He says that sensus is “In the schools of the twelfth century, the superficial meaning of the text,”
and that sententia is “The doctrinal content of a text, its ‘theme’ or ‘thesis;’ the idea intended by the author.
The sententia in Christian poetry is always an aspect of Charity.” Sometimes the cortex can be obscure so
that on the surface certain poems seem false, but “the reader should discover beneath the outer shell a
kernel of truth” (671). Macrobius goes to great lengths in his Commentary on the Dream of Scipio to
distinguish between what is known as fabula (fables, in the strictest sense) and narratio fabulosa (fabulous
narrative). Sarah-Jane Murray elaborates in her dissertation by saying that “On the surface, the narratio
fabulosa is a narrative that has the air of a fable (fabulosa quidem putatur), but truth lies beneath (veritas
subest) the veil of allegory—or myth” (32). What if the sens supplied by the Countess Marie as Chrétien
attests in his prologue functioned as a part of his sensus, which was the “husk” as opposed to the “kernel”?
What if the Charrette is a form of narratio fabulosa rather than fabula? What if more exists beyond the
Charrette than the point at which scholars choose to diverge?
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The Nuit d’Amour represents Lancelot and Guinevere’s final coming together
after their long separation and Lancelot’s desperate quest. At last, Lancelot is in the
presence of the woman he loves.51 This episode, like so many before it, is imbued with
religious allusions and a powerful air of solemnity.
Lancelot takes great pains to conceal his approach to Guinevere’s chamber, and
structurally “Chrétien also ensures that all traces of the meeting are poetically erased
from the romance” (Murray 16).52 Lancelot is concerned to safe-guard Guinevere’s
reputation and so quietly sneaks to her window, making certain that no one sees (263).
Clearly, Lancelot anticipates the disapproval of others. Once he reaches her chamber,
Lancelot proceeds to remove the bars from the window and accidentally gashes his little
finger to the bone and nearly slices off the first joint of the next (264). Chrétien’s
description of the wound is graphic, but Lancelot feels nothing just as when, having been
injured on the “Sword Bridge,” Love overcame his pain: “his mind was so intent on other
matters that he felt neither the wounds nor the blood dripping from them” (264).53

51

Sarah-Jane Murray points out in her work “A Few Remarks” that deeply fixed within the narrative is a
love-poem. Her essay consists of examining how the lyrical “grows out of” the plot narrative through a
close philological analysis (10). This then sheds light upon the “Night of Love” because, as she says
concerning the interplay between the content and the structure of the poem which reinforces the
significance of the union, “For the space of one night only, the narrative and the lyric come together, as do
Lancelot and Guinevere, in this powerful poetic movement” (16). She shows how the scene is poetically
framed by chiasmatic constructions which grow towards the very center chiasmus—“(E) Quant [il] [la]
tient antre ses braz / (E’) Et [ele] [lui] antre les suens […]” (vv. 4690-4691). Translated, this line reads as
follows: “When he holds her in his arms, and she holds him in hers […]” (17). Regarding this poetic
phenomenon, she says, “the seemingly irreconcilable narrative and lyric dimensions of Le Chevalier de la
Charrette come together so that it is impossible to separate one from the other.” The Nuit d’Amour
demonstrates a beautiful marriage between form and content, invested with the connotations of the
chiasmus. We have to ask why Chrétien would do this.
52

See the line-by-line poetic breakdown supplied in “A Few Remarks on the Marvelous in Chrétien de
Troyes’s Chevalier de la Charrette.” MIFLC Review 10 (2001): 9-22.
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“Et del sanc qui jus an degote, / Ne des plaies, nule ne sant / Cil qui a autre chose antant” (vv. 46524654).
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Again, we see a Lancelot “madly” inspired, but when he finally reaches his
beloved, all of Lancelot’s forward momentum—what has been pulling him along after
Guinevere for the greater part of the romance—suddenly stops. Lancelot passes through
the window54 and stands before the queen; then, he “bowed low and adored her, for in no
holy relic did he place such faith” (264).55 During the previous reverie into which he fell
after finding a lock of Guinevere’s hair, Chrétien says he placed more faith in it than
prayers to pilgrim saints, and this can in no way compare to beholding Guinevere right
before him. Imagine Lancelot’s utter rapture as Guinevere extends her arms to hold him.
All of Lancelot’s struggles find consolation in this one embrace. Lancelot has been
guided throughout the tale according to the precepts of Love, and everything culminates
when he is with Guinevere: his quest, his spiritual need, his purpose. For Lancelot, all
may be found in her, but out of love for her, he must leave.
Lancelot has been dubbed a “pilgrim crusader of Love,” but after the night of
bliss, he rises in the morning to leave and becomes a martyr: “getting up was a true
martyrdom, and he suffered a martyr’s agony: his heart repeatedly turned back to the
queen where she remained” (265).56 He has no choice but to leave Guinevere so that she

54
This scene plays with Ovid’s Pyramus and Thisbe from the Metamorphoses (Book IV), and as Kibler
notes, this tale was “well-known in twelfth-century France through a mid-century adaptation by an
unknown poet” (513). Lancelot and Guinevere are separated by a wall and can speak only through the
window (which takes the place of the chink). But Lancelot, who we are later told “loved more than
Pyramus” (254), surpasses the Ovidian character: he opens the “chink” and crawls into Guinevere’s
chamber. See Jean Dornbush’s “Ovid’s Pyramus and Thisbe and Chrétien’s Le Chevalier de la Charrette”
as well as the twelfth-century poem Piramus et Tisbé.
55
“Et puis vint au lit la reïne, / Si l’aore et se li ancline, / Car an nul cors saint ne croit tant” (vv. 46594661).
56

“Au lever fu il droiz martirs, / Tant li fu griés li departirs, / Car il i suefre grant martire. / Ses cuers adés
cele part tire / Ou la reïne se remaint” (vv. 4697-4701).
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will not be discovered and shamed.57 His service to Love undermines his love; he is
essentially dying—giving up his chance at salvation through love—in order to honor
Guinevere by protecting her from slander. His sacrifice in capitulating to something
greater is like a martyr giving up his life for the faith. But whereas a martyr gives up a
transitory, imperfect life and is rewarded with Heaven, Lancelot does the opposite by
forgoing a relationship with Guinevere in order to preserve the present.

It is

extraordinarily interesting that we could condemn Lancelot for not perpetuating the
adultery if only there were a way by which their relationship would not be wrong. Yet,
Chrétien suggests how this might be possible.
When Lancelot found Guinevere’s hair and as he entered her quarters, he
venerated her; he cast his thoughts upon God by means of her just as God may be
worshipped through a saint. Often misinterpreted as idolatry, a saint is respected for the
obvious workings of God in his or her life, which is a method of adoration for God. Such
is the case with Guinevere, for when Lancelot exited the sanctuary of their union, he
turned and “bowed low before the bedchamber, as if he were before an altar” (265).58
Guinevere, in turn, is saint-like. This too is confusing: are the two not committing
adultery? If Chrétien wished to highlight in this section Lancelot’s “love madness”
through blasphemous hyperbole, he ought to have chosen a more sarcastic tone.

57

It is doubtful whether Lancelot would have left in order to save himself, for we have seen his level of
unconcern. Lancelot did not fear, but for the space of two steps, the reputation-staining sinfulness of the
cart. Could that mean that he also would not fear being accused of adultery just so that he can be near to
Guinevere? Furthermore, he does not seek to hide the fact that it is the queen he loves, such as in the scene
with the “Immodest Damsel.” Lancelot’s actions are rather overt—begging to know whose comb it is and
then falling headlong over his horse—and the reader has little doubt as to the person to whom those actions
are directed. Guinevere, however, is a bit unpredictable and wishes their relationship to be clandestine.

58

“Au departir a soploié / A la chanbre et fet tot autel / Con s’il fust devant un autel” (vv. 4724-4726).
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Chrétien does wink at us but for a very different reason. In between Lancelot’s
coming and going, he and Guinevere spend the length of one night in each other’s arms.
Chrétien begins to describe how they passed their time, kissing and caressing, and says
that “in truth the two of them felt a joy and wonder the equal of which has never been
heard or known” (264-265).59 Yet, as Murray would have it, Chrétien preserves the
marvelous nature of their union by not trying to explain their love further. She points to
St. Anselm and how he makes it clear through his writing that human language can only
fall short and corrupt any attempt to describe the indescribable (18). Instead, Chrétien
wraps their rendezvous in a veil of mystery: “But I shall let it remain a secret for ever,
since it should not be written of: the most delightful and choicest pleasure is that which is
hinted at, but never told” (265).60 Chrétien was not so coy in Erec and Enide; in fact, he
is a little too explicit: “they paid homage to each member” (63).61 When Lancelot and
Guinevere are finally together, no details such as this are given. In the past, Chrétien has
relished sketching elaborate displays of courtship, and so we are left at a loss with this
disjuncture. His motive, in the end, too, remains shrouded in mist. As a result of his
unexpected brevity, we are forced to interpret their love scene—because Chrétien refuses
to do this for us—and more likely than not, we hastily reach a conclusion. Chrétien
seems to pass on his tales with the thought that “those in later generations […] could
provide a gloss for the text and put the finishing touches to their meaning,” but he
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“Que il lor avint sanz mantir / Une joie et une mervoille / Tel c’onques ancor sa paroille / Ne fu oïe ne
seüe” (vv. 4684-4687).

60

“Mes toz jorz iert par moi teüe, / Qu’an conte ne doit estre dite. / Des joies fu la plus eslite / Et la plus
delitable cele” (vv. 4688-4692).

61

“Lor droit randent a chascun manbre” (vv. 2059).
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embeds within this work, for our hopeful benefit, a lesson in interpretation which we
must not fail to notice.
As soon as Meleagant steps into Guinevere’s room, he immediately points his
finger, but at Kay (King Arthur’s stubborn, hot-headed seneschal who first requested the
right to challenge Meleagant, inevitably lost, and was taken captive along with the
queen). Lancelot unknowingly cut his fingers, and as he lay upon the clean, white bed,
he left drops of red blood.62 Meleagant sees this and assumes that Kay slept with the
queen because no one else could have entered, and furthermore, he had made certain that
Kay’s combat wounds would never be allowed to heal. Chrétien says as he came into the
room and noticed Guinevere’s bed that he, “as if suspecting some evil, looked towards
the seneschal Kay’s bed” (265).63 Meleagant does not even stop to consider that there
might be some other explanation. He approaches the scene with a preconceived idea for
which he only lacks the necessary verification. He turns from looking at the blood on the
queen’s sheets and looks to the blood on Kay’s sheets. That is all the data he needs, as he
exclaims, “now I’ve found the proof I’ve been seeking,” and to this he adds, “This
evidence is irrefutable” (265, 266)!64 This turn of events is highly amusing because the
reader knows where the blood came from and sees how foolish Meleagant appears in his
misinterpretation. However, Chrétien is also toying with us! He unmistakably alludes to
Béroul’s Tristan because within that tale there exists a scene all too similar to this one in
which the ill-fated Tristan and Iseut commit adultery. They are incriminated by the blood
62

We must stop and think for a moment about this color configuration. We already know what this means
for Perceval, but what place does this kind of representation have in the Charrette? Is it subversive, or
does it have a spiritually positive signification? Ultimately this depends upon our interpretation.

63
64

“Et com aparcevant de mal, / Vers le lit Kex le seneschal / Esgarde […]” (vv. 4759-4761).

“Dame, or ai ge trovees / Tex anseignes con je voloie ! / […] / Ce sont ansaignes bien veraies” (vv. 47644765, 4784).
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left on the sheets from Tristan’s wound in a trap set by King Mark at the behest of his
barons in order to gain “clear proof” (60-65). Tristan and Iseut’s adultery may be
debated and reconsidered according to Sandro Sticca’s illuminating work “Christian
Ethics and Courtly Doctrine in Béroul’s Tristan et Iseut,” but nonetheless they are an
infamous pair, which immediately bring to mind adultery when referenced. Based upon
this powerfully loaded association, not to mention our human predilection towards
gossip, we find our “clear proof” as well. We condemn in our minds Lancelot and
Guinevere just as Meleagant accuses Kay and Guinevere.

Of course Lancelot and

Guinevere “had great joy and pleasure all that night” (265).65 What else would they have
done? Perhaps we, like Meleagant, cannot imagine that someone managed to crawl
through the window.
Chrétien shows us a case of misinterpretation, and we laugh at Meleagant. Yet,
all the while, Chrétien could be laughing at us. In the Inferno, Dante presents us with the
same problem textually. Paolo and Francesca whirl about, strapped to one another, in the
level of Hell reserved for the lustful, in part, for their inability to see beyond the literal.
Francesca tells Dante concerning her and Paolo’s fall into sin that “One day, to pass the
time away, we read / of Lancelot—how love had overcome him. / We were alone, and we
suspected nothing” (canto 5, vv. 127-129).

As they read about love, they allowed

themselves to partake—“[…] that day we read no more”—and the ramifications for their
actions came rather quickly. Paolo and Francesca interpreted the love of Lancelot as
encouragement for the kind of physical love for which they longed. They only saw what
they wanted to in the story and continue to deny that they have done anything wrong: “A
Gallehault indeed, that book and he / who wrote it […]” (vv. 137-138). Paolo and
65

“Molt ot de joie et de deduit / […], tote cele nuit” (vv. 4693-4694).
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Francesca immediately seized upon the notion of adultery in the story of Lancelot (and,
indeed, in the Prose Lancelot, to which Dante no doubt refers, little is left up to the
reader’s imagination!).

Like the continuators of Chrétien’s romance, Paolo and

Francesca move away in their interpretation from the ambiguity of the Charrette.
Given Chrétien’s treatment of Lancelot throughout the Charrette as a man
dedicated to his beloved by whom he appears to grasp at the Divine and also Chrétien’s
example of a failed interpreter, perhaps we should stop to think: what if the issue of
adultery is not a problem? The claim is perhaps radical taking into account the vast
amount of scholarly work on this one romance, but what if, through his pilgrimage,
Lancelot truly came to understand love? What if when he saw Guinevere, he saw God
and loved her as St. Alexis loved his bride. It is true they kiss and lovingly caress one
another, but there is no indication in Chrétien’s story that they went further. Could not
“the most delightful and choicest pleasure […] hinted at, but never told” be what
Chrétien hints at throughout the Charrette in showing Lancelot’s spiritual development?
Is not God man’s most delightful and lasting pleasure?

Chrétien does not lightly

insinuate the very real physical love-play between Erec and Enide. If we read the
Charrette in light of St. Bernard’s notion of progress towards caritas, and if we can at
least ponder the possibility that Lancelot was attaining to the “fourth degree,” then as
noted by D.W. Robertson, Jr., this would be a positive understanding of the Charrette.
Indeed, interpreting the “Night of Love” according to the spirit rather than the letter
would bring a great deal of life to the tale and to us as readers.66

66
“Littera occidit, spiritus autem vivificat” is a phrase cited numerous times throughout D.W. Robertson’s
work (see pages 8-9) and, indeed, throughout much medieval biblical and literary exegesis. Coming from
St. Paul’s second letter to the Corinthians: “Who also hath made us able ministers of the new testament; not
of the letter, but of the spirit: for the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life (3:6),” we are instructed not to
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The Return to King Arthur’s World
Adultery is one of the most serious sins, 67 but adultery necessarily entails a love
that is not pure. This, then, is the answer to Chrétien’s riddle: if Lancelot and Guinevere
could learn to love one another through God—charitably and not in the flesh (in other
words, if they could attain to Bernard’s “fourth degree”), as Abelard and Héloïse
eventually did—then their relationship would be founded upon caritas and be set above
this earthly life. If Lancelot and Guinevere’s love for one another is caritas, then there
could also be a resolution between their social and religious constraints as wife and
knight to King Arthur. After all, caritas is the same kind of love that Christ demonstrated
on the cross and is the type of love which one Christian should have for another. The
only catch is that they must do this together.
We have encountered a good deal of evidence that points to Lancelot’s
improvement in progressing to the “third degree” and further, but Guinevere also seems
to have developed. After Lancelot enters into Gorre and spars with Meleagant, he is
brought before the queen, who then proceeds to shun him. Lancelot—thoroughly taken
aback and quite uncertain what to do—decides to set out in search of Gawain, who never
arrived.68 While he is away, a rumor reaches King Bademagu’s court that Lancelot has
been unjustly killed by some of Gorre’s inhabitants (255-258). At this bit of news,

interpret literally. Thus, oftentimes, one thing is seen to stand for another: “Alieniloquium. Aliud enim
sonat, et aliud intelligitur.” Based upon this, we are to approach a text with a Christian understanding
because that is the way in which meaning is to be revealed.
67
68

“Thou shalt not commit adultery” is one of the Ten Commandments (Exodus 20:14).

Lancelot finds Gawain bobbing in the stream near the “Underwater Bridge” (270). He had fallen from
his horse and throughout most of the narrative was never able to get back up. Lancelot was able to brave
all his dangers, cross the “Sword Bridge” (mind you, the more dangerous of the two), rescue the queen, and
then set out to locate Gawain. Gawain chose the “Underwater Bridge” by Reason, but Lancelot allowed
him to choose first because of Love and maintained his “way” because of Guinevere (215-216).
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Guinevere confesses “of having sinned against the one she knew had always been hers”
(259).69 She stops eating and drinking and tries several times to choke herself with her
own hands: “Anguish brought on by her own lack of compassion destroyed much of her
beauty.”70 Guinevere blames herself for having killed him but decides that death on her
part by suicide would be a relief that she does not deserve: “A woman who would prefer
to die rather than to endure pain for her love is unworthy of that love. So indeed I am
happy to mourn him unceasingly. I prefer to live and suffer life’s blows than to die and
be at rest.”71 Guinevere would now rather sacrifice herself for Lancelot; she is no longer
the selfish Guinevere Peter Noble believes her to be, who censures Lancelot for his two
steps of hesitation while ignoring the totality of his grueling tribulations (“The Character
of Guinevere” 217). Once Lancelot returns alive and well, Guinevere is eager for the
reconciliation that takes place during their “Night of Love.” She brings Lancelot into her
arms, and they briefly become one in the “third degree,” loving each other with charitable
regard. Both Lancelot and Guinevere have grown in their love for one another; however,
Lancelot’s rapid progress has overtaken Guinevere: despite her advancement, she still
lags behind.
Though our interpretation of their affections provides a sense of optimism for
Lancelot and Guinevere, it is important to understand the transitory nature of the couple’s
success. During the closing moments of the Charrette, Lancelot comes back to the court
69

“Mes ainz se confesse a li sole, / Si se repant et bat sa colpe, / Et molt se blasme et molt s’ancolpe / Del
pechié qu’ele fet avoit / Vers celui don ele savoit / Qui suens avoit esté toz dis / Et fust ancor se il fust vis”
(vv. 4190-4196).
70

“Tel duel a de sa crualté / Que molt an pert de sa biauté” (vv. 4197-4198).

71
“Quant après sa mort m’i dedui, / Certes molt fust dolz a sa vie / Li max don j’ai or grant anvie. /
Malveise est qui mialz vialt morir / Que mal por son ami sofrir. / Mes certes il m’est molt pleisant / Que
j’en aille lonc duel feisant. / Mialz voel vivre et sofrir les cos / Que morir et estre an repos” (vv. 42444252). Recall how Yvain says, “I have paid dearly for my foolishness, and I am glad to have paid” (380).
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of King Arthur, having escaped from a harsh imprisonment in Meleagant’s tower. Amid
much rejoicing and back-slapping, Lancelot spies the queen standing among the crowd.
One can just imagine their eyes meeting, their hearts longing for one another, their utter
impasse. Guinevere’s reception of her lover is utterly reasonable (that is, according to the
decision of the cart, it is contrary to Love). Lancelot has, for all intents and purposes,
come back from the dead, for no one knew where he was. Guinevere, who has regained
her place as Arthur’s queen, displays no emotions:
Where then was her heart? Welcoming Lancelot with kisses. Why then was the
body reticent? Was her joy not complete? […] No indeed, not in the least;
rather, she hesitated because the others present—the king and his entourage, who
could see everything—would immediately perceive her love, if, in sight of all, she
were to do everything her heart desired. And if Reason had not subdued these
foolish thoughts and this love-madness, everyone present would have understood
her feelings (291).72
Even though the entire court is in a mad rush to greet Lancelot, Guinevere cannot
allow herself to even get close because she fears she might lose all control. Guinevere
has changed, but she will not give up her marriage to Arthur. She understands that
commitment. In her eyes, as would reveal her failure to progress fully in love, her
relationship with Lancelot is outwardly adulterous. Their love could be perfect and she
could embrace him without shame if only together they achieved the “fourth degree” and
placed their love in God.73 At the end of the romance, however, Guinevere resigns, and

72

“Ou est donc li cuers ? Il beisoit / Et conjoïssoit Lancelot. / Et li cors, por coi se celot ? / N’estoit bien la
joie anterine ? / […] / Nenil certes, ne tant ne quant, / Mes puet cel estre, li auquant : / Li rois, li autre, qui
la sont, / Qui lor ialz espanduz i ont, / Aparceüssent tost l’afeire, / S’ainsi, veant toz, volsist feire / Tot si
con li cuers le volsist ; / Et se reisons ne li tolsist / Ce fol panser et cele rage, / Si veïssent tot son corage”
(vv. 6840-6854).

73

In looking at the Charrette in the light of the Vie de saint Alexis, we are forced to ask which is better in
the words of St. Augustine: marriage in “the city of God” or “the city of men” (De civitate Dei). To marry
in “the world of men” is to be forced to deal with the baseness and inherent imperfection that characterizes
a transitory existence. By being married in God, a union can exist for all eternity. As Karl Uitti states in
Story, Myth, and Celebration concerning Alexis and his bride, “The bride is to remain Alexis’ wife; she is
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she and Lancelot—as well as the readers—are left with a feeling of hopelessness. They
cannot overcome their worldly hindrances.74

Guinevere does the “right thing” in

upholding her obligation to marriage with Arthur; she considers him charitably. Yet, we
understand that this relationship will probably never be a fulfilling one.
By contrasting Arthur and Lancelot, the two men in Guinevere’s life, and their
love-service to her (or lack thereof), Chrétien achieves in the Charrette a harsh critique of
arranged marriages, much like Marie de France does in “Yonec” (see Murray, “The Ring
and the Sword”). When we leave the Charrette, Guinevere’s marriage to Arthur is
spiritually barren—a fact to which their childlessness attests—and Arthur does not act
towards Guinevere in any way a husband should. (Where was he when his wife was
leaving her comb near a fountain so that her trail might be followed?) Most striking is
that, in the Charrette, contrary to Chrétien’s other romances, love fails to win out in the
end: Arthur’s world is not, it appears, conducive to love.

Erec and Enide, if we

remember, find their place and happiness away from Arthur’s court, as do Yvain and
Laudine. Chrétien does not openly critique the degeneration of the Arthurian world as
to be ‘redefined,’ so to speak, as part of her husband’s relationship to God” (38). The two will be united
together and to everyone through their love for God, as the end of the Vie de saint Alexis suggests: “Saint
Alexis is in heaven, without any doubt, / […] / Together with the maiden to whom he had made himself so
long a stranger. / Now he has her with him; their souls are together: / I cannot tell you how their happiness
is great” (vv. 606-610). (“Sainz Alexis est el ciel senz dutance, / […] / Od la pulcela dunt il se fist si
estranges ; / Or l’at od sei, ansemble sunt lur anames ; / Ne vus sai dirre cum lur ledece est grande” (140).)
However, one can endeavor to experience this in earthly life as well, as Cartlidge points out, “The poet’s
notion of Paradise is […] an immanent and ideal world, underlying […] the world of our experience,” and
furthermore, “Paradise […] is the embodiment of the ideals by which human life is sanctified” (92).
Satisfaction in God may be grasped at and enjoyed to some extent in this life; however, the full reality may
only be achieved after death: and this is a reality that will endure.
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Indeed, Sarah-Jane Murray has noted in “A Few Remarks” the lyric qualities of the Charrette, but we
must also realize that this “highly metaphoric love-dimension […] both motivates and stands in
contradiction to the metonymically sequential plot narrative (or story)” (10). In the endnote to this
statement, she says that “Whereas narration is characterized by a sequence of events which progresses from
a beginning towards and end, the lyric is essentially circular: it goes nowhere, but wraps the couple in the
atemporality of love” (21). Thus, the structure of the poem as well as the content leaves us where we first
began. Lancelot and Guinevere, as a couple, have not progressed. Their love is doomed to stagnation
unless both can breathe life into their relationship by turning completely to God.
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will, for example, Tennyson in the Idylls of the King, but there is a sense that it is an
unhappy and unfulfilling place. In Perceval, Chrétien de Troyes turns to address this
problem by asking how chivalry and love-service can be renewed in the service of
something greater than mortal concerns. I shall conclude with a number of remarks about
the place Perceval occupies within Chrétien’s corpus.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Perceval, Love and Chivalry
Karl D. Uitti rightly states in Chrétien de Troyes Revisited: “just as Érec et Énide
and Cligés both respond to one another as well as to the later romances of Lancelot and
Yvain (and these two, in complementing one another, also respond to the first couple of
romances), Perceval may be said to respond to the entire body of Chrétien’s previous
œuvre […]” (101).1 This is true structurally as well as thematically.
Like Érec et Énide, Le Conte du Graal (The Story of the Grail) is rooted in Celtic
folkloric traditions.2 The romance begins with a direct appeal to the reader and returns to
the question of interpretation: “He who sows sparingly, reaps sparingly, but he who
wishes to reap plentifully casts his seed on ground that will bear him fruit a
hundredfold.”3 Chrétien hopes that the person who picks up his tale will prove to be
“good soil” in which his understanding will flourish and multiply. He compares the role
of the author to that of the sower in the biblical parable: “Chrétien sows and casts the

1

Uitti also supplies as a date for Perceval 1190 A.D.

2

Roger Sherman Loomis traces the Celtic antecedents for Perceval in Arthurian Tradition and Chrétien de
Troyes. He notes several Old Irish precursors for the character of Perceval in the Macgnimrada
Conculainn and the Macgnimartha Finn. However, he astutely points out that “the Irish traditions must
have reached the French through Wales […]” (341). Thus, he successfully examines Peredur and
especially the story of Pryderi in The Four Branches of the Mabinogi as intermediate developments of
Perceval because the “mabinogi is the Welsh equivalent of macgnimrada.” Thence, the stories made their
way to the Continent to be further crafted into the Perceval traditions. In The Romances of Chrétien de
Troyes, Joseph Duggan also has much to add to this topic (see pages 238-268) and would go so far as to say
that “In Perceval, Chrétien was obviously using Celtic antecedents to an even greater extent than in any of
his other romances, with the possible exception of Erec” (268). Chrétien, himself, tells us that the source
for his story was found in a book given to him by Count Philip of Flanders (382).

3

“Qui petit seme petit quialt, / Et qui auques recoillir vialt, / An tel leu sa semance espande / Que fruit a
cent dobles li rande” (vv. 1-4).
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seed of a romance that he is beginning, and sows it in such a good place that it cannot fail
to be bountiful […].”4 Continuing the Christian allusions, he explicitly inscribes his
romance, dedicated to Count Philip of Flanders, under the sign of caritas: “God is
Charity, and he who abides in charity, according to the Holy Writ—Paul states it and I
read it there—abides in God and God in him” (381).5
The reader first encounters Perceval as he is hunting with javelins deep in the
Waste Forest of Wales. He crosses the path of a group of knights with shining armor.
When they tell him not to be afraid, he replies, “I’m not, by the Savior I believe in […].
Are you God?” (383).6 Perceval’s question underlines his naivety, and his comments
begin to verge on blasphemy: “you are more beautiful than God!”7 Truth be known, he
has led a sheltered life, never having been instructed on, much less shown, the ways of
knights; thus, his engrossment is understandable.

His mother decided not to teach

Perceval about the world outside the forest because his father and older brothers were
killed in feats of arms (386-387). Perceval’s mother is keenly aware that knighthood is
an empty occupation, devoid of a greater end. When he returns to her elated in his

4

“Crestïens seme et fet semance / D’un romans que il ancomance, / Et si le seme an si bon leu / Qu’il ne
puet ester sanz grand preu” (vv. 7-10). Chrétien is playing upon the “Parable of the Sower and the Seeds”
found in Mark chapter four.

5

Kibler makes certain to point out in an endnote Chrétien’s biblical blunder in this instance by attributing
the words of John (1 John 4:16) to Paul. However, an allusion to 1 Corinthians chapter thirteen appears in
the text directly beforehand and, prior to that, Matthew chapter six verse three. Note, though, Chrétien’s
use of chiasmus in this line: “Dex est charitez, et qui vit / An charité, selonc l’escrit, / Sainz Pos lo dit et je
le lui, / Il maint an Dieu et Dex an lui” (vv. 47-50).
6

“Non ai ge, par le Salveor, / […], an cui je croi. / Estes vos Deux” (vv. 172-174) ?

7

“Mes vos estes plus biax que Dex” (v. 179).
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discovery, she tells him of how his father, though a knight, lost all that he had upon the
death of King Arthur’s father.8
But Perceval desires more than anything else to become a knight: he sees these
men as “more beautiful […] than God or all his angels” (386).9 Perceval’s mother
attempts to correct his misunderstanding, pointing out that these “angels men complain of
[…] kill whatever they come upon” (386).10 She attempts to educate him about religion,
but he refuses to listen to her advice just as he always has—“I scorn her teaching and
indeed won’t cross myself”—although, he does promise her that he will attend Mass
(382).11 As Perceval rides away, he sees that “his mother had fallen […] and was lying in
a faint as if she had dropped dead” (388-389).12 Perceval ignores her and, in an utterly
uncharitable manner, speeds away. At this point, he has much to learn about love.
Perceval’s failure to serve others and his inability to see beyond his own selfish
desires becomes especially clear when, shortly afterwards, he encounters a maiden in a

8

In The Arthurian Romances of Chrétien de Troyes, Donald Maddox tells us based on Perceval’s mother’s
account that “the Arthurian order [is] deeply flawed” (87). Indeed, Arthur is the new king, and things seem
to be in disarray. As noted in Chapter Two, everything does not appear to be right in the world of King
Arthur. Why would a good knight have been dispossessed of his lands? More importantly, why has the
ideal of knighthood degenerated so? Perceval’s mother loathes knights for their lack of charity, as “The
Haughty Knight of the Heath” is later described as the one “who seeks nothing but combat and battle”
(428). Many knights, though not so overtly arrogant, are like this, such as Gawain. The honor of
knighthood has lost its status because “combat and battle” and personal glory have become more important
than Christian principles.

9

“Il sont plus bel, si com ge cuit, / Que Dex ne que si enge tuit” (vv. 393-394).

10

“Biax filz, a Deu te rant, / Que mout ai grant peor de toi. / Tu as veü, si com je croi, / Les enges don la
gent se plaignent, / Qui ocient quan qu’il ataingent” (vv. 396-400).

11
12

“Mes cest anseing desdaignerai, / Que ja voir ne m’an seignerai” (vv. 119-120).

“Qant li vaslez fu esloigniez / Le giet d’une pierre menue, / Si regarda et vit cheüe / Sa mere au chief del
pont arriere, / Et jut pasmee an tel meniere / Com s’ele fust cheüe morte” (vv. 620-625).
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tent in the forest.13 As soon as he sees her, “in his ignorance,”14 he greeted her according
to the teachings of his mother (389). The damsel is afraid and rues the fact that her
knight left her alone. She warns Perceval not to come close because her lover could be
back at any minute, but to this Perceval retorts, “First I’ll kiss you […] no matter what
anyone may think, because my mother instructed me to.”15 By adding “no matter what
anyone may think,” it seems obvious that Perceval has some idea that others would not
approve of his behavior. We are to believe that Perceval is wholly naïve concerning the
ways of the world because he grew up away from civilization, but at the same time, this
is also an excuse for his actions. He is not as uninformed as he seems, for he has
received good counsel from his mother: “He who fails to honor ladies finds his own
honor dead inside him. […] He who kisses a maiden gains much; but if she grants you a
kiss, I forbid you to go any further […]” (387-388).16
In his alleged “ignorance,” Perceval misconstrues everything he has heard. What
follows strongly suggests a scene of rape, for what the damsel does not “grant,” Perceval
takes. Everything he does violates her. He grasps her in his muscular embrace “clumsily
because he knew no other way: he stretched her out beneath himself […].”

Any

resistance she attempted was pointless against his force, and “he kissed her repeatedly

13

Hence, Rupert T. Pickens in “Le Conte du Graal: Chrétien’s Unfinished Last Romance” refers to her as
the “Tent Maiden” in his organized catalog of the numerous episodes in the tale, but she is also the lady of
the Orgueilleux de la Lande which Kibler translates as “The Haughty Knight of the Heath” (172-173).
14

“[…] qui nices fu” (v. 681).

15

“Einz vos beiserai, par mon chief, / […], cui qu’il soit grief, / Que ma mere le m’anseigna” (vv. 693695).

16

“Qui as dames enor ne porte / La soe enors doit estre morte. / Dames et puceles servez, / Si seroiz par tot
enorez ; / Et se vos aucune an proiez, / Gardez que vos ne l’enuiez ; / Ne fetes rien qui li despleise. / De
pucele a mout qui la beise ; / S’ele le beisier vos consant, / Le soreplus vos an desfant […]” (vv. 539-548).
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[…] regardless whether she liked it or not […]” (389-390).17 Perceval presses himself
upon her, despite her pleas, and he stops only when he observes a brilliant green ring on
her finger.
Perceval’s mother told him that if he encounters a maiden and if “she has a ring
on her finger […], and if she gives it to you for love […], I’ll not object to you wearing
her ring” (388).18 His misguided interpretation is amusing from a distance but extreme
when measured within the tale: “My mother also told me […] to take the ring from your
finger […]. Now give me the ring; I want it” (390)!19 The poor damsel refuses to hand it
over, so he “grasped her wrist, forcibly straightened out her finger” and took the ring
from it.20 At this point, Perceval’s attention shifts to the meat pies laid out for the
maiden’s knight because he has worked up quite an appetite. Before he begins to eat
them with “lusty gulps,” he remarks to her, “I’ll go now quite contented, because your
kiss is much better than that of any chambermaid in all my mother’s household […].”21
These words reveal that he is perhaps not so innocent with regard to love (or lust) after all
but that he obviously has no conception of true love, or charity.
Peter Noble affirms Perceval’s naivety in matters of love, but Perceval’s actions
are more the result of a severe misunderstanding of what love should be: it is a misguided

17

“Li vaslez avoit les braz forz, / Si l’anbrace mout nicemant, / Car il nel sot fere autremant. / Mist la soz
lui tote estandue, / Et cele s’est mout desfandue / Et deganchi quan qu’ele pot ; / Mes desfansse mestier n’i
ot, / Que li vaslez an un randon / La beisa, volsist ele ou non” (vv. 700-708).

18

“Mes s’ele a enel an son doi, / […] / Se par amor ou par proiere / Le vos done, bon m’iert et bel / Que
vos an portoiz son anel” (vv. 550-554).

19

“Encor, […], me dist ma mere / Qu’an vostre doi l’anel preïsse, / Mes que plus rien ne vos feïsse. / Or ça
l’anel, jel vuel avoir” (vv. 712-715).

20
21

“Li vaslez par la main la prant, / A force le doi li estant” (vv. 719-720).

“Or m’an irai ge bien paiez. / Et mout meillor beisier vos fet / Que chanberiere que il et / An tote la
meison ma mere, / Que n’avez pas la boiche amere” (vv. 724-728).
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love (84). His conduct devastates the damsel. When her lover returns, he accuses her of
shamelessness and punishes her for giving her ring to another man. Perceval’s actions,
although not filled with evil intentions, bring about the maiden’s demise. (In this way,
Chrétien de Troyes harshly critiques Peter Abelard’s doctrine of intentionality.) Most
significantly for our purposes, though, Perceval’s love throughout this scene is selfish: it
is exclusively of the “first degree.” If Perceval is meant to be a story about charity (as
the prologue suggests), so far we have seen nothing but the opposite.
At last, Perceval reaches the court of King Arthur whom he admires above all
other men. However, upon entering Arthur’s hall, he is taken aback by the king’s
impotence and feels insulted by Arthur’s failure to return his greeting. We learn that
Arthur has just had his golden cup stolen by an adversary, who, when he lifted it, poured
its contents discourteously upon the queen. Guinevere has run away upset, and Arthur is
now consumed by a debilitating depression, unable to do anything—a situation which
rivals the beginning of the Charrette (392-393). Perceval is disgusted by what he sees
and moves to depart.22 As he turns away, he hears the prophecy of the maiden who, until
she saw him, had not laughed in six years or more: “Young man, if you live long enough,
I think and believe in my heart that in this whole world there will never be, nor will
anyone ever acknowledge, a better knight than yourself” (394).23 Perceval is recognized
by the maiden precisely because he is disenchanted with Arthur’s world; this is the first
indication that the “best knight” must learn to serve a different, more noble purpose.
22

Recall, as mentioned in Chapter Two, Perceval’s response to his unsatisfactory encounter with the
Arthurian world: “By my faith […] this king has never made a knight! How could he make knights if you
can’t get a word out of him?” (392). (“Par foi, dist li vaslez adonques, / Cist rois ne fist chevalier onques. /
Qant l’an n’an puet parole traire, / Comant puet il chevalier faire ?” (vv. 927-930).)

23

“Vaslez, se tu viz par aaige, / Je pans et croi an mon coraige / Qu’an trestot le monde n’avra, / N’il n’i
ert, n’an ne l’i savra / Nul meillor chevalier de toi” (vv. 1039-1043).
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Perceval’s disappointment with the world of the Arthurian court finds resolution
in a mentor he meets on his journeys. Gornemant of Gohort shows him how to fight like
a knight but, more importantly, how to think like one.

After having received his

necessary training from Gornemant, Chrétien describes the scene of Perceval’s knighting
thus: “giving him the sword [Gornemant] had conferred on him the highest order that
God had set forth and ordained: that is, the order of knighthood, which must be
maintained without villainy” (402).24 This is what it means to be a knight, not what
Perceval has seen at Arthur’s court: knights must charitably serve others. Perceval’s
teacher then instructs him further on the same points as his mother, namely, to help
women in need and “pray to Him who made all things to have mercy on your soul and
keep you a true Christian in this earthly life” (402).25 Unbeknownst to himself, Perceval
has begun to change. Gornemant repeats his mother’s spiritual tutoring, but at this stage,
Perceval is ready to listen. He decides to set back out for home and check on his mother;
during this return journey—which prevents the completion of his “pilgrimage”—he
stumbles upon the besieged castle of Biaurepaire.26
Perceval seeks accommodation in the fortress but soon comprehends that
Biaurepaire’s inhabitants need his help more than he needs theirs. Upon entering the
compound, he finds the town in ruins, devastated with poverty. He notices that the
churches and houses have been laid to waste, the mills are grinding nothing, and that
everyone is starving (403). He is, in sum, in the midst of a (physical) wasteland. Despite
24

“Et dit que donee li a / La plus haute ordre avoec l’espee / Que Dex a fete et comandee, / C’est l’ordre de
chevalerie / Qui doit estre sanz vilenie” (vv. 1634-1638).

25

“Volantiers alez au mostier / Proier celui qui tot a fait / Que de vostre ame merci ait / Et qu’an cest siegle
terrïen / Vos gart come son crestïen” (vv. 1666-1670).

26

Might we interpret this as a sign that Perceval is not yet ready to go home?
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the apparent hardship, the beautiful châtelaine, Blancheflor, kindly escorts Perceval into
a chamber to converse while waiting for dinner—a meal that will consist of the last
morsels of food in the entire castle. After partaking of the sparse nourishment, Perceval
and the people retire to bed. The citizens of Biaurepaire and Blancheflor, in particular,
teach Perceval a valuable lesson through their example of great charity and hospitality.
With a little enticement from Blancheflor, Perceval’s love grows even more.
During the night, the châtelaine, anxious about the plight of her people, comes to
Perceval’s bedside and weeps over him. He awakes and takes her in his arms to comfort
her.

Blancheflor explains that it is because of her that the castle is in its current

predicament. The wicked Clamadeu of the Isles has been seeking her hand, but she has
adamantly refused. In retaliation, he has held the city under attack for “an entire winter
and summer (406).”27 Perceval feels sorry for her; this is the first time that he overtly
shows concern for someone else. He beckons her to lie beside him for reassurance; they
kiss and sleep in each other’s arms. Jean Frappier explains that “The hero now has a
mistress and begins to be courteous, stirred by love, by its emotions, mixed with
forthright sensuality and tender pity for the defenseless woman” (133). The two spend a
night together in chaste repose. In the morning, Blancheflor tells him that she regrets the
poor service she has been able to bestow and that he is free to go. To this Perceval
exclaims, “Beautiful lady, I’ll not look for any other lodgings today. First, if I can, I’ll
bring peace throughout your lands” (407).28 Perceval has been moved to charity not only
by the generosity of the people but also now because of his love for Blancheflor. He adds

27
28

“A siege a ci devant esté / Tot un iver et un esté” (vv. 2013-2014).

“Bele, ce n’iert hui / Que je autre ostel voise querre / Einz avrai tote vostre terre / Mise an peis, se je
onques puis” (vv. 2096-2099).
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with regard to the enemy that “if I defeat and kill him, in recompense I ask that your love
be given to me; I’ll accept no other payment.”29 While Perceval is making progress in his
love—he has learned to love outside of himself and has reached the “second degree”—
his motivations, nonetheless, remain firmly grounded in self-concern.30
After delivering the people of Biaurepaire from their foes, Perceval takes his
leave of Blancheflor, despite her entreaties. He remembers his mother and must go to her
in order to rectify the cruel pain he caused her in departing (417). In other words, his
mother’s wellbeing now takes precedence over his personal desires.

Perceval is

continuing to improve rapidly in the maturation of his love, and Blancheflor has abetted
this process.
During Perceval’s homeward journey, he has the opportunity to behold a
mysterious bleeding lance and a grail while lodging at the castle of the Fisher King.
When presented with these articles, however, he finds himself unable to ask why the
lance bleeds and who is served by the grail (420-421). He wakes up the next morning to
find the Fisher King’s whole estate vacant. Perceval had determined overnight that he

29

“Mes se je l’oci et conquier, / Vostre druërie requier / An guerredon qu’ele soit moie, / Autres soldees
n’an prandroie” (vv. 2103-2106).
30
Furthermore, he heeds the guidance of Gornemant. When Perceval routs the onslaught of Anguingueron,
Clamadeu’s seneschal, he refuses to kill him, although the townspeople “were very disappointed that he
had not taken the head of the defeated knight and brought it to them” (410). (“Mes a mout grant enui lor
torne / Del chevalier qu’il a conquis / Qant il le chief n’an avoit pris / Et quant il ne lor or randu” (vv. 23362339).) Previously, Gornemant had said about single combat that “if you gain the upper hand and he is no
longer able to defend himself […], you must grant him mercy rather than killing him outright” (402). (“Se
vos an venez au desus / Que vers vos ne se puisse plus / Desfandre ne contretenir, / Einz l’estuisse a merci
venire, / Qu’a escïant ne l’ocïez” (vv. 1643-1647).) Perceval seems to have been paying attention to the
meaning of Gornemant’s words as opposed to when he acted upon the advice of his mother. In fact, as
Maddox points out concerning the defense of Biaurepaire, “In his rescue, Perceval rectifies the kinds of
vices his mother had singled out as being widespread after Uther’s death. In addition, willingly meeting the
seneschal in combat, he becomes for the first time in his career a voluntary agent in resolving a conflict”
(92).
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would make a query concerning the lance and grail at daybreak, but his chance has
vanished along with the inhabitants.
With resignation, Perceval continues towards his mother but first comes across his
cousin. When he recounts the previous night’s peculiar happenings, she provides a
prediction and an answer. First, she says, “much suffering will befall you and others,” as
a result of not speaking, and then she tells him that he could not begin to ask “because
you sinned against your mother, who has died of grief on your account” (425). 31 This
exchange highlights the fact that Perceval is still in need of development: his failure to
ask questions has direct implications for those around him.

Furthermore, Chrétien

suggests to us that in matters of faith—for the lance and the grail appear to be Christian
symbols (see Kibler’s notes, page 519)—we must actively seek and ask, not wait for
things to happen to us.
It is after Perceval’s departure from the Fisher King’s castle that we come to
understand just how much Blancheflor’s influence has begun to transform him. At this
juncture, the famous blood-drops scene occurs (see beginning of Chapter One). Let us
turn once more to this episode. Contemplating the three (red) blood drops on the (white)
snow “pleased [Perceval] so much that he felt as if he were seeing the fresh colour of his
fair lady’s face” (432-433).32 Blancheflor becomes associated with the colors of love
and, more specifically, with the Eucharist. At the beginning of the tale, Perceval was
entirely grounded in the flesh and lacked any conception of charity.

He cruelly

abandoned his mother, violated the “Tent Maiden,” and set off to seek knighthood by
31

“Mes or saches bien que enui / En avandra toi et autrui. / Por le pechié, ce saches tu, / De ta mere t’est
avenu, / Qu’ele est morte de duel de toi” (vv. 3591-3595).

32

“An l’esgarder que il feisoit / Li ert avis, tant li pleisoit, / Qu’il veïst la color novele / De la face s’amie
bele” (vv. 4207-4210).
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feats of arms. Now, however, as he gazes at the drops of blood, Perceval reaches a new
level of maturity (see Uitti, Story, Myth, and Celebration 206): he loses himself in
mystical rumination.33 Perceval’s only method of coming to comprehend God, and thus
of finding fulfillment, is to associate the abstract with something comprehensible—his
love for Blancheflor.
The nature of God is beyond the grasp of any human, but as St. Bonaventure (c.
1217-1274) will later expound in his Itinerarium mentis in Deum (The Journey of the
Mind to God), “we are so created that the material universe itself is a ladder by which we
may ascend to God” (5).34 Bonaventure clarifies that this is not an ascent of the body, but
of the heart towards the “Supreme Good,” which is made possible because God made the
world and left His fingerprints upon it (17).35 Both St. Bernard and St. Bonaventure
remind us that a person’s understanding of God’s love must begin in the flesh because he
is part of the material world, but as his love develops, he must turn from that world to its
Creator. Perceval does this as he meditates upon the Eucharistic configuration in the

33

Michelle Freeman points out in her article, “Problems in Romance Composition: Ovid, Chrétien de
Troyes, and the Romance of the Rose,” that this is a very Ovidian motif. What is interesting is the effect
that Chrétien’s use of the red-and-white pattern has within his story and without: “Instead of merely
dissipating in the same way that the morning frost vanishes at the touch of the sun, the snow, the sunlight,
and the appearance of the blood drops are fully integrated into Chrétien’s romance system of intentions,
into the real world of this romance. Perceval—and the reader as well—must re-combine these elements,
now assimilated into a concrete, individualized reality, so as to be transported—Perceval and the reader—
into another and new world, into the courtly world of la face s’amie” (162-163). Yet, at the same time,
Perceval is conveyed to a heavenly world; the two become fused in this one scene.
34

As noted within the introduction by Stephen F. Brown, St. Bonaventure, appointed as Minister to the
Order of St. Francis in 1257, was influenced heavily by the works of St. Augustine, especially as
understood through the writings of Richard of St. Victor and St. Bernard of Clairvaux. Richard of St.
Victor (c. 1123-1173) was the pupil of Hugh of St. Victor.

35

“Since the creation of the world His invisible attributes are clearly seen, being understood through the
things that are made” (Romans 1:20).
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forest, and his terrestrial link with the Divine is his lady.36

Through his love for

Blancheflor, he has grown in his ability to love God, and by growing closer to God, his
love for her has become more holy. Perceval sees God in his lady, his lady in God; the
two are indivisibly connected.
As the snow melts underneath the warm blood unlocking the frozen earth, so too
is Perceval’s soul given new life. His capacity to love has been freed from an earthly
bondage and now exists on a greater plane, which, in turn, brings him nearer to that state.
Perceval accomplishes what no other character of Chrétien’s has been able to do: he
reaches St. Bernard’s “fourth degree.” All that remains is for him to return from whence
he began in order to assimilate this wisdom into his life.
However, when we next encounter Perceval, he has strayed from his path.
Although he has sworn that he would not “spend two nights in the same lodgings as long
as he lived […] until he had learned who was served from the grail and had found the
bleeding lance and been told the true reason why it bled” (439),37 it does not take him
long to make the same mistake Yvain did (see Chapter Two). Perceval plunges himself,
once again, into the world of tourneys and gratuitous chivalry. Five years pass, and
“Perceval […] ha[s] lost his memory so totally that he no longer remember[s] God. April
and May passed five times […] without his having entered a church and adored God or
36

Also significant is the fact that Perceval undergoes this experience in the natural world—the forest—as
created by God rather than in a town setting made by man.

37

“Qu’il ne girra an un ostel / Deus nuiz an trestot son aage / […] / Tant que il del graal savra / Cui l’an an
sert, et qu’il avra / La lance qui sainne trovee, / Si que la veritez provee / Li ert dite por qu’ele sainne” (vv.
4728-4739). In this instance, Perceval seeks to overcome his fate, announced by the loathsome hag on the
mule, who curses Perceval and tells him that everyone will suffer because of his inability to ask about the
grail and lance. She presents the Knights of the Round Table with a quest to save a damsel being “besieged
on the peak below Montesclere,” but Perceval turns away from this chance of gaining worldly renown
(438-439). Frappier says of this decision that “Perceval chooses to undertake the impossible adventure, the
conquest of the Grail. In this sublime moment, the hero’s liberty is proven, for Perceval refuses fate,
refuses to despair over the irreversible” (136). He continues: “Thus an antithesis between Gawain and
Perceval is established in this episode,” for Gawain chooses to seek the maiden and fame (137).
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His cross” (457).38 The number five is significant: it represents both the wounds of
Christ and the number of the human senses, which can be used either to lead one away
from God or to Him according to St. Bonaventure (and St. Bernard). Chrétien makes a
point as well of mentioning the months. March and April are the time of the Lenten
period in the Church, a time of coming clean that ends in Easter, but the third of May also
used to be an important date. The Emperor Constantine reformulated the Roman festival
of the Feast of Venus (also known as the Feast of Flowers, the Floralia) into a Christian
holiday, which required believers on that day to choose to follow either caritas (God) or
cupiditas (worldly desire, symbolized by Venus).39 Thus, five times Perceval has ignored
Christ and has failed to turn from his earthly ways, opting for cupiditas. He has forsaken
all of Christ’s wounds and has allowed all of his senses to gravitate away from God.
Perceval has been far too busy to think of God in the last five years having “sent
sixty worthy knights as prisoners to King Arthur’s court” (457).40 While he has gained
renown as a knight (according to the paradigms of knighthood upheld by Arthur’s court),
Chrétien suggests that he has in fact achieved very little. A single, short paragraph sums
up five years of his life: it is as if nothing has happened; Perceval has no purpose. This
becomes even clearer when he meets a group of penitents in the forest on Good Friday.41

38
“Percevax, […], / A si perdue la memoire / Que de Deu ne li sovient mais. / Cinc foiz passa avrix et
mais, / […] / Qu’an eglise ne an mostier / Ne Deu ne ses sainz n’aora” (vv. 6217-6223).
39

I am grateful to David L. Jeffrey, who pointed this out during a lecture on Chaucer’s “The Knight’s Tale”
during the fall of 2005. Friday, May 3rd was also the day that Dante found himself bewildered within the
dark wood—“When I had journeyed half of our life’s way, / I found myself within a shadowed forest, / for
I had lost the path that does not stray” (Inferno, canto 1, vv. 1-3). Thus, the whole of The Divine Comedy is
about learning to choose between God and Venus. Through Dante’s blessing of a pilgrimage, he comes to
opt for the former (3).

40
41

“Cinquante chevaliers de pris / A la cort le roi Artus pris / Dedanz les cinc anz anvea” (vv. 6233-6235).

Some of these pilgrims are also knights, which provides some hope for the state of this occupation in
Arthur’s world. It also, as Uitti explains, contrasts with Perceval’s first encounter with a group of knights
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One man upbraids him for bearing arms on the day that Jesus died, asking if he is a
Christian. Perceval, a bit beside himself, inquires as to where they have been, and they
then point him to the abode of a wise and holy hermit. Suddenly, he is shaken into a
realization of his wrongdoings: “From a state of aimlessness and insufficiency—a state of
being reflecting the vaguest sort of notion that all is not right—Perceval passes into a
condition of hope, of repentance, and of openness to God’s love” (Uitti, Revisited 121).
He makes his way to the hut weeping and “sighing deep within his heart because he felt
he had sinned against God and was very sorry for it” (459).42
When he reaches the holy man’s dwelling, he throws himself upon the ground
before the hermit, takes his foot in his hands, and begs forgiveness. Perceval confesses
his sins: “it has been over five years since I have known where I was going, and I have
not loved God or believed in Him, and all I have done has been evil” (459).43 He also
mentions his failure to find the grail and lance, but he, again, neglects his mother. The
hermit—who just happens to be his maternal uncle—reminds him of this and says that it
has only been because of her prayers that Perceval has not been harshly punished by God.
Perceval acknowledges his profound fault, his mother’s undying love, and God’s great
mercy. The hermit also satisfies his curiosity: the Fisher King, another of Perceval’s

whom he veritably worships. This company orients him towards redemption in the hermit’s hut rather than
the fruitlessness of King Arthur’s court (Revisited 120).
42

“Qui sopire del cuer del vantre / Por ce que mesfez se savoit / Vers Deu et si s’an repantoit” (vv. 63346336).

43

“Sire, […], bien a cinc anz / Que ge ne soi ou ge me fui, / Ne Deu n’amai ne ne le crui, / N’onques puis
ne fis se mal non” (vv. 6364-6367).
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maternal uncles, is the man served from the grail. In truth, a single host is able to sustain
him, which is a testament to God’s power.44
Perceval does accomplish part of his original mission: although he does not
uncover the physical objects, he discovers and embraces the real truth behind the grail
and lance. He finds, and reconciles himself with, God.45 Furthermore, Perceval receives,
for a third and final time (three, being a perfect number), teaching that is verbatim to the
counsel of his mother and Gornemant. Essentially, the hermit advises him to follow the
two great commandments: “Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all they heart, and
with all thy soul, and with all thy mind,” and “Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself”
(Matthew 22:37-39). Perceval must, as the hermit instructs, “Believe in God, love God,
worship God” and honor his fellow humans (460).46 As penance he is to go into every
church he finds and adore God, for this “will improve [his] soul.” To this, he replies that
he is “most willing.”47 (This formula, incidentally—“mout volantiers”—is identical to
Chrétien’s own love-response to Marie of Champagne’s command in the prologue to the
Charrette. The greatest love-service, according to Chrétien de Troyes, is serving God.)
At the end of his edifying stay with the hermit, from Good Friday until Easter
Sunday (three days), Perceval receives communion after years of spiritual starvation, and
we never hear from him again. Indeed, as Chrétien says, “you will have heard a great
44

See Kibler’s endnotes, number 24.

45

Perceval learns to put his knightly expertise in service to something greater than an earthly existence. He
begins to serve God as a knight should, and this offers a stark distinction to the behavior of the knights we
have seen thus far in the tale. In fact, Uitti points out that “Nowhere does the romance or, for that matter,
the Hermit suggest that knightly prowess is futile. On the contrary, one leaves Perceval after his sojourn
with the Hermit even more convinced that now his prowess has become, unlike that of the purely worldly
Gauvain, genuine” (Revisited 122). Perceval, indeed, becomes the perfect knight predicted by the maiden
at the beginning of the story.

46

“Deu croi, Deu ainme, Deu aore, / Prodome et boene fame enore” (vv. 6459-6460).

47

“Einz an sera t’ame avanciee” (v. 6451); and, “Oïl, fet il, mout volantiers” (v. 6475).
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deal about my lord Gawain before I speak of Perceval again” (461). 48 The latter story of
Gawain drops off, leaving it in a state to which infinite endings could be attached. 49 It
can never be finished, and the story of Perceval can never really return. 50
But is the romance not complete, despite its lack of narrative closure? Perceval
reached the end of his pilgrimage and the answer to all his questions. He found God; he
found love; he found what it meant to be human. He reached the “fourth degree” in his
love for Blancheflor, and eventually,51 this love led him to a more profound relationship

48

“De Perceval plus longuemant / Ne parole li contes ci, / Einçois avroiz asez oï / De mon seignor Gauvain
parler / Que plus m’oiez de lui conter” (vv. 6514-6518).

49

It is important to keep in mind what the continuation tradition of the tale tells us, as recounted by Annie
Combes in her work “The Continuations of the Conte du Graal,” that “Perceval’s astonishing success
contrasts with the definitive failure of Gauvain in the order of spirituality. Indeed, one after the other, the
continuations have illustrated the extent of Gauvain’s moral and ethical shortcomings” (200). Frappier
declares that “there are good reasons to believe that it was the poet’s own intention to give Gawain a minor
but still significant role.” He continues to say that “This dual interest was not a novelty: already in
Lancelot, Chrétien maintained a sort of parallelism between the roles of Gawain and the hero” (129).

50

In The Development of Arthurian Romance, Loomis expresses his discontent with the idea that Chrétien
constructed the rambling stories of Gawain to contrast with the path of progression we observe in the
character of Perceval, demonstrating the difference between someone focused upon the things of this world
versus the next. He asks, “But is not this apologia for Chrétien an example of bardolatry, an attempt to
convert a fairly obvious defect in the structure of the poem into an artistic virtue” (65)? Loomis says that “I
fail to see that Gawain’s affair with the huntsman king’s sister is more sensual than Perceval’s with
Blanchefleur […]. If this hypothesis be true, and the poet intended a systematic antithesis between the two
knights, he bungled the plan badly.” Yet, we have seen Perceval’s love become refined. When Chrétien
describes the scene with Gawain, he says, “My lord Gawain sought her love and implored her, saying he
would be her knight for all his life,” and at that point, they begin kissing and “bringing each other much
pleasure” (452). However, after Gawain is discovered and narrowly escapes from the town, he abandons
the lady to whom he swore he would devote himself and continues in his journeying. Throughout the
remainder of the story, Gawain never thinks on her again. In fact, it is difficult to ascertain any kind of
introspection the likes of which Perceval experiences. Is Chrétien a bad writer, as Loomis would suggest,
or is there some point to this disparity and the fact that Gawain presumably never comes to the end of his
wanderings?
51

His journey never came to a conclusion until he met the hermit. At that point, the principle of caritas
was replanted and nurtured with teaching and the Eucharist for a third time. Perceval made it to the top of
the “four degrees of love,” but he did not know what to do with that. His rapid spiritual growth was,
instead, later overcome by temporal desire. Perceval is very much like the soil which Chrétien mentions in
the prologue to his tale. Perceval reacted to his mother’s wisdom concerning love like the stony ground in
the “Parable of the Sower;” it did not even take root. With Gornemant’s counsel, Perceval accepted the
wisdom, the seed, but in failing to tend it, his love was overcome by weeds—worldly ambition. He
attained to the “fourth degree,” but all too briefly. Just as in the biblical account, on the third time, the
hermit’s seeds fell on good ground: Perceval’s understanding of caritas becomes established and thrives.
He made a great spiritual leap in reaching the “fourth degree” by associating his love for Blancheflor with
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with God. In this way, Perceval achieves what the couple of Lancelot and Guinevere
could not. (Interestingly, then, Le Conte du Graal appears incomplete from a narrative
point of view—it ends in mid-sentence—but is whole from a spiritual point of view:
Perceval learns to see beyond this life and to love God. The Charrette, on the other hand,
is complete from a narrative point of view: it offers closure for the present because
Lancelot defeats Meleagant and the narrator delivers the epilogue.

Lancelot and

Guinevere’s love story, however—the core of the romance—stagnates as the characters
fail to move beyond the storybook world.)
It is surely no coincidence that continuations of the Perceval story all bring the
eponymous hero and Blancheflor back together.52 Gerbert de Montreuil, for example,
writing between 1226 and 1230, even has Perceval marry Blancheflor. 53 For Gerbert,
Perceval’s journey ultimately begins, and ends, in Blancheflor: she is his path to
salvation. But this is no typical, mortal union. Like St. Alexis in the Old French Vie,
Perceval and Blancheflor love each other in God and for God. To this end, on their
wedding night, they swear to have a chaste marriage in order to attain to Paradise (495499).

God, but like the body, the human spirit must also be nourished. Only when Perceval confesses his sins
and takes communion with the hermit does he logically connect God with charity and receive the
sustenance his soul needs.
52

John L. Grigsby notes nonetheless that “none of these continuators reaches the psychological subtlety of
Chrétien in the portrayal of heroes […]” (52).

53

Kibler explains that this addition is typically placed by scholars after the Second Continuation (or the
Wauchier de Denain Continuation) but before the Manessier Continuation. In the Third Continuation by
Manessier, Perceval eventually retires to a hermitage to lead a life of godly contemplation, and like the
Fisher King, he is sustained only by the host from the grail (498). Interestingly, if the Montreuil and
Manessier continuations are considered together, we have an outcome similar to the lai of “Eliduc” by
Marie de France in which all the characters—Eliduc and his former and present wives, Guildeluec and
Guilliadon respectively—take up the monastic life and love one another in God.
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Chrétien’s Le Conte du Graal explains brilliantly that chivalric love is founded
upon the knight’s response to God’s love; it also suggests, as does St. Bernard, that any
love between human beings must constitute a response to God’s love. It is Perceval’s
final understanding, and assimilation, of this truth that permits him to respond to his
beloved Blancheflor’s gratitude and love for him.
The present thesis has attempted to document and tell the story of how Chrétien
de Troyes glosses St. Bernard of Clairvaux’s On Loving God in order to demonstrate the
proper development that a person must go through in learning to love. In effect, we see
that human beings have the capacity to arrive at a state of satisfaction in caritas, and the
most understandable means is through the love for another person. Because God is Love,
this schema is not only possible, it is intrinsically meshed.
The ramifications of St. Bernard’s theology on romance narrative are farreaching. Not only do the “four degrees” provide us with the means of interpreting the
spiritual progression (or limitations) of Chrétien’s protagonists, they help us to
understand why authors like Chrétien de Troyes and his contemporaries (e.g., Marie de
France) placed such emphasis on exploring the idea of the couple. The couple is at the
center of the human experience; love—between two human beings and between
humankind and God—is the driving force at the heart of Chrétien’s corpus.

His

romances culminate in the extraordinary Conte du Graal, which prompts us to remember
that, in the grand scope of things, loving God is the ultimate purpose of human life.
But let us leave the last words to Dante Alighieri, who, in the Paradiso, describes
the pilgrim’s final ascent to the beatific vision in the inner spheres of Heaven and the
“Eternal Light.” As he turns back, Dante finds standing beside him not Beatrice, his
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faithful guide, but St. Bernard of Clairvaux, who smiles at him. Although Bernard is not
explicitly mentioned by Chrétien de Troyes, his ideas in On Loving God permeate the
Arthurian romances: Bernard stands next to Enide as she cries over Erec’s lifeless body;
he walks beside Yvain as he makes his way back to Laudine; he is very near to Lancelot
as he jumps onto the cart; and, of course, he sits with Perceval as he stares at the blood
drops in the snow. All of these scenes point, as they will in Dante’s experience, to the
“Love that moves the sun and the other stars” (canto 33, v. 145), and which ultimately
guides Chrétien’s characters—and his audience—on their own pilgrimage towards
caritas.
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APPENDIX A
Chapter One: Representations of Works

A.1. La création d’Ève. Cathedral of Amiens, France.

A.2. Dieu tire Ève d’un côté d’Adam. Cathedral of Chartres, France.
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A.3. Third illumination from the Richelieu MS, Français 188. Bibliothèque Nationale de
France, Paris.
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A.4. BNF, Richelieu MS, Français 188, fourth illumination.
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A.5. BNF, Richelieu MS, Français 188, sixth illumination.
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APPENDIX B
Chapter Two: Representations of Works

B.1. Yvain and His Lion Battling Harpin de la Montagne: Princeton MS Garrett 125, fol.
56v. Princeton University.
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B.2. Yvain Charging with His Lion: Princeton MS Garrett 125, fol. 26v. Princeton
University.
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APPENDIX C
Chapter Three: Representations of Works

Image © Hildesheim, St Godehard

C.1. St. Alexis on His Wedding Night: St. Albans Psalter. Hildesheim MS (L), fol. 57r.
University of Aberdeen.
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